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Abstract

This thesis reports an ab initio study of the Ge(111)-5×5 reconstruction, which forms

on top of a Si(111)-7×7 substrate. Detailed descriptions of the structural and elec-

tronic properties of this surface, obtained from density-functional calculations, are

presented and analyzed. A study of In clusters on this surface is performed, and com-

pared with recent experimental work on this system. The effect of surface strain as

well as the issue of the Si-Ge interface is addressed. Also, a preliminary investigation

of some dynamical aspects of an In atom on the 5×5 surface is presented.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In recent years, there has been a surge of interest in the self-assembly of nanostruc-

tures. With electronic circuits, overwhelmingly based on Si, becoming increasingly

smaller in size, there will inevitably be a time in the not-too-distant future when ac-

tive methods for patterning Si chips with tiny, intricate circuitry of atomic dimension

will fail. Up until now, the (001) surface of Si has garnered the most attention in

research, due to its utility in the semiconductor device industry. However, the (111)

surface has recently attracted interest due to its complex reconstructions and its great

potential for self-assembled nanostructures. Together with experimental techniques,

computational methods aim to provide deeper insight into the mechanisms for the

formation of these complex (111) semiconductor surfaces and the energy landscape

due to the interaction of an adsorbate with the surface.

The explosive growth in computational power in recent years has led to the im-

plementation of ab initio density functional theory for ever-more complex problems,

providing close contact with experiments by providing clear explanations of observed

phenomena at the atomic level, as well as suggesting new directions for exploration.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2

1.1 Background and Motivation

Research on nanoscale structures on semiconductor surfaces has led to an observation

of numerous interesting effects in recent years: anisotropic strain fields [1] or variation

in growth kinetics [2] can be used to break symmetry and create dots [3], huts [4, 5]

or wires [6, 7, 8]. Recently, investigators have managed to grow extended arrays of

triangular clusters on the 7×7 reconstruction of Si(111). These clusters represent

a breakthrough in device technology in that they are self-assembled and uniform

in structure. The growth uses a previously unexplored methodology: low adatom

fluences and relatively low substrate temperatures. This approach has been used to

grow arrays of identical six-atom clusters for a variety of adatom species, including

the Group III metals Al [9, 10], Ga [11] and In [12], and the alkali metals Na [13] and

K [14].

The family of n×n (n = 3, 5, 7, 9, . . . ) dimer-adatom-stacking fault (DAS) surface

reconstructions, to which the Si(111)-7×7 structure belongs, comprises many com-

plex surface features. The 5×5 reconstruction can be produced by heating a cleaved

Si(111) surface to ≈350 ◦C [15], but it is metastable and the surface will irreversibly

change to 7×7 with increased temperature. On Ge(111), the 5×5 is unstable and the

7×7 surface reconstruction is metastable with Ge preferring the reduced complexity

of the c(2×8) structure. But, when approximately two to six monolayers (ML) of

Ge are deposited on Si(111)-7×7, a stable Ge(5×5) reconstruction results [16] due to

the compressive strain from the lattice mismatch between Ge and Si [17]. Reports of

cluster growth on Si(111)-Ge(5×5) have recently appeared [18, 19].

The object of this thesis is to use ab initio simulation to investigate the structural

and electronic properties of the Ge(5×5) surface, and the energetics of In adatoms

adsorbed on it. There is ongoing work in the group of Prof. A. B. McLean here

at Queen’s University to study In clusters experimentally using scanning tunnelling
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microscopy (STM).

1.2 The Thesis

This thesis begins with an overview of surface physics: phenomenological theory of

surfaces, surface reconstructions, and an outline of some experimental surface analysis

techniques (Chapter 1). It then describes the theory and the implementation of ab

initio density functional theory (Chapter 2). The systems that were studied are

described in detail, along with the results and discussion in Chapters 3-6. Each

chapter examines one key piece of the puzzle of the complex system. Chapter 3

discusses the bare Ge(111)-5×5 reconstruction, Chapter 4 the details of single-atom

and small cluster In adsorption on Ge(5×5), Chapter 5 the Ge-Si intermixing at the

interface of the Ge wetting layer on Si, and Chapter 6 discusses In diffusion on the

Ge(111)-5×5 surface.

1.3 Surfaces

Broadly speaking, surface atoms are in an environment somewhere between that of

bulk atoms and isolated atoms. The electronic structure of bulk pure semiconductors

varies in some key ways from that of simple metals (e.g. Al), and this carries forward

to the characteristics of surfaces. Semiconductors exhibit an energy band gap at the

Fermi level for electron states at all values of the wavevector, whereas metals do not,

or show a gap only for some values of the wavevector and/or at other energies. Thus,

transport and conduction of electrons in semiconductors can only be achieved through

some sort of excitation. However, a surface of a semiconductor may be characterised

as metallic if there are electron energy levels present as a result of the surface (surface

states) in the band gap, which cross the Fermi level, and are hence partly occupied.
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Surface states which interact with the bulk are highly evanescent as they enter

the surface. States which are more localised in a gap do not play a big role in the

reconstruction of metal surfaces, but are very important for that of semiconductor

surfaces. The local density of states (electronic charge density at a particular energy,

ρ(r, E)), at the surface, shows a contribution from the tails of the bulk wavefunctions,

as well as from some surface states. As we will show shortly, these surface states are

from disallowed solutions to Schrödinger’s equation for a bulk system, and because

of this, they do not propagate into the bulk and are highly localised at the surface.

Surface states for semiconductors sometimes have the character of dangling bonds

but interpreting surface states in terms of local chemical bonds is usually not appro-

priate for metals whose electrons are delocalised.

1.4 Surface Wavevector

The special thing about the surface is the effect that the removal of periodicity in the

dimension normal to the surface plane has on the wavefunctions.

To see what happens in the general case where the problem is semi-infinite in

one direction, let us consider a one-dimensional semi-infinite chain of particle spacing

L located between (−∞, 0). Here and throughout this thesis, atomic units where

e = h̄ = me = 1 will be used, unless otherwise noted. The problem will be solved

in two regions, that of (−∞, 0) where the potential u(z) is periodic in z, and (0,∞),

where the potential is a constant: u(z) = u0, representing the vacuum region.

1.4.1 Periodic system

The Schrödinger equation in one dimension is

[

−1

2

d2

dz2
+ u(z)

]

ψ(z) = ǫψ(z) (1.1)
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for a potential u(z).

If, for simplicity, we take a system where the total potential inside the crystal is

real, we can rewrite the potential in terms of its Fourier components, with G as a

reciprocal lattice vector, and the Schrödinger equation for z ≤ 0 is rewritten as

[

1

2
p2 + u0 + 2

∑

G>0

uG cosGz

]

ψ(z) = ǫψ(z). (1.2)

The form of the solution is quickly found by inspection to be ψ(z) =
∑

k c(k)e
ikz,

and the coefficients c(k) can be obtained from the solution of an eigenvalue equation.

For simplicity, consider the case where only the shortest two Fourier components,

G = 0 and G = 2π/L, contribute to the solution for ψ(z). Such an approxima-

tion is appropriate when the potential coefficients uG are weak compared with the

kinetic energy (k + G)2/2. Regardless of the functional form of the potential, this

so-called nearly-free-electron approximation, including just the lowest values for G in

the wavefunction, is most appropriate near a zone boundary, k = ±π/L in the first

zone, as here the electron kinetic energy tends to be highest and as such, the nearly-

free-electron approximation represents a good approximation to the solution of the

Schrödinger equation Eq. 1.1. Near the zone boundary, the free-electron energies are

degenerate and thus conventional, non-degenerate perturbation theory breaks down.

The plane waves which contribute the most are those which are separated by G.

The crystal potential with just the two Fourier components will be a sinusoid,

constituting the bare minimum indicator of the presence of the ion cores, most ap-

propriate in the case of a delocalised potential, as in the case of strongly-overlapping

ionic potentials. Then we have as the form of the solution

ψ(z) = c1e
ikz + c2e

i(k−G)z ,
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or in terms of the new variable κ = k −G/2, referenced at the band edge,

ψ(z) = c1e
i(κ+G/2)z + c2e

i(κ−G/2)z. (1.3)

Neglecting all other plane wave components, substitution of the above form 1.3 into

Eq. 1.2 gives the eigenvalues and eigenvectors:

E = u0 +

(

1

2
G

)2

+ κ2 ±
(

G2κ2 + u2
G

)1/2
, (1.4)

and

ψ(z) = Aeiκzcos

(

1

2
Gz + δ

)

, (1.5)

where A is a constant and e2iδ = (E − k2) /uG.

Figure 1.1: A typical dispersion relation for the one-dimensional chain system with
two Fourier components for the potential. The graph shows the gap
opening up which can be populated by states with imaginary wavevector.

The plot of the eigenvalues looks like Fig. 1.1. A gap of width 2uG opens at the

Brillouin zone boundary for all real values of the wavevector, while imaginary values,

shown by the dotted line, lead to states throughout the gap.
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Note that in non-degenerate perturbation theory, which dominates in regions away

from the zone boundary, there is also a correction to the energy levels, tending towards

the bands repelling each other, but the correction is of second-order in the potential

uG [20], and thus, not as prominent as the linear correction in the degenerate case.

Specialising to the case of a continuous chain of length NL with periodic boundary

conditions, the periodicity constraint ψ(z +NL) = ψ(z) is satisfied by the condition

exp(ikLN) = 1, which restricts k to the real, discrete values of k = 2πn/(NL) where

n is an integer. Imaginary values of k would cause the wavefunction amplitude to

blow up at large distances.

1.4.2 Vacuum region

In the vacuum region z > 0, the wavefunctions fall off exponentially:

ψ(z) = Ce−qz, (1.6)

where C is a constant and q2 = 2 (u0 −E).

1.4.3 Combined chain and vacuum

In the case of the semi-infinite problem, the wavevectors are not restricted to be

real. The only restriction on their value is on matching at the boundary z = 0 the

wavefunctions ψ(z) and their derivatives ψ ′(z) inside and outside the crystal. In

general, matching between the inside and outside wavefunctions requires a solution

of a transcendental equation and as such can only occur for discrete values of the

wavevector, depending on the location of the boundary. More details may be found

in the book by Mönch [21].

The general idea about the appearance of surface states and allowable imaginary

wavevector is common to all surface systems. However, the description in terms
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of the nearly-free-electron approximation given here is most relevant to surfaces of

metals. For semiconductors or insulators, the lattice potential u(z) tends to be strong

in comparison to the free-electron energy and as a consequence, a different type of

theoretical treatment is required. The tight-binding approximation is the case of a

very strong lattice potential, highly localised at the ion sites. More details may be

found in e.g. Ref. [21, 22], although the general idea about the appearance of surface

states and allowable imaginary wavevector is common to all surface systems.

1.5 Models of Surfaces

This section deals with the various phenomenological ways in which a surface can be

described mathematically and the electronic structure solved for.

1.5.1 The Jellium Surface

The free-electron model, in which electrons are not localised to particular lattice sites

but rather immersed in a uniform positive background (jellium) is a good description

for simple metals such as bulk Na and Al solids.

Metallic surfaces of simple metals are well described by the semi-infinite jellium

model [23]. In it, as with the bulk jellium model [22], the charge of ion cores is

replaced by a uniform positive background charge density n which abruptly cuts off

at the physical location of the surface of the solid, located at z < 0:

n+(r) =







n z ≤ 0,

0 z > 0
(1.7)

The following equations of density functional theory provide a solution of this
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problem [23]:
[

−1
2

d2

dz2 + veff [n, z]
]

ψi(z) = ǫiψi(z),

n(z) =
∑

i |ψi(z)|2 fi







(1.8)

where fi is the electron occupancy of state i, and veff [n, z] is an effective potential

which includes electrostatic contributions and the effective electron-electron interac-

tion. Prescriptions for the effective potential are described in the next chapter.

Figure 1.2: Effective potential at a jellium surface (lower curve) and the contribu-
tion to it by the electrostatic potential (upper curve). Various quantities
referred to in the text are defined. This figure is adapted from Ref. [23].

The above Eqs. 1.8 are solved self-consistently for ψi → n→ veff [n, z]. An exam-

ple of veff for a jellium surface is shown in Fig. 1.2. Also shown is the contribution to

veff of the total electrostatic potential φ(z) due to the electrons and the semi-infinite

positive charge background. The electrostatic potential is related to a well-known
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macroscopic parameter of a surface, the work function, which is related to the po-

tential barrier an electron sees when it tries to leave the surface. In this case, the

potential barrier is φ(∞)−φ(−∞) and the work function W is defined with respect to

the bulk interior potential of the metal (call it µ) so thatW = φ(∞)−µ. The quantity

µ is also known as the Fermi level EF of the bulk material. Another way of defining

the work function is as the minimum energy required to remove an electron from

deep within the bulk and place it far outside the surface: W = φ(∞) + EN−1 − EN ,

where EN−1 and EN are the total energies of the slab with N − 1 and N electrons

respectively.

Figure 1.3: Friedel oscillations of the electron density at a jellium surface. The hori-
zontal axis is in units of 2π/kF . The step function is the positive charge
density. The variable rs is known as the effective radius for finding
one unit of (positive) charge and is related to the background density:
(4π/3)r3

s ≡ n −1. This figure is taken from Ref. [23].

The resulting electron density [23], pictured in Figure 1.3 is found not to exhibit
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a sharp interface. Rather, it is made up of states with wavenumbers only up to

2kF , where kF = (2π2n)1/3. This results in the electron density exhibiting oscillations

known as Friedel oscillations with wavelength π/kF , which decay slowly into the bulk.

These result from the sum over states within a sharp Fermi surface.

The total effective potential felt by an electron at the jellium surface as it ap-

proaches from the vacuum is made up of two parts. The first is called the image

potential. This turns into the term Vxc as the electron enters the solid but outside

the metal it has the asymptotic form V (z) ∼ V0 − 1
4|z|

. The second is the crystal

potential. It can be visualised as the potential step ∆φ of the work function W , as

shown in Fig. 1.2.

1.5.2 Other Models

There are other models for the effective potential that aim to represent more physically

the effect of the surface. These methods require the effective potential to be of the

form of the image potential at large distances away from the surface. Examples of

such models for surfaces include the Airy gas model and the Edge Electron Gas model

[24].

1.5.3 More realistic models

The jellium surface does not adequately represent surfaces of anything other than

simple metals. Moving to more realistic models requires a more detailed treatment of

the electron-ion interactions, which will be discussed in the next chapter. Here, briefly,

we summarise the effect of the one-particle formalism in semiconductor surfaces: Each

electron moves in an effective potential due to the influence of all the other particles.

We find this potential and then obtain good results for ground-state properties such

as charge density and total energy.
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1.6 Reconstruction

When a crystal such as a semiconductor is cleaved to create a surface, the result-

ing breaking of bonds causes singly-occupied orbitals, known as dangling bonds, or

radicals, to remain at the surface. Dangling bonds are undesirable from an energy

standpoint. Frequently, the atoms near the surface of a cleaved crystal undergo a

structural change to reduce the number of dangling bonds. This reduces the symme-

try of the surface wavevector, and the new unit cell of the crystal takes on expanded

proportions in the plane parallel to the surface. Reconstruction is the term given to

this structural reorganisation of the atoms near the surface layer.

The bonds between surface atoms as well as dangling bonds form 2D electron

energy bands which are broadened (compared with a monolayer) by their interaction

with the bulk. These surface bands may lie in the forbidden energy gap in which case

they are known as surface states.

To see how dangling bonds can cause surface reconstruction we will consider an

example in one dimension, following Kittel [25]. A linear metal, as in Figure 1.4a,

with a half-filled band and Fermi wavevector kF at zero temperature is unstable with

respect to a static periodic lattice deformation with wavevector G = 2kF , creating an

energy gap at E = EF .

The system is treated as a coupled electron-phonon system. The equilibrium

deformation is defined by ∆0 such that

d

d∆
(Eelec. + Eelastic) |∆=∆0

= 0. (1.9)

Using an elastic strain of just one Fourier component for simplicity, ∆cos2kFx =

∆cosGx we average the position over one period to get

Eelastic =
1

2
c∆2

〈

cos22kFx
〉

=
1

4
c∆2 (1.10)
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.4: A one-dimensional linear metal with (a) a half-filled band, (b) longitudinal
Peierls distortion, and (c) transverse Peierls distortion.

where c is the force constant. Now suppose that the ionic contribution to the lattice

potential energy is proportional to the deformation and is small compared with the

kinetic energy at the zone boundary, so that the potential felt by a conduction elec-

tron is U(x) = 2A∆cos2kFx. Using the free electron approximation, the eigenvalue

equation in the presence of this potential can be solved to give:

Eκ =
h̄

2m

(

kF
2 + κ2

)

±
[

4
(

h̄2kF
2/2m

) (

h̄2κ2/2m
)

+ A2∆2
]1/2

, (1.11)

where κ = k − 1
2
G. Only the lower band is occupied, and defining yκ ≡ h̄2κ2/m,

yF ≡ h̄2kF
2/m, and y ≡ h̄2κkF/m, we get, from Eq. 1.11:

dEκ

d∆
=

−A2∆

(yFyκ + A2∆2)1/2
.
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There are 2 spins times dκ/π orbitals per unit length, and integrating the eigenvalue

to obtain the total electronic energy:

dEelec

d∆
=

2

π

∫ kF

0

dκ
dEκ

d∆

= −2A2∆/π

∫ kF

0

dκ

(yFyκ + A2∆2)1/2

= −2A2∆/π

∫ yF

0

dy

(y2 + A2∆2)1/2

= −(2A2∆/π)(kF/yF )sinh−1(yF/A∆). (1.12)

Combining this with dEelastic/d∆ from Eq. 1.10 gives for the equilibrium deformation,

1

2
c∆0 − (2A2m∆0/πh̄

2kF )sinh−1(h̄2kF
2/mA∆0) = 0

or

h̄2kF
2/mA∆0 = sinh

(

−h̄2kFπc/4mA
2
)

. (1.13)

If we make the approximation of low electron density, that is, kF

A2 ≪ 1, then the

solution simplifies to the form

|A|∆ ≈ 4W exp (−1/N(0)V ) , (1.14)

where W ≡ h̄2kF
2/2m is defined as the conduction bandwidth, N(0) = 2m/πh̄2kF

is the density of states at the Fermi level, and V = 2A2/c. This is the condition for

the deformation to lead to a stable structure: The bands must split into two, one

full and one empty, in order to minimise the total energy. Obviously, not every bond

can be stretched by the same amount in the same direction as the infinite chain itself

because that would not give a periodic distortion. So, the only possibility is that

bonds are distorted longitudinally, as in Fig. 1.4b, or that the atoms are displaced
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slightly in a direction away from the chain direction, as in Fig. 1.4c, and the system

becomes less symmetrical, and/or not strictly one-dimensional any more. This is the

well-known Peierls distortion [25], or a one-dimensional example of reconstruction.

As a result of the Peierls distortion, at the zone boundary kz = π/a, a gap

develops and the half-filled bands split into two, one full and the other empty, by

doubling the size of the primitive cell, and the net result is a lowering of the total

energy. The analogous effect in two dimensions is known as surface reconstruction.

In two dimensions, such a transition is not unavoidable, as strictly speaking a two-

dimensional free electron gas is not unstable, but the term surface reconstruction is

used to denote the lowering of energy when atoms rearrange at a surface.

Surface reconstructions have a special notation associated with them: an m×n

reconstruction refers to the dimension of the new, reconstructed, surface unit cell in

terms of the real-space lattice vectors of the unreconstructed unit cell.

Charles B. Duke proposed a set of general guidelines [26] for the implications of

surface reconstruction, of which these are the ones relevant for single-element systems:

• The effect of reconstruction on the surface dangling bonds is either to eliminate

them by rehybridisation, or to render them nonbonding states.

• Often, surfaces that lower their energy by reconstructing exhibit semiconductor

surface band structures, just like in all one-dimensional examples.

• The preparation conditions of the sample are crucial in determining the range

of phases accessible to the system and may prevent the system from reaching

the structure with the lowest free energy.

It is noted that these are not hard-and-fast rules governing the behaviour of surfaces.
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1.6.1 Bulk Silicon

Atomic C, Si, and Ge in the ground state have the electronic configuration s2p2 of

their valence electrons, with the two parallel-spin electrons being in separate p orbitals

to satisfy Hund’s rule. However, C, Si, and Ge atoms in the crystalline diamond

structure are considered to be in the sp3 configuration, where each newly-formed sp3

orbital is equally occupied. Hybrid orbitals for these systems, hi for the ith hybrid,

Figure 1.5: Diamond structure. The dark and light atoms correspond to the two
atoms in the fcc basis.

are formed by linear combinations of s and p atomic orbitals. In this case, the hybrid

orbitals for any one given atom are,































h1 = 1
2
(ψs + ψpx

+ ψpy
+ ψpz

)

h2 = 1
2
(ψs − ψpx

− ψpy
+ ψpz

)

h3 = 1
2
(ψs + ψpx

− ψpy
− ψpz

)

h4 = 1
2
(ψs − ψpx

+ ψpy
− ψpz

)

. (1.15)
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These take the form of four tetrahedrally-oriented orbitals, and the angle between

any two of these hybrids centred on a given atom is ≈ 109.5◦. The basis of hybrid

orbitals is a convenient one to use for the bulk problem, as the atomic geometry in the

diamond structure for Si, Ge, and C is also tetrahedral. Every atom in this structure

is surrounded by four nearest neighbours arranged tetrahedrally around it, as shown

in Fig. 1.5. The bulk diamond structure is an fcc Bravais lattice with a two-atom

basis, one atom at (0, 0, 0) and the other at the point (a
4
, a

4
, a

4
), or one quarter of the

way up the body diagonal.

Figure 1.6: Schematic of sp3 hybrid orbitals originating from the body centre of a cube
centred at the origin. They point towards the vertices of a tetrahedron,
whose edges are drawn in grey.

The hybrid orbitals of neighbouring atoms are arranged so that the orbital overlap

forms a bond between the atoms. The shape of the sp3 hybrids is shown in Figure 1.6,

emanating from a point at the origin. More precisely, because it is a bond between

two p electrons, it is called a ppσ bond. There is also a bond called a spσ bond, which

forms between an s electron on one atom, and a p electron in an orbital oriented along
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the axis of the bond, from the other atom. Another type of bond is the ppπ bond,

which is usually a weaker bond formed by two p orbitals, one on each atom, but both

directed perpendicular to the bond axis. If both orbitals in the bond are oriented in

such a way as to lead to a maximum of bond charge density in the region between the

two atoms, then the orbital is termed a bonding orbital. If the phases of the orbitals

are such that there is a cancellation of charge density in between the atoms, then the

orbital is an anti-bonding orbital, denoted with an asterisk, e.g. spσ∗, ppπ∗.

1.6.2 The Si(001) surface

One oft-cited example of a surface reconstruction is that of the Si(001) surface. When

the bulk Si crystal is cleaved, to expose the [001] surface, the surface atoms whose

bonds were cut are each missing two bonds as shown by dotted lines in Fig. 1.7a.

As there are only two surface atoms per cell, these atoms pair up and bond so as to

eliminate their dangling bonds, as in Fig. 1.7b.

Figure 1.7: A schematic of the Si(001) surface as seen from the side. Part (a) shows
the unreconstructed surface, or 1×1 reconstruction, with dotted lines rep-
resenting dangling bonds. In parts (b) and (c), the symmetry is reduced
to 2×1, and the figures show the symmetric and asymmetric dimer struc-
tures respectively.

The atoms move closer together and bond and this structure is known as a dimer.
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The unit cell thus expands to 2×1 to account for this symmetry-breaking. This

situation is similar to the one-dimensional metal discussed earlier, in that the free

energy of the structure was lowered by having the unit cell double in size. There are

two electrons in the σ bond formed in the axial direction of the dimer, as well as a weak

π (bonding) and π∗ (antibonding) bonds in the direction perpendicular to the surface,

originating from the pz dangling bond orbitals of each surface atom. It has been found

that these π and π∗ orbitals are each partially filled, and nearly degenerate, and the

system is characterised as a semimetal. There is a further reconstruction beyond

Figure 1.8: A schematic of the Si(001) surface as seen from the top. This figure
outlines the c4×2, or the lowest-energy reconstruction for this surface.
The dimer atoms do not have the same height and are labelled as lower
and upper.

the 2×1 however. It is again analogous to the one-dimensional metallic example, as

the dimer rows are arranged in a quasi-one-dimensional fashion. With both π and

π∗ orbitals partly filled, in the presence of just a tiny strain, the structure becomes

unstable and reconstructs. The result is that by the tilting of the dimer, the π∗ orbital
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becomes empty while the π becomes full. The tilted, or asymmetric dimer is shown

in Fig. 1.7c. However, the lowest energy and the equilibrium geometry are achieved

by two neighbouring tilted dimers having different orientations, leading to a c(2×4)

reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 1.8.

1.6.3 The Si(111) surface

In the case of the Si(111) surface, seen unreconstructed in Fig. 1.9a, experiments

show that the atoms with dangling bonds do not pair up to form a dimer-based 2×1

reconstruction. What happens instead is that the dangling bonds come closer together

Figure 1.9: A schematic of the Si(111) surface where (a) is the unreconstructed sur-
face with the surface unit cell outlined and (b) is the π-bonded 2×1
reconstruction. Atoms are labelled by numbers in order to coordinate the
top and side views.

so as to pair up. Physically, this happens via a shear distortion of the first two layers

(known also as a bilayer). Once the dangling bonds are located side-by-side, they

pair up by forming π bonds, or directed spz hybrids, with one atom in the bond lying
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higher than the other because it contains the antibonding, or empty, π orbital while

the other contains the bonding, or filled, orbital. This π-bonded 2×1 structure is

shown in Fig. 1.9b, and complex as it is, it agrees with experimental observations of

the reconstruction, such as with photoemission and optical experiments. However it

is not the lowest energy preferred geometry for Si(111).

The 7×7 is to date thought to be the most favourable reconstruction of Si(111).

It took a long time and much experimentation before the exact characteristics of

the atomic structure were detailed. The results of Low-Energy Electron Diffraction

(LEED) performed in the early 1980’s [27] led to the conclusions about the atomic

structure of this reconstruction. The structure is shown in Fig. 1.10.

Besides having a 7×7 unit cell, a key features of this reconstruction is the formation

of a stacking fault in the top layer of the first bilayer along the short diagonal. This

stacking fault is a translation in coordinates by (~a1 + ~a2) /3, with respect to the (111)-

1×1 surface lattice vectors, of the atoms in this layer, and is manifested in a mirror

image about the short diagonal. The surface unit cell divides into two halves, even

though the lower layers have not been disturbed. The two halves are known as the

faulted and unfaulted half-unit-cells. The second important feature is the joining of

the atoms along the faulted/unfaulted half boundaries, to form dimers. The third is

the addition of adatoms, from elsewhere on the surface, which cap off many of the

dangling bonds in the surface layer. At the corners of the unit cell, there is an absence

of atoms in the top bilayer due to the formation of the above features, and this is

known as the corner hole. The explanation for how these features combine to lower

the energy of the 7×7 reconstruction is rather complex, and represents a compromise

between competing processes. To start, the formation of the stacking fault always

raises the total energy, but in this case, it is more than offset by the lowering of

energy that occurs because it enables the dimers to form. The dimers result in a

lowering of the total energy because the dangling bonds of the atoms involved are
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Figure 1.10: A schematic of the Si(111)-7×7 reconstruction as seen from the top, and
the side view. Only the first two bilayers are shown in the top view
and for simplicity, the side view shows only those atoms along or near
the long diagonal. A thin line delineates each half of the unit cell. Key
atoms are noted and the faulted half is shaded.

thus eliminated. The extra adatoms also lower the total energy by each eliminating

three dangling bonds while themselves introducing just one each. As a result, the

number of dangling bonds per 7×7 cell is reduced from 49 to just 19: one on each

adatom, one on each restatom, and one on the corner hole.
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1.7 Experimental Determination of Surface Struc-

ture

There are many types of probes of surface structure. Some can penetrate many lay-

ers deep while others are confined to just the topmost atomic layers. Some probes

can distinguish between atomic species and some can measure the electron band

structure. Probes in real space can more easily distinguish detailed features, while

reciprocal-space tools can identify the underlying surface periodicity. Experimental

and theoretical collaborations are quite common in surface science. In very compli-

cated structures such as Si(111)-7×7, the basic constituents of the structure must be

determined experimentally before any refinements or hypotheses using computational

techniques can be made. Other times, accurate calculations can distinguish between

likely models for an unclear sub-structure, and suggest the one with the lowest en-

ergy. Real-space images provided by the scanning-tunnelling microscope (STM) have

been the most useful in the work of this thesis. A brief outline of the theory of this

instrument is given here.

The scanning tunnelling microscope [28, 29] is a useful, minimally-invasive tool

to investigate the surface of a system in real space at the atomic scale. Its principle

of operation is to monitor the tunnelling current between the microscope tip and

the sample as the microscope tip approaches very closely but does not touch the

sample. Deviations in this current when the tip is at a constant height may be used

as indicators of surface corrugation or of the presence of a different species of atom, but

distinctions between these two are not usually possible. The microscope may also be

operated in constant-current mode where the microscope alters its height as necessary

to maintain a constant tunnelling current.The results gained from either form of

operation are equivalent. It is convenient to assume that the chemical potential

difference between the tip and the sample is zero, which is quite realistic in practice as
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the tip often has surface atom species as its tip part, due to contact with the surface

during the setting-up of the experiment. It is also possible to examine the signal

originating from states some energy below or above the Fermi level, by adjusting the

microscope tip’s bias relative to the sample, which results in changing the direction

of current flow to or from the sample to the tip. By setting a positive bias of the tip

relative to the sample, the filled states in the region between the absolute value of

the bias voltage, eV , below the Fermi level and the Fermi level are sampled, while a

negative bias samples all the empty states above the Fermi level up to eV .

The basic theory of the operation of the idealised scanning-tunnelling microscope

[30, 31] is quite simple and here follows a brief derivation. The tunnelling current

is derived by Fermi’s golden rule for the probability per unit time for an electron to

tunnel from a state ψµ of the tip as an isolated system to a state ψν belonging to the

isolated surface. The inherent assumption in applying Fermi’s Golden rule is that the

initial and final states referred to the isolated systems, do not differ in the combined

surface-tip system. With this in mind, the full expression for the tunnelling current

is written as

I =
2πe

h̄

∑

µ,ν

f(Eµ)[1 − f(Eν + eV )] |Mµν |2 δ(Eµ − Eν), (1.16)

where Eµ and Eν are, respectively, the energy levels of the states ψµ and ψν in the

isolated systems, Mµν is the matrix element for tunnelling between these states, V is

the applied bias voltage (the potential difference between sample and tip), and f(E)

is the Fermi function. At low temperatures, the expression reduces to

I =
2π

h̄
e2V

∑

µ,ν

|Mµν |2 δ(Eν − EF )δ(Eµ − EF ). (1.17)

The Fermi level EF is adjusted by the bias voltage V . Often, the tunnelling matrix
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element is assumed to be a constant [32]. Then, the expression for an ideal tip of one

atom with a spherical density is [31]

I = 8π3h̄3 e
2

m2
V Dt(EF )R2e2κR

∑

ν

|ψν(r0)|2 δ(Eν − EF ) (1.18)

where Dt is the density of states per unit volume of the probe tip, m is the electron

mass, R is the radius of the tip atom, r0 is the tip atom centre, and κ = h̄−1(2mφ)1/2

the minimum inverse decay length for the wave function in vacuum, expressed in

terms of φ, the work function between tip and sample. In general, the decay of

Figure 1.11: The geometry of the scanning tunnelling microscope with a spherical
model of the tip.

the probability density of a spherical electron distribution is exponential at large

distances, and we assume the expression

|ψν(r0)|2 ∝ e−2κ(R+d),

is valid for the decay of the tip atom electronic density, where d is the tip-to-sample

separation. The geometry of the scanning-tunnelling-microscope tip is illustrated in

Fig. 1.11. The final result is

I ∝ V e−2κd (1.19)
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where the rest of the variables are constants.

This is a particularly useful approximation because it no longer requires an explicit

evaluation of the matrix element and the density of states of the system is sufficient

for comparing two different systems. To a good approximation, the tunnelling current

depends only on the local density of states ρ(r0, E) at the surface.

1.8 Summary

Thus, we have seen that a wealth of tools is available to investigate surface structure.

These tools are complementary in the information they can provide about a surface,

but they are difficult to acquire, access and maintain. Recently, one more has been

added to the surface explorers’ toolbox, one which knows few boundaries: it can

get a close look at atomic bonds, slice through surface layers, all without disturbing

the structure! Of course, this supremely powerful tool is computer simulations, and

while it cannot be relied on on its own, without true experimental backup, it can

be used to provide meaningful and physical explanations for why atoms gather the

way they do on a surface. As in an experiment, the computer simulation requires an

adept practicioner and of course, an accurate model. The technique of first-principles

density functional theory used in the simulations is discussed in the next chapter.



Chapter 2

Theory

In this chapter, the prescription for solving for the electronic structure for a system of

many electrons, from first principles, will be detailed. The chapter concludes with a

description of a method for partitioning the total electronic density among the atomic

orbitals, and a general outline for its implementation.

Density functional theory (DFT) converts the Schrödinger equation for finding the

many-body electronic wavefunction, into a set of one-particle Schrödinger equations,

each representing orbitals known as the Kohn-Sham (K-S) states, which may or may

not have much resemblance to true electron states. This theory achieves an enormous

simplification of the many-electron Schrödinger equation, which is very complicated

for a system of more than a few electrons, because of the electron-electron interaction

term.

Of course, the precedent for simplifying the solution of the interacting many-body

electron problem had been set by Hartree, with the assumption that the many-electron

wavefunction Ψ could be expressed as a product of single-electron orbitals, ψ, with

27
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electrons located at r1, r2, ..., rN:

Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rn) =
∏

i

ψi(ri). (2.1)

Later, Fock improved on this by incorporating Fermion statistics. Slater manipulated

the Hartree-Fock results, arriving at a transparent form for representing the many-

electron wavefunction, the Slater determinant:

Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rn) =
1√
N !

det[χ1(r)χ2(r)...χN (r)], (2.2)

where the χi(r) denote the column vectors (ψi(r1), ψi(r2), ..., ψi(rN)).

Another route entirely in tackling the problem of the free-electron gas was taken by

Gell-Mann and Brueckner [33], who set upon including the key effects of the electron-

electron interaction by summing classes of terms in a perturbation expansion (often

represented as Feynman diagrams) of up to infinite order and discarding the rest.

The representation of the electron-electron interactions by Feynman diagrams and

the subsequent summation of classes of these diagrams is very useful whenever a non-

interacting quasiparticle representation, or transformation to a set of noninteracting

single-particle orbitals, is inappropriate due to strong correlations, or simply can-

not be found. Strongly-correlated systems are not necessarily those whose electron-

electron interactions are strong and cannot be treated efficiently by perturbation

theory in the order of the interactions, but ones which involve many particles at the

same time. Even so, sometimes quasiparticles can exist which too are strongly corre-

lated amongst themselves. Generally, any implementation of the Feynman method is

far too cumbersome to be used for any physical system of interest; for now and for the

near future its use is restricted to “toy models” composed of simplified interactions,

or simple systems such as the uniform electron gas.
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Other methods which can be used to predict the properties of real systems are usu-

ally variations on the Hartree-Fock and the Slater methods. Most are single-particle

methods. For highly-accurate calculations that admit molecules of no more than

ten or twenty atoms, the Configuration-Interaction (CI) method has proven useful.

CI goes beyond the single ground state Slater determinant and includes excited-state

Slater determinants. In order to establish a correct solution many symmetry elements

are required in the basis.

Density functional theory treats the ground-state electron density as the descrip-

tive parameter for the system, and incorporates the interactions of the system. The

Kohn-Sham method in DFT assumes the existence of the auxiliary noninteracting

Kohn-Sham system of particles and this may not always be a valid approximation.

Nonetheless, apart from a few well-known rare cases, DFT has been applied suc-

cessfully to many systems, and is currently the only feasible way to model the ground-

state electronic structure of a large system of up to hundreds of atoms.

2.1 The Many-Particle Hamiltonian

The time-independent Schrödinger equation for a system of interacting electrons and

ions is

HΨ(R, r) = EΨ(R, r), (2.3)

where the symbol R denotes the set of ion coordinates and similarly for the set of

electron coordinates r. We can simplify this equation by separating the dependence of

the ion on the electron coordinates. As the ions are much heavier than the electrons,

the former are taken to be stationary with respect to the latter such that the equations

of motion of the electrons depend on other electrons only, with the ions fixed in

position. Similarly, the equation of motion of the ions depend only on other ions,

located in a time-averaged electric field due to the electrons. This approximation,
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called the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, means that the wavefunction of the

electrons evolves adiabatically in response to the motion of the ions and the total

wavefunction Ψ(R, r) can be separated into a product of the ionic part ξ(R) and

the electronic part ψ(R, r). Migdal’s work [34] showed that the correction to Born-

Oppenheimer approximation is of order
√

me/Mion.

We are now in a position, using the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, to lay out

the various terms of the Hamiltonian. They are,

H = Tion + Vion−ion + Tel + Vel−el + Vel−ion (2.4)

where the T are kinetic energy operators, the V are potential energy operators, and

the subscripts denote the type of operator, electron or ion or both. The Hamiltonian

in Eq. 2.4, when operating on the product form of the nuclear and electronic wave-

function, leads to two separate eigenvalue equations: one for the ionic eigenvalues,

Hionξ(R) = [Tion + Vion−ion + Eel] ξ(R) = Eionξ(R) (2.5)

and one for the electronic ones,

Helψ(r) = [Tel + Vel−el + Vel−ion]ψ(r) = Eelψ(r). (2.6)

The explicit expressions for the operators Hel and Hion for a system of N electrons

and Nion nuclei of charge Zk for the k-th nucleus are

Hel = −1

2

N
∑

i=1

∇i
2 −

Nion
∑

k=1

N
∑

i=1

Zk

|ri −Rk|
+

1

2

N
∑

i=1

∑

j 6=i

1

|ri − rj|
. (2.7)

One historical way of reducing the complexity of the above problem is through the

Hartree approximation. Ignoring the dependence on the ionic coordinates for clarity,
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ψ(r) is approximated by a product of single-particle states, and the Schrödinger

equation reduces to a set of single-particle equations known as the Hartree equations.

A simple extension of the above, incorporating wavefunction antisymmetry, leads to

the Hartree-Fock equations:

hHFψi(r) = ǫi
HFψi(r), (2.8)

where

hHF = tel + vel−ion + vH + vex.

This is a set of single-particle equations for the one-electron orbitals ψi(r), ob-

tained by minimising the total energy: that is, the expectation value of the Hamil-

tonian Hel with respect to the Slater determinant many-body wavefunction. The

constraint is that the electron orbitals ψi(r) are orthonormal and the Lagrange un-

determined multiplier is the Hartree-Fock eigenvalue ǫi
HF .

The explicit form of the first two operators is

tel = −1

2
∇2, vel−ion = −

Nion
∑

k=1

Zk

|r − Rk|
, (2.9)

while the Hartree potential is

vH =

N
∑

j=1

∫

dr′ |ψj(r
′)|2 1

|r− r′| (2.10)

which is the electrostatic potential acting on an electron at r due to an electron

density
∑N

j=1 |ψj(r)|2. The fourth term is known as the exchange term and it is best

described by examining its action on an electron orbital ψi(r):
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vex =

N
∑

j=1

Kj(r), (2.11)

where the exchange interaction acts to associate the electron with another orbital on

the same atom:

Kj(r)ψi(r) = −
[
∫

dr′ψ∗
j (r

′)
1

|r − r′|ψi(r
′)

]

ψj(r). (2.12)

For opposite electron spins, vex gives no contribution. The energy is lowered because

the Pauli principle serves to keep parallel-spin electrons apart. The exchange is a

nonlocal effect as its value at r is determined by its value at all the positions r′.

Although it accounts for about 99% of the binding energies of molecules, the

Hartree-Fock approach is considered primitive in that it does not include spatial

correlations apart from Pauli repulsion. It cannot account for numerous experimental

effects or explain properties of systems which are caused by the interaction termed

“exchange-correlation” hole: a depletion of charge density of both spins surrounding

an electron due to Coulomb repulsion.

2.2 The Hohenberg-Kohn Theorems

Two basic theorems proven by Hohenberg and Kohn laid the groundwork for density

functional theory. They are known as the Hohenberg-Kohn (H-K) theorems [35].

1. The first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem states that the external potential acting

on a many-electron system, Vext(r), is a unique functional of the ground-state

density ρ0(r), to within a constant. Because the Hamiltonian of the system is

determined by Vext(r), all properties of the system can, in principle, be obtained

from ρ0(r), which it must be noted, is uniquely determined by a given external
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potential.

2. The second H-K theorem states that the total energy functional is variational

in the electronic density ρ(r) such that it approaches the ground-state energy of

the system from above as ρ(r) approaches the true ground state density ρ0(r).

In other words, if one begins with a trial density ρ′(r), the correct ground-state

density may be obtained by minimising the total energy functional with respect

to ρ′(r).

The consequence of these theorems is that any system can, in principle, be de-

scribed equally well by either ρ0(r) or by Vext(r), and that ρ0(r) can be obtained via

a variational principle.

The proof of the first theorem is by reductio ad absurdum: assuming that two

unique external potentials leading to the same ground state density exist, and then

showing that this causes a contradiction.

The proof of the second theorem is given in the paper by Hohenberg and Kohn

[35] but it is required however to define two functionals of the density: one, the

expectation value of the electron operators in the many-body wavefunction space

F [ρ] = 〈Ψ|Tel + Vel−el|Ψ〉 ,

and the second as the total electronic energy functional

Eel[Vext, ρ] =

∫

drVext(r)ρ(r) + F [ρ]. (2.13)

The explicit form of the functional F [ρ] is unknown because of complicated many-

body effects, and it is customary to separate from it two familiar terms, as follows:

F [ρ] = T0[ρ] +
1

2

∫

dr

∫

dr′
ρ(r)ρ(r′)

|r − r′| + Exc[ρ]. (2.14)
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Here, T0[ρ] is the kinetic-energy functional of a system of noninteracting Fermions,

with density ρ(r), and the second term is just the electrostatic self-energy of the

electrons with density ρ(r). The last term, known as the exchange-correlation energy

functional, is the remainder, incorporating all many-electron effects.

Using the second H-K theorem, the ground-state energy, Eel[Vext, ρ0] could in prin-

ciple be found from a starting density ρ(r) by evaluating the expression for Eel[Vext, ρ]

and varying ρ until a minimum is reached. However, we do not as yet have an explicit

form for the density functional T0[ρ], never mind arriving at an expression for Exc[ρ].

2.3 The Kohn-Sham Approach

The work of Kohn and Sham [36] which followed soon after the theorems of Hohenberg

and Kohn [35] set forth a workable approach for arriving at the correct ground-state

energy and density.

The Kohn-Sham (K-S) approach uses the method of Lagrange undetermined mul-

tipliers with µ as the undetermined multiplier and the constraint that the total num-

ber of electrons N is conserved:
∫

drρ(r) = N . The functional

Eel[Vext, ρ] − µN

is a minimum at the ground state (where ρ(r) ≡ ρ0(r)), leading to

δ

δρ
(Eel[Vext, ρ] − µN) = 0 at ρ = ρ0

Substituting the expressions 2.13 and 2.14 we arrive at

δT0[ρ]

δρ(r)
+ VKS[ρ] = µ at ρ = ρ0 (2.15)
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where

VKS[ρ] = Vext(r) + VH [ρ] + Vxc[ρ]

is known as the Kohn-Sham effective potential, consisting of the Hartree potential

VH [ρ] =

∫

dr′
ρ(r′)

|r − r′| ,

and

Vxc[ρ] =
δExc[ρ]

δρ(r)

as the exchange-correlation potential, and the external potential Vext given by the

expression 2.9. The Lagrange undetermined multiplier is the chemical potential:

µ =
∂Eel

∂N
,

chosen to give the required number of electrons. One further step by Kohn and

Sham transforms equation 2.15 into one completely analogous to a set of j = 1...N

single-particle Schrödinger equations:

(

−1

2
∇2 + VKS[ρ]

)

φj(r) = ǫjφj(r) (2.16)

for the so-called Kohn-Sham eigenvalues ǫj and eigenfunctions φj(r). The K-S eigen-

functions can be chosen to be orthogonal, and the ground-state density is written as

the sum of the single-particle densities for the N lowest, that is, the occupied, states:

ρ(r) =
∑N

j=1
|φj(r)|2 . (2.17)

Equations 2.16 and 2.17 must be solved self-consistently. Once self-consistency

is reached, the value of T0[ρ0] may be determined using the N lowest occupied K-S
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eigenvalues:

T0[ρ0] =

N
∑

j=1

ǫj −
∫

dr VKS(r)ρ0(r).

2.4 Expressions for the Exchange-Correlation En-

ergy Functional

While Kohn and Sham introduced an explicit form for the noninteracting kinetic

energy function T0[ρ0], all the many-body effects have been lumped into Exc. It

seems disconcerting at first glance that we do not have an expression for Exc. The first

useful approximation for Exc was based on systems of nearly homogeneous electron

density but it is not the only possible choice. One of the earliest forms for exchange-

correlation, preceded DFT. It neglects correlation and uses the Xα approximation

[37], for exchange, based on empirical values depending on the atoms in question,

for the parameter α, an adjustable parameter, used as a multiplicative factor for the

exchange energy.

If instead, one has an expression for a two-particle density ρxc(r, r
′ − r), that

is, the density when one electron is at position r given another electron at r′, the

exchange-correlation energy density may be written in terms of this as

ǫxc(r) =
1

2

∫

dr′ρxc(r, r
′ − r)

1

|r− r′| , (2.18)

and the exchange-correlation energy as

Exc[ρ(r)] =

∫

drǫxc(r)ρ(r). (2.19)

However, because the two-particle correlation function g(r, r′, λ) is generally not

known, neither is ρxc(r, r
′ − r) because the two-particle density is derived from the
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two-particle correlation function as

ρxc(r, r
′ − r) = ρ(r′)

∫ 1

0

dλ [g(r, r′, λ) − 1], (2.20)

where g(r, r′, λ) is the pair correlation function of an inhomogeneous electron system

of density ρ(r) and coupling constant λe2 [38].

One form for the exchange-correlation functional is the weighted-density approx-

imation (WDA) [39, 38]. It emphasises modelling the exchange-correlation hole. It

involves setting

ρ(r) =

∫

dr′ ρ(r′)2kFW (2kF |r − r′|) , (2.21)

where kF = kF (r) = (3π2ρ(r))
1/3

is the local Fermi wavevector. The weighting

function W is chosen so that the linear response for any ρ is given correctly for the

type of system of interest. Rather than being a functional of just the density, the

exchange-correlation energy is also a function of the pair-correlation function. The

WDA gives Friedel oscillations and some shell structure in atoms but it is expensive

to use.

2.4.1 The Local Density Approximation

The simplest useful approximation for exchange-correlation uses results for the in-

teracting, uniform electron gas. The total exchange-correlation energy Exc[ρ0(r)] of

a uniform electron gas is just the exchange-correlation energy per electron ǫxc(ρ0(r))

times the number of electrons N , just as with any other energetic quantity of this

system.

For the slowly-varying inhomogeneous electron gas, the local density approxima-

tion (LDA) is the simplest choice. It involves just using the exchange-correlation

energy of the uniform electron gas as a function of density at every point in space.
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Of course, in the inhomogeneous case the density varies in space and we assume,

ELDA
xc [ρ] =

∫

drǫxc(ρ(r))ρ(r). (2.22)

The quantity ǫxc(ρ0) has been calculated with great accuracy. The exchange

portion is defined by Hartree-Fock and it is given by ǫx = −0.4582/rs where rs is

the radius of the sphere which on average contains one electron, and is obtained from

ρ−1 = 4π
3
r3
s .

The correlation energy ǫc(ρ0) has been parametrised to fit both the high-density

and the low-density limits, found by summation of classes of diagrams. At interme-

diate densities, the results of Monte-Carlo simulations have been used. It is most

convenient to use the parametrisation of Perdew and Zunger [40] of the Monte-Carlo

results of Ceperley and Alder [41] which matches with the analytical expressions in

both limits.

To see how the expression for ǫLDA
xc is constructed, at each point r we write r′ =

r + r̂′R where R = |r′ − r| and spherically average ρxc(r, r
′) over all r′ to obtain

ρLDA
xc (r, R) =

1

4π

∫

dr′ ρxc(r, r + r̂′R), (2.23)

and hence

ǫLDA
xc =

1

2

∫

dR ρLDA
xc (r, R)

1

R
.

In terms of the pair-correlation function, the two-particle density in the LDA is

ρLDA
xc (r, r′) = ρ(r)

∫ 1

0

dλ [g (r − r′, λ; ρ(r)) − 1], (2.24)

where the pair-correlation function is that of a homogeneous electron system of density

ρ(r).
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The LDA generally works surprisingly well, even for rapidly-varying systems such

as atoms, molecules, and the jellium surface. However, there are some problems with

it such as its wrong qualitative representation of the exchange-correlation hole, which

leads to an exchange-correlation potential, Vxc, not exhibiting the correct −1/r decay

at large distances from a localised system, although the spherical average of the hole

does obey the correct limit, by cancelling out the errors present in the exchange and

the correlation terms.

A serious error in many exchange-correlation functionals, including the LDA,

arises from self-interaction. Self-interaction is the process whereby the electron inter-

acts with itself. Self-interaction is inherent in Hartree-Fock theory, occurring in both

the Coulomb and Exchange parts of the energy and potential, when they are written

as integrals rather than sums, but the errors cancel out. A self-interaction correction

(SIC) [40] to the potential in DFT, was introduced by Perdew and Zunger but due to

its orbital dependent potentials, the effective potential is no longer dependent only

on the density as the basic variable. As well, the SIC is cumbersome, mainly because

this renders the K-S orbitals nonorthogonal compared with prior to the SIC. Self-

interaction with a local exchange-correlation functional such as the LDA is mostly a

problem in highly-localised systems, such as atoms, rather than bulk solids.

2.4.2 Gradient Corrections

If the variation in density is rapid, then corrections to the LDA taking into account

density gradients for both exchange and correlation may be needed. These are gen-

erally known as density gradient corrections and have the form:

EGGA
xc [ρ] =

∫

drf [ρ(r), |∇ρ(r)|]ρ(r) (2.25)
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for a generalised gradient functional f . The Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) [42]

form of the Generalised Gradient Approximation is in common use; it is based on the

Perdew-Wang (PW91) [43] scheme. Another form developed recently [44] has shown

improved values over PBE for lattice constants, crystal structures, and metal surface

energies for several solids. The expressions for the gradient approximations are quite

complicated and will not be reproduced here.

As with the LDA, in the GGA the exchange-correlation energy density and exchange-

correlation potential still do not have the correct form at large distances from a lo-

calised system. Unlike in the LDA, in the GGA there is no cancellation of errors in

the GGA exchange and correlation terms and therefore the integral of the exchange-

correlation hole around each electron does not have the correct value of −1. Despite

this, the GGA in its various forms is popular for many types of calculations and often

gives close agreement with experimental values of ground state properties.

In this thesis, both the LDA (Ceperley-Adler) and GGA (PBE) were used to check

that trends were not sensitive to the choice of Exc.

2.5 Pseudopotentials

A very important development for the solution of the K-S equations for systems of

many atoms is the use of pseudopotentials whose purpose is to create an effective po-

tential for the ion to decrease the number of orbitals in the problem while maintaining

an identical effect on the valence electrons. A plane-wave basis is a useful choice for

solving the K-S equation, not only when the geometry is periodic, but because a basis

of plane waves provides the only systematic way to increase or decrease the basis com-

pleteness, through the cutoff energy of the plane waves, Ecut. Still, for an all-electron

calculation, a huge number of plane waves is required to represent the tightly-bound

core orbitals which vary rapidly in space due to their high kinetic energy. The valence
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wavefunctions in the region of the atomic core are also rapidly oscillating due to the

strong nuclear potential and the requirement on them to maintain orthogonality with

the tightly-bound core states in that region.

Generally, for most problems of interest to solid-state research, we are not very

concerned about the behaviour of the electrons inside the core region, and instead

focus on features in the interstitial region which are likely to contribute to many-atom

effects such as bonding. Upon going from an all-electron calculation to a frozen-core

calculation, the total energy is found to be exact to second-order in the density

variation of the core electrons due to the valence electronic charge density change as

the atom goes from a free state in vacuum to some type of bonding state [45]. This

results in the total energy differences between two different systems being accurate

representations of the actual experimental formation/cohesive energies. The frozen-

core approximation is of dubious applicability, however, whenever the cores of two

atoms overlap, or when there is no clear distinction between core and valence states,

such as for the transition metals which have d-bands of large radial extent which

are close to the energy of the outer electronic shells. The frozen-core approximation

[45] is a primitive forerunner of pseudopotentials, as it too considers only the valence

orbitals, albeit in the region of the core as well, where they oscillate rapidly and

require a large basis to deal with them.

The pseudopotential theory goes a step further than the frozen-core approximation

by smoothing out the rapid oscillations of the valence wavefunctions in the core region

while retaining all properties of the real system in the region where bonding takes

place. The strong ionic potential is replaced by a much weaker pseudopotential acting

on a set of smooth pseudowavefunctions such that the solution of the Schrödinger

equation for an atom is identical to that of the exact system outside the core. The

removal of the rapid oscillations in the core region means that a much smaller set

of plane waves can be used to accurately represent the system. In addition, the
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removal of the core electrons results in fewer electronic wavefunctions to calculate.

Most importantly for physically-relevant applications, the total energy of the valence

electron system is much smaller than that of the all-electron system, so that subtle

effects due to bonding may be clearly evident and separated from background effects

within calculational precision. For instance, the all-electron calculation for an In

atom gives a total energy of -5876.457 Hartrees, whereas the total energy of an In

pseudoatom generated with the LDA (more details are given in the following chapter)

is only -15.668 Hartrees.

Inherent in the pseudopotential scheme is the premise of transferability of the

pseudopotential calculated for one system, say, the free atom, to another, such as

a solid-state, environment. One common case where the pseudopotential’s transfer-

ability is inhibited is that of atoms in which the core states overlap with the valence

states or overlap with neighbouring core states, such as in transition metals. If the

core states overlap, then the non-interacting energy term T0 is no longer simply the

sum of the single-particle orbital expectation values. Many of the heavy alkali metals

(K, Rb, Cs) fall into this category as their core bandwiths or core polarisabilities

are large, of the same order of magnitude as nonlocal effects in the kinetic energy or

gradient corrections. In general, for a core density ρc and a valence density ρv,

Exc[ρ] = Exc[ρc + ρv] 6= Exc[ρc] + Exc[ρv], (2.26)

so that the exchange-correlation energy is not a linear functional of the core and

valence charge densities when there is substantial overlap between ρc and ρv. Because

the linearity approximation is central to the development of pseudopotentials, this

problem must either be overcome or the offending orbitals in the outer core must

be included in the valence shell. Fortunately, there is a compromise, whereby the

nonlinearity can be corrected, called the nonlinear valence-core exchange-correlation
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energy correction [46], which uses only a partial core charge density close to the

nucleus, and treats the rest, the outer core and valence, together while still considering

only the valence electron wavefunctions. This is especially important in cases where

d orbitals comprise the outer core, as is the case for In, where the use of ten extra

orbitals per atom would cause not just an increase in the number of orbitals to be

treated, which may not be a problem for a system with say, just one In atom, but a

very large increase in the basis set in momentum space due to the large kinetic energy

imposed by the orthogonality constraint with the other orbitals and the proximity to

the nucleus.

One of the earliest forms of pseudopotentials is the so-called empty core potential

[47] of Ashcroft:

v(r) = 0, r < rc

= −Zv/r. r > rc (2.27)

where Zv is the valence charge and rc is the cutoff radius. Often, when generating a

pseudopotential for an ion, the pseudopotential is separated into a long-range local

term, and a short-range nonlocal part which differs for each angular momentum value.

Heine and Abarenkov [48] constructed a pseudopotential that operated differently on

the different partial waves l of the angular momentum:

Vion =
∑

l,m

Vl(r)|l,m〉〈l,m|.

Of course, the potentials Vl(r) were adjusted to give the correct eigenvalues, as well

as the correct limiting form −Zv/r outside the core.

At the present time, pseuopotentials have advanced significantly, to take advantage

of the increased computational power required to implement them. Unlike the earlier
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forms, no adjustable parameters are needed; they are truly constructed from first-

principles, with Zv as the only external parameter. They are also accurate enough to

be transferable to a wide range of systems.

Here, the key general properties of a norm-conserving, first-principles, transferable

pseudopotential are listed:

1. The real and pseudo-valence ground state energy eigenvalues are equal in some

reference calculation, such as the atomic configuration.

2. All ionic, or unscreened, pseudopotentials achieve the form −Zv/r outside the

core, where Zv is the total charge of the valence electrons of the atom.

3. The valence pseudowavefunctions are nodeless.

4. The ground state valence wavefunctions generated from the pseudopotentials

are properly normalised and identical (or rapidly tending towards such) to the

real valence wavefunctions beyond a chosen core radius rc.

5. Another property, that the integrated charge density between r = 0 and r = rc

is the same in the pseudo as in the exact case, is known as norm-conservation.

Norm-conservation ensures that the scattering properties are the same to first

order in energy around the reference bound state energy, which enhances trans-

ferability.

A key feature of norm-conserving pseudopotentials (NCPP) is that they are trans-

ferable to other environments. This property is relaxed in the ultrasoft, Vanderbilt

[49] pseudopotentials in order to give more faster performance in calculations. The

question of transferability of a given pseudopotential to unknown systems can be

assessed. Transferability is related to the logarithmic derivative of each component

of the radial wavefunction and it is indicated if the scattering properties, e.g phase
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shifts, of the real and pseudopotentials have the same energy variation to first order

when transferred to other systems. The logarithmic derivatives of the real and pseu-

dopotentials should be roughly the same around the singularity represented by the

eigenvalue of the reference state. Another test for transferability involves comparing

the excitation energies between the pseudoatom and the all-electron atom. This can

be followed by comparing ground state properties such as equilibrium bond lengths,

lattice constants, and cohesive energies, of simple systems such as small molecules or

solids with a simple unit cell, with those of experiments and other calculations.

2.5.1 Generation of Nonlocal Norm-Conserving Pseudopo-

tentials

Most pseudopotentials are nonlocal, which means that there is a different pseudopo-

tential corresponding to each angular-momentum component l of the wavefunction.

Purely local pseudopotentials seem to be ideal from the point of view of efficiency,

but in fact they are rarely used. A very small core radius rc is required compared

with nonlocal potentials, so that the resulting pseudopotential is very strong, and a

much larger basis is needed to represent the system, offsetting greatly any gains made

by not having to calculate projections onto the numerous angular eigenstates.

The first step in the construction of a NCPP is the solution of the relativistic radial

Schrödinger equation (Dirac equation) for the free atom. The method used is Kohn-

Sham DFT, but all of the electrons are considered in the solution. This yields the

eigenfunctions ul(r) = rRl(r) and eigenvalues ǫl for the all-electron atomic potential

V AE(r). We only consider those of the valence electrons. A new, temporary potential

V PS
1l (r), is generated by removing the singularity in the potential at the position

of the nucleus. The core features are smoothed out and outside the core, that is

outside an angular-momentum-dependent cutoff radius rcl, V
PS
1l (r) is the same as or
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approaches asymptotically the original potential, V AE(r), its exact form depending

on the prescription used. The new potential V PS
1l (r) still contains the effect of all

the valence electrons so it is termed a screened potential. Generally, a good choice

for rcl is somewhere between the outermost node and the outermost peak of the

original ul(r). That is because the function must be nodeless because there are

no core electrons, and secondly must not include the valence charge density. The

lowest nodeless solution, or w1l(r), of each l of the screened potential, is linearly

proportional to the corresponding ul(r) of the original potential beyond rcl and the

eigenvalues match. Now, the new wavefunctions w1l(r) are not yet in the desired

form as they need to be scaled to match ul(r) outside rcl as well as orthonormalised.

The final, norm-conserving, orthonormal wavefunctions are termed w2l(r). Next, the

screened potential corresponding to w2l(r), or V PS
2l , must be found by inverting the

radial Schrödinger equation. Finally, the V PS
2l are unscreened to remove the valence

electron contribution and be left with the bare ion potential V PS
l . This is done by

subtracting from V PS
2l the Hartree and XC potentials due to the pseudocharge density

ρv from w2l(r). In the case where the XC potential cannot be split into a core and

valence functional, the term Vxc(ρpartial−core + ρv) is subtracted.

The ionic pseudopotential usually takes the following form, in terms of the angular

momentum and spin quantum numbers l,m:

V ps
ion(r) = V loc(r) +

lmax
∑

lm

|l,m〉∆V nonloc
l (r)〈l,m|. (2.28)

It is separated into the dominant local component which acts the same for all l

beyond the maximum angular momentum component lmax considered, and into a

much smaller nonlocal part which is different for all other l.

In the above sum, the sum over l, should technically be infinite. However, for

purposes of computation, the sum over l must be truncated at some lmax. This
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necessity requires the semilocal part of the pseudopotential to be small, so that the

truncation of the l does not result in large errors. This is an acceptable approximation

to get rid of the special potentials for large l, as the radial solution of the Schrödinger

equation goes as rl for small r, and in the core region where the pseudopotential

replaces the all-electron potential, the unbound states have small weight in this region,

their weight being pushed outward as l is increased. That means that the local part

of the pseudopotential should be an accurate description of the effect of higher l

components.

Bachelet-Hamann-Schluter Pseudopotentials

One of the earlier schemes of NCPP constructions, though still often used today,

the Bachelet-Hamann-Schluter (BHS) method, is presented here as an example of

pseudopotential generation. In the BHS scheme the nonlocal contribution to the

pseudopotential is kept small and short-ranged compared to the local part and the

potentials are used in semilocal form.

The constructed atomic potential only asymptotically approaches the real one at

the cutoff radius:

V PS
1l (r) = V (r)[1 − f(r/rcl)] + clf(r/rcl),

where f is a smooth cutoff function that equals one as r → 0 and equals zero as

r → ∞, and cl is an adjustable parameter. The pseudowavefunctions have the form

w2l(r) = γl[w1l(r) + δlr
l+1f(r/rcl)]

with some constants γl so that w2l(r > rcl) = ul(r > rcl) and δl used for fitting. This

method uses undetermined coefficients to match the conditions for NCPP’s as well as

to provide continuity for the local part of the potential (r < rc) with the nonlocal part

(r > rc) and their derivatives. It is worth noting also that the pseudowavefunction
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generated approaches exponentially the value of the all-electron one beyond rc.

2.5.2 Forms of the Pseudopotential Operator

A local pseudopotential operator acts in the same way for orbitals of all quantum

numbers, while a semilocal pseudopotential operator yields different potentials for

different angular momentum quantum numbers. There is also a type of pseudopoten-

tial termed fully nonlocal, and it operates differently on states with different quantum

numbers (radial, angular, azimuthal). The form specified above in Eq. 2.28 is semilo-

cal because it acts the same way for all r; if the potential in the second term were of

the form ∆Vl(r, r
′), then it would be termed fully nonlocal.

When plane waves, instead of atomic orbitals, are used as a basis for the DFT

calculation, the semilocal form of the pseudopotential in Eq. 2.28 is computation-

ally expensive. However, a huge savings of computational power is achieved by a

factorisation of the second term of Eq. 2.28.

This factorisation, called the Kleinman-Bylander (K-B) transformation [50], is

∆V KB
l =

∑

lm

∣

∣φps
lm∆V nonloc

l

〉 〈

∆V nonloc
l φps

lm

∣

∣

〈φps
lm|∆V nonloc

l |φps
lm〉

, (2.29)

where the ψps
lm are the eigenfunctions of the pseudoatom in the reference state, in

contrast with the |nlm〉 which were the eigenfunctions of the pseudoatom. When

the K-B form of the nonlocal pseudopotential operator is used on a basis {φ}i=1,N

of size N , the evaluation of the nonlocal part of the pseudopotential energy requires

expressions of the form 〈∆V nonlocal
l φps

lm|φi〉 to be calculated. There are only N such

terms, because the other N introduced by multiplying on the left of Eq. 2.29 by φj are

the complex conjugates of the former, in contrast with before, when N2 calculations

had to be done.

However, in spite of its utility, it has been noted [51] that the K-B transformation
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is not without consequences. The effect of using the K-B form of the pseudopotential

operator yields the same eigenvalues, for the reference state, but not necessarily for

other states. The degree to which the mismatch in eigenvalues occurs for other

eigenstates increases with larger magnitude and/or larger spatial range of the nonlocal

part. One spurious feature of the eigenvalue spectrum of the K-B pseudopotential is

related to the appearance of extra eigenstates of the pseudopotential, the so-called

“ghost states”. Checking the logarithmic derivative for signs of ghost states is very

important as these are unwanted and their appearance mandates a revision of the

pseudopotential construction.

2.5.3 Relativistic Corrections and Spin

Generally, for light elements, relativistic effects are not important for examining prop-

erties such as bonding. However, for some heavier elements, it is a good idea to include

the effect of the high nuclear kinetic energy as it shifts the valence eigenvalues and

modifies the valence eigenfunctions slightly. These relativistic corrections are usually

considered in the spin-averaged case, also known as scalar-relativistic calculations, in

which the explicit spin-orbit interaction, that is the L · S coupling, is omitted, and

l and m are assumed to still be good quantum numbers, while still retaining some

relativistic corrections. In our systems, we use spin-averaged relativistic corrections

[52, 53].

In many cases, it is acceptable to omit the effect of spin in general for the valence

electrons so that we do not have to resort to the more general form of DFT where each

spin is treated separately and have to deal with twice the number of atomic orbitals.

In a non-magnetic solid-state system, the effects of spin are much less significant

compared with a free atom or small molecule, because on average, there is an excellent

chance that there will be no net spin because of the large size of the system. However,

when calculating cohesive energies, the total energy of a single atom or small molecule
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is required and it should be calculated as accurately as possible, meaning with spin,

if Hund’s rules mandate that its ground state is, in fact, spin-polarised.

The In atom, with a lone p electron, is spin-polarised and the energy difference

between its ground state of one electron of one spin in a p orbital and an In atom

with half an electron of each spin in the p orbital was calculated to be 0.16 eV with

the LDA and 0.18 eV within the GGA. In contrast, Ge with two p electrons, has a

much higher spin-polarisation energy: 0.60 eV in the LDA (0.74 eV GGA), while the

values for Si are similar at 0.65 eV in the LDA (0.79 eV GGA).

The spin-polarisation energy is accounted for whenever any quantities depending

on the energy of the free atom, such as binding energies or cohesive energies are

calculated. This is because the plane-wave calculation of a free atom in a vacuum,

using the same basis set as the complex system, may not account for spin polarisation

(such as in the code used here). However, when energy differences are taken between

two systems, such as when calculating cohesive energies, the most accurate way to

account for spin polarisation is to calculate the energy of an atom in the same basis

as the system rather than the infinite basis of the exact, real-space DFT solution

for the pseudoatom, where the total energy will always be smaller than that of a

smaller plane wave basis. This means that the spin-polarisation energy we are using,

being for an infinite basis, is incorrect, but this quantity and hence the error is very

small compared with the overall energy of the free pseudoatom, and methods exist to

account for this.

2.5.4 Troullier-Martins Pseudopotentials

Troullier-Martins (T-M) pseudopotentials are another type of semilocal NCPP, more

recent and more popular than BHS. Generally, the T-M scheme results in a softer

pseudopotential than BHS, so that a smaller plane-wave basis can often be used. T-M

pseudopotentials are also generally smoother than BHS ones, because they account
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for extra properties such as continuity of the second derivatives at the radial cutoff

rcl. The major achievement of T-M however, over previous pseudopotentials, is the

addition of a constraint to impose zero curvature at the origin, which increases the

pseudopotential’s softness.

One drawback of T-M is that the cutoff radii tend to be larger in order to reap the

rewards of a smaller basis set, with some negative implications for their transferability.

Unlike BHS, however, the all-electron and pseudowavefunctions match exactly beyond

rcl. One major drawback of T-M pseudopotentials is that they are very susceptible

to ghost states, which must be tested for.

2.6 Solving for the Ground State Density

After the pseudopotentials have been constructed, it is time to begin solving the

Kohn-Sham equations Eqs. 2.16 and 2.17. The purpose is to achieve the ground-

state density as determined by self-consistency between Veff and ρ.

2.6.1 Supercell Geometry

For a periodic system, it makes sense to use Bloch’s theorem and a plane-wave basis

and expand the mth wavefunction at each point k in the first Brillouin Zone, ψmk,

as a sum over reciprocal lattice vectors G:

ψmk(r) =
∑

j

cm,k+Gj
exp[i(k + Gj) · r]. (2.30)

For localised systems such as a cluster or a surface, we may still use the supercell

technique, by setting up a large-enough vacuum region around the non-repeating

parts of the unit cell such that neighbouring cells do not interact. The supercell

technique involves assembling the atoms of interest in a large cell which is repeated
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Figure 2.1: Schematic of the superlattice geometry for a slab. The dashed lines de-
lineate the unit cell. The slab is periodic in the surface plane and the
periodicity is artificially imposed in the surface normal direction with a
large enough vacuum region to avoid inter-slab interactions.

to form a superlattice such that non-periodic geometries can be treated using Bloch’s

theorem. An example of supercell geometry in two dimensions for a square lattice is

shown in Fig. 2.1.

2.6.2 Practicalities for Finding the Ground-State Density

In a plane-wave basis, the Schrödinger equation becomes a set of linear eigenvalue

equations:
∑

j

Hij(k)cm,k+Gj
= ǫmkcm,k+Gi

, (2.31)

in terms of the Hamiltonian matrix elements, given below in Eq. 2.32, and the K-S

eigenvalues ǫmk.

If we begin by choosing a trial value of the density, for example, one obtained
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from a linear superposition of atomic densities, and use this density to approximate

the various potentials in the K-S equation, we get a simple set of equations for the

wavefunction coefficients ci,k+G:

ǫmkcm,k+Gi
=

∑

j

[

1

2
|k + Gi|2 δij

+ V loc(Gi −Gj) + VH(Gi −Gj) + Vxc(Gi −Gj)

+
∑

l

V nonloc
l (Gi + k,Gj + k)

]

cm,k+Gj
, (2.32)

in terms of the ionic local and nonlocal pseudopotentials, the Hartree potential, and

the XC potential. The matrix elements of the Hamiltonian, in the summation over

j term above, are mostly diagonal and thus this equation lends itself to techniques

for solution. One method of solving the system of equations is to diagonalise the

Hamiltonian and with the new coefficients cm,k+Gi
, find an improved density, and

repeat, until the density has converged.

However, for a large basis, diagonalising the large matrix is intractable. The most

efficient method is iterative minimisation of the Hamiltonian and it is explained fully

in the next section.

For large supercells, the number of k-points is usually restricted to just a few

within the first Brillouin zone because the volume of the Brillouin zone, ΩB , in recip-

rocal space is inversely proportional to the supercell volume in real space, Ωsupercell:

ΩB = (2π)3 /Ωsupercell. An exception where a large number of k-points is needed is

metals, where the Fermi surface needs to be sampled quite carefully in order to cal-

culate the occupancy of each eigenstate accurately, since there is no band gap, and

usually a lot of dispersion. On the other hand, just one k-point is typically used for

large supercells because in k-space, the first Brillouin zone is very small.
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Although in principle an infinite set of plane waves is needed for an exact solu-

tion, convergence is reached very quickly with a basis of a few tens of Rydbergs for

typical cases such as those involving the Si, Ge, or In atoms. The plane-wave basis is

truncated so as to include only those terms with wavevector kinetic energy less than

some cutoff Ecut:
1
2
|G + k|2 ≤ Ecut.

2.6.3 Car-Parinello method of Molecular Dynamics

It is not often convenient to solve the matrix equations above in Eq. 2.32 exactly.

When dealing with large basis sets, numbering a hundred thousand plane waves, the

problem is more effectively solved by iterative methods. One of these is the Car-

Parinello method [54]. It is based on the minimisation of a functional composed

of the system of electrons and ions, evolving in time, where the evolution for the

electrons is fictitious and represents the evolution of the true ground state, whose

constraint is the orthonormality of the electronic orbitals. The fictitious Lagrangian

L for a system of electrons of fictitious mass µ and ions of mass MI and position RI

is

L =
1

2

∑

i

∫

drµ
∣

∣

∣
ψ̇i(r)

∣

∣

∣

2

+
1

2

∑

I

MIṘ
2
I −E [{ψi} , {RI}]

+
∑

ij

Λij

(
∫

drψi
∗(r)ψj(r) − δij

)

(2.33)

The Lagrangian has the object to be minimised (the total Kohn-Sham energy E),

just as with the procedure outlined in Section 2.3 for minimising the total energy, but

this time along with an extra term which is treated separately: the kinetic energy

of the Kohn-Sham orbitals, which is a fictitious quantity and equals zero at the true
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ground state. The Lagrange multipliers Λ are used to maintain the orthonormality

constraint.

Minimising the above with respect to the electronic coordinates r we obtain the

equation of motion for the electronic wavefunctions:

µψ̈i = −HKSψi +
∑

j

Λijψj , (2.34)

while minimising with respect to the ionic coordinates R gives the equation of motion

for the ions:

MIR̈I = − ∂E

∂RI

. (2.35)

The physical force that an ion I experiences is

FI = − dE

dRI

= − ∂E

∂RI

−
∑

i

∂E

∂ψi

dψi

dRI

−
∑

i

∂E

∂ψi
∗

dψi
∗

dRI

(2.36)

where the last two terms sum to zero in the case that the basis is complete such that

the ψi are eigenstates of the K-S Hamiltonian. The relation Eq. 2.36 is known as

the Hellman-Feynman theorem [55, 56]. In the case of an appropriately large enough

plane-wave basis,

FI = − ∂E

∂RI
(2.37)

is taken to hold, so that the local minimum of the total energy can be found if the ions

are steadily moved in the direction of the calculated forces from the ionic equations

of motion while solving for the electronic ground state at each ionic position.

For practical solution, the electronic equation of motion is transformed into a

difference equation. A popular choice, and indeed the one used here, for solving

the equation of motion, is the second-order Verlet algorithm, discussed in detail in
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Chapter 6. The difference equation is iterated until convergence, or a steady state,

is reached. The important parameters to adjust for efficient and at the same time

stable numerical convergence are the fictitious mass µ and the timestep.

The ionic forces are not calculated using a differential form of the Hellmann-

Feynman theorem; a much-more-accurate analytical representation of this force is

available for plane-waves [57] obtained by differentiating the total energy expanded in

a plane wave basis with respect to the ion coordinates. Once a satisfactory electronic

ground state for a set of ionic positions has been achieved, the ionic equation of

motion is then expressed in differential form and integrated numerically to yield the

new ionic positions.

2.7 Population Analysis

A basis set of plane-waves is widely used in ab initio simulations of condensed matter

systems because the convergence is controlled by a single parameter, the plane-wave

energy cutoff, but the extended spatial nature of the basis functions complicates

the interpretation of the K-S eigenstates in terms of localised quantities such as the

charge associated with an atom or the strength of bonds between atoms. An LCAO

approach is more amenable to an interpretation in terms of these localised quantities

but it is not convergent in a controllable manner. Consequently, the approximation

of a K-S eigenfunction represented by plane-waves by LCAO’s would help in the

interpretation of the charge density in terms of bonding. This section concerns the

best such approximation in a particular sense. Once the eigenstates are represented

in terms of a basis of atomic orbitals the decomposition method of Mulliken [58] may

be used to partition the total electronic charge into bonding and nonbonding parts

with each pair of atoms assigned an equal share of their mutual bond.
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Not very long ago, a scheme for projecting plane-wave eigenstates ψα onto quasi-

atomic orbitals χ was outlined and tested [59, 60, 61]. Here, an alternative interpre-

tation of the scheme is outlined, which places it in a density functional context, and

applied to study the bonding of Ge(111)-5×5.

The ψα are represented as a sum of a large number Npw of plane waves, and we

wish to find a best approximation |χα〉 =
∑

cα,i|φi〉 as a linear combination of a

much smaller number Nφ of localised orbitals φi centered on the atoms. The orbitals

φi already have the site-dependence incorporated into them. In the earlier approach

[59, 60, 61], a projection operator P̂ was constructed which took account of the

nonorthogonality of the |φi〉 by introducing the dual vectors |φi〉. The operator acts

on ψα to give the χα. The quality of the approximation was assessed in terms of a

“spilling parameter”

S =
∑

α

wα(1 − 〈ψα|χα〉) (2.38)

where the sum is over the K-S energy bands and wα is the occupation number.

Alternatively, the best χα can be defined in a least squares sense and obtained by

forming the square deviation averaged over the cell,

D =
∑

α occ

|(|χα〉 − |ψα〉)|2 (2.39)

and minimising with respect to the cα,i coefficients.

We now drop the subscript α and let wα = 1 for clarity as we seek to minimise

the spilling associated with each eigenstate separately. We begin by writing D as

D = |(|ψ〉 −
∑

i

ci|φi〉)|2

= 〈ψ|ψ〉 −
∑

i

ci〈ψ|φi〉 −
∑

i

ci
∗〈φi|ψ〉 +

∑

j

∑

i

c∗i cj〈φi|φj〉. (2.40)
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At the minimum with respect to each parameter c∗i ,

∂D
∂ci∗

= −〈φi|ψ〉 +
∑

j

cj〈φi|φj〉

= 0, ∀i = 1, 2, ...,Nφ (2.41)

This gives the set of linear equations for the best coefficients

∑

j

Sijcα,j = bi, ∀j = 1, 2, ...,Nφ (2.42)

in terms of the overlaps Sij = 〈φi|φj〉 between atomic orbitals and the overlaps bi =

〈φi|ψ〉 between atomic orbitals and the K-S eigenstate.

The optimum coefficients c may be be found either by inverting the matrix S and

multiplying by b or by a less costly iterative method which is more efficient the closer

S is to the identity matrix.

ci = bi −
∑

l 6=i

clSil (2.43)

where the first approximation is ci0 = bi and each successive order k depends on

inserting the (k − 1)th approximation in the sum term:

cik = bi −
∑

l 6=i

cl k−1
Sil. (2.44)

In practice, we find that for large systems of hundreds of atoms, about 8-12 it-

erations of the above are required to obtain the coefficients to within one percent

convergence, which can result in some savings of time over inverting the overlap ma-

trix. The structure of the matrix S is the identity matrix plus some small off-diagonal
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terms for the near-neighbours whose magnitudes typically are < 0.2. Completely ne-

glecting these off-diagonal terms vastly simplifies the calculations but unfortunately

results in Mulliken overlap charges of zero, meaning no bonding, so including them

is essential.

It is straightforward to show that the best set of cα,i coefficients give for χα the

earlier result of direct projection. This is shown in the Appendix. Similarly, substi-

tuting the best cα,i’s into Eq. 2.39 gives the minimum value for D which is easily

shown to be the spilling factor S of Sanchez-Portal et al. [59] given by Eq. 2.38.

At this point, we may immediately write down the projected wavefunctions in

terms of atomic orbitals and in terms of the newly-calculated coefficients c:

|χα〉 =
∑

j

cjα|φj〉,

where the band index α has been reinserted.

Although the Kohn-Sham wavefunctions are orthonormal, the same is not neces-

sarily true for the projected eigenstates. The total wavefunction Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rm) of the

system may be expressed as a Slater determinant of the approximate eigenfunctions:

Ψ(r1, r2, ..., rm) =
1

√

N ! det[R]
|X(r1) X(r2) ... X(rm)| , (2.45)

where the X(rk) denote the column vectors (χ1(rk), χ2(rk), ..., χn(rk)) and Rαβ =

〈χα|χβ〉.
The density operator for this system is

ρ̂(r) =
∑

i

δ(r̂ − r̂i), (2.46)

and the total charge density ρ(r) of the system is the expectation value of the above
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density operator with the Slater determinant:

ρ(r) = 〈Ψ|ρ̂|Ψ〉,

and the total charge Q is just the integral over all space of the above charge density.

To arrive at the Mulliken charges, the total charge density Q is split into four terms

for each distinct pair of orbitals. Without loss of generality, consider a basis consisting

of two atomic orbitals φ1(r) and φ2(r), and two eigenfunctions χα(r) =
∑

k ckαφk(r)

for α = 1, 2, we have the following expression for Q:

Q =
1

D

∑

k,l=1,2

Skl [c
∗
k1cl1R22 + c∗k2cl2R11 − c∗k1cl2R21 − c∗k2cl1R12] (2.47)

where D = R11R22 − R12R21. After expanding the sum in k, l, we arrive at these

terms for the k = 1 orbital:

k = 1, l = 1 : Q11 =
1

D

[

|c11|2R22 − c∗12c11R12 − c∗11c12R21 + |c12|2R11

]

(2.48)

k = 1, l = 2 : Q12 =
1

D
[c∗21c11R22S21 − c∗22c11R12S21 − c∗21c12R21S21 + c∗22c12R11S21]

(2.49)

and analogous ones for the k = 2 orbital.

The main point is that Q12 and Q21 are identical in the Mulliken analysis and they

are known as the overlap charge of orbital 2 onto orbital 1 and vice versa, respectively.

The total overlap charge between two orbitals is an indication of the strength of the

bond. The terms Q11 and Q22 are the net charges of orbitals 1 and 2 respectively.

These are the charges that are considered to be not participating in any bond. The
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sum of all terms containing a particular orbital µ is known as the gross charge Qµ:

Qµ =
∑

ν

Qµν .

Unless the bonding is ionic, in which case some of the gross charge of one orbital

has been donated to the gross charge of the other one, resulting in a higher gross

charge on the more electronegative atom, the gross charge of an atom will not deviate

significantly from its total number of valence electrons.

Often, it is desired, instead of the charges found in orbitals oriented in terms of

a fixed coordinate system, to obtain axially-resolved charges in the direction of, or

perpendicular to the bond formed between two atoms. This is commonly known as

finding the hybridised orbitals of the well-known types ssσ, spσ, ppσ, ppπ, etc. Our

procedure lends itself very efficiently to rotating a pair of desired orbitals µ, ν after

the construction of the χ in the atomic orbital basis by applying a phase factor for

each band to the two coefficients cµ and cν concerned. While this procedure must be

repeated for each bond involving the same atom, for many unconnected bonds, the

rotations may be applied all at once. It must be emphasised that the coefficients c

need only be found once for each system and that for multiple bonds involving the

same atom(s), only the construction of the density operator and subsequent steps

need be repeated to find the hybridised charges.

Population Analysis has been applied to the bare and In-adsorbed Ge(5×5) system

in the next two chapters. In the Appendix, more details are presented regarding

the equivalence of the method presented here with the approach given in references

[59, 60, 61], along with some physical insights gleaned from its application to some

simple systems.
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The Ge(111)-5×5 Structure

3.1 Motivation

Despite the many similarities between Si and Ge, the lowest-energy reconstruction

of Ge(111) is reported to be the c(2×8) structure, consisting of adatoms only, and

the 5×5 Ge reconstruction has not been observed on a surface of bulk germanium,

under any conditions of temperature or pressure. An explanation of this difference,

provided by a theoretical approach that used a simple parametric model of surface

reconstruction [62], is that the cost of generating the stacking fault was too high on

Ge(111). Even so, the situation is not fully understood because although the Ge(111)

surface prefers the reduced complexity of the c(2×8) structure, it does sometimes form

in the metastable configuration of the 7×7 DAS structure.

However, when a small quantity, between one and five bilayers, of Ge is deposited

on a Si(111)-7×7 surface, a stable Ge(5×5) reconstruction results [16]. This effect

is mediated by compressive strain, caused by the 4.2% lattice mismatch between the

two bulk materials [17]. Beyond about five bilayers of Ge deposition when the surface

layers are less strained because of island formation, the nearest-neighbour atomic

distances approach that of bulk Ge [63] and the observed surface reconstruction is

62
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exclusively 7×7. On a large scale, islands form due to the strain [64], and the surface

is not uniform. However, large enough regions of uniform reconstruction are present

to be studied experimentally.

These patterned surfaces are of interest because they may provide a template

for the formation of ordered arrays of small clusters. Arrays of identical six-atom

clusters have been grown on the large Si(111)-7×7 surface reconstruction for a variety

of adatom species, including the Group III metals Al [9, 10], Ga [11] and In [12],

and the alkali metals Na [13] and K [14]. Recently, the formation of In clusters

on the Si(111)-Ge(5×5) surface reconstruction has been reported along with results

of ab initio calculations of the In adatom energetics [19]. In order to complement

this development, an ab initio study of the Si(111)-Ge(5×5) system itself has been

conducted, and results for the limiting case of a thick Ge(5×5) overlayer are presented.

This is the first ab initio study of the Ge(5×5) surface. Although an early calculation

was performed for the related Si-5×5 surface by Adams and Sankey, [65] this was not

taken to self-consistency.

The fully relaxed atom positions and the corresponding self-consistent Kohn-Sham

(K-S) orbitals contain a great deal of information about the structure and electronic

properties of the reconstructed surface. But, in the approach used here, characteristics

such as the transfer of charge and the chemical bonding are concealed in the very

large number of plane wave coefficients of the orbitals. One way to extract bonding

information is to replace the plane wave basis set of the Kohn-Sham orbitals by an

appropriate set of localised atomic orbitals, and perform a population analysis on the

linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) wavefunctions. Sanchez-Portal et al

[59, 60] showed how to project the plane wave calculations onto atomic orbitals, and

this approach was adopted by Segall et al [61]. An equivalent scheme with a simple

interpretation which leads to the same LCAO wavefunctions as Sanchez-Portal et al

[59, 60] but is computationally somewhat more efficient, was presented in the last
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chapter and is used here to analyse the electronic structure.

3.2 Computational Details

Calculations were performed from first principles, within density functional theory

[35, 36] using pseudopotentials, slab superlattice geometry and a plane-wave basis

set as implemented in the fhi98md [66] software. The Local Density Approxima-

tion (LDA) with the density-dependent parametrisation of Perdew-Zunger [40] of the

Monte Carlo data of Ceperley-Alder [41] was used for the exchange-correlation po-

tential in most of the calculations presented here. In order to check the effects of the

way exchange-correlation energy was treated, density gradient corrections as applied

through the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) of Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof

[42] were employed to compare some structural properties of the system. Nonlocal

Troullier-Martins [67] pseudopotentials were used, where for Ge the d-wave was taken

to be the local potential, and for H the s-wave. Unless otherwise noted, one special

k-point (Γ) was used in the Brillouin zone sampling.

A first-principles treatment of the Si(111)-Ge(5×5) system is difficult because

the nature of the Si-Ge interface is not known e.g. the degree of intermixing and

the periodicity, and a calculation that does not build in prejudices, would require

molecular dynamics and a very large supercell. One approach that is presently feasible

is to study simple limiting cases. One of these, adopted here, is to assume a thick

Ge overlayer with a (111)-5×5 surface supercell. The case of two Ge bilayers on a

Si(111)-5×5 slab representing a thin overlayer is another feasible alternative that is

presented in a later chapter.

In most calculations the slab consisted of a total of five bilayers (250 Ge atoms)

with the bottom layer saturated with hydrogen, and a 13 Å thick vacuum layer.

The starting atomic positions for the structural relaxation of the clean surface were
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set up in accordance with the well-known DAS (Dimer-Adatom-Stacking Fault) [27]

reconstruction. A sketch of the surface unit cell is shown in Figure 3.1. All these

starting atomic positions can be determined from the assumed Ge lattice constant,

5.65 Å; except for the dimer bond length which to begin with was chosen to be the

free Ge dimer bond length.

Figure 3.1: Top view of the DAS-5×5 reconstruction with the top two bilayers shown
and key surface atoms highlighted. The shaded region comprises one
surface unit cell. The faulted half is the darker shaded region on the left.

The effect of terminating the slab with hydrogen was investigated by first checking

that none of the surface states contained indications of hydrogen hybrids. In addition,

a structural optimisation was performed using a system of 500 Ge atoms in a 10

bilayer slab with inversion symmetry. It was confirmed that the differences from the

relaxed geometry of the smaller slab terminated by hydrogen were not significant, as
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compared with the differences in atomic positions and charge density contour plots

between the relaxed and unrelaxed structures.

Any spurious effects due to an odd number of electrons per unit cell because of the

H termination were also investigated. This was done using the smaller 250 atom slab

but with the passive face terminated with 25 fictitious atoms each of valence Z = 1.04

instead of the Z = 1.00 of hydrogen. Charge neutrality was preserved in the system

as the cores had a positive charge of 1.04e. This slab and the 500 atom slab with

inversion symmetry both have an even number of electrons per unit cell. The results

for these systems were compared with those for the original H-terminated slab with

an odd number of electrons per cell. No notable differences were found in the density

of states near the Fermi level, the localisation of surface states, or the total charge

density differences, and the effects of the hydrogen termination and whether the total

electron number was even or odd are ruled out as factors in the calculations.

All of the total energies and derived quantities, such as equilibrium structures

presented here, are converged with a plane-wave cutoff of 20 Ry, unless otherwise

stated. Although a cutoff of 10 Ry is adequate for reproducing the cohesive proper-

ties of several configurations of bulk as well as molecular germanium (bond lengths

and/or lattice constants, cohesive energies, bulk moduli, etc.) but the 20 Ry cutoff

was needed to obtain converged electron band structures and to deal with certain

adsorbates in our investigations of metallic clusters on this surface [19]. The rel-

ative hardness of the H pseudopotential and the consequent requirement of a high

plane-wave cutoff for an accurate treatment of the H’s was ignored, because of the

unphysical use of H as a termination layer, rather than as an important contributor

to the surface features being studied. Structural optimisation relaxed all atomic po-

sitions except for the inner two monolayers of the slab with inversion symmetry (500

atoms) and the bottom Ge monolayer and the hydrogen layer of the H-terminated

slab up to a maximum atomic force component of 0.03 eV/Å .
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Care was exercised in calculating properties of surface states near the Fermi level,

such as their occupancy. Reliable results for the charge density required some energy

level smearing according to the Fermi occupation function, and a large number of

unoccupied states were found to be necessary in the overall self-consistency cycle.

A smearing of 0.03 eV and 90 unoccupied states produced reliable results, while 40

unoccupied states with the same smearing produced qualitatively different localisation

of surface-state Kohn-Sham eigenfunctions. The set of states, unoccupied as well as

occupied, should include a good mix of bonding and antibonding states if the correct

occupancies are to be obtained. While there was found to be a band gap extending

between 2 eV and 3 eV above the Fermi level at zero wavevector, a large band of

states between 3 eV and 5 eV above the Fermi level were included in the calculation

to obtain a ground-state density which was converged with respect to the inclusion

of an even greater number of unoccupied orbitals.

3.3 Results

3.3.1 Structural Parameters

The (111)-5×5 reconstruction is a smaller version of the 7×7 reconstruction well

known for Si. There is one restatom and three adatoms per half cell and two dimers

per row, compared with three, six and three respectively for the 7×7 reconstruction.

The results of ab initio calculations for Si(111)-7×7 [68], give the faulted adatoms

about 0.1Å higher than the unfaulted ones for a similar level of accuracy and type of

calculation as that used here. But, ≈ 0.05 Å variation in height was reported among

the adatoms in the faulted half cell; there was less variation among the unfaulted

adatoms. Experiments on Si also show this qualitative difference between the faulted

and unfaulted adatoms [68].
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Atom, Bond, LDA GGA

or Angle l (Å) ∆l (Å) ∆z (Å) θ (deg.) l(Å) ∆l (Å) ∆z (Å) θ(deg.)

UA - - -0.17 - - - -0.10 -

FA - - -0.13 - - - -0.06 -

UR - - -0.18 - - - -0.15 -

FR - - -0.04 - - - 0.05 -

d - - -0.01, -0.02 - - - 0.00 0.01 -

UA-b 2.63 0.17 - - 2.67 0.21 - -

FA-b 2.62 0.16 - - 2.67 0.21 - -

UA-u 2.71 0.25 - - 2.81 0.35 - -

FA-u 2.72 0.26 - - 2.82 0.36 - -

UR-T4 2.48 0.02 - - 2.50 0.04 - -

FR-T4 2.50 0.04 - - 2.53 0.07 - -

d-d 2.55 0.01 - - 2.59 0.05 - -

b-UA-b - - - 89.5, 89.5, 95.1 - - - 88.7,88.7,94.0

b-FA-b - - - 89.9, 89.9, 94.7 - - - 89.2,89.2,93.4

T4-UR-T4 - - - 116.0 - - - 115.6

T4-FR-T4 - - - 113.0 - - - 109.5

Table 3.1: Table of main structural properties of the Ge(5×5) system. U, and F denote quantities for atoms in
the unfaulted and faulted halves of the unit cell respectively. Atoms are denoted by: A- an adatom;
b- adatom backbond; u- for the atom directly under an adatom; R- a restatom; T4- for a restatom
backbond; and d- a dimer atom. Bond-lengths are given by l and height changes and bond-length
changes with respect to the perfect lattice coordinates are denoted by ∆z and ∆l respectively.
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The results for atom positions and bond lengths for Ge(5×5) are presented in

Table 3.1. Results for the hydrogen terminated slab are given for both the LDA and

GGA calculations which used the same lattice constant. Two values are given for the

height changes of the dimer atoms because relaxation led to a tilt of the dimer with

respect to the surface plane. The bond length changes, ∆l, for the dimer bond are

with respect to the covalent bond length of Ge, 2.44 Å. Key atoms are identified in

Figure 3.1. Some quantitative differences between the LDA and GGA results will be

seen but the main features of the relaxed surface are very similar.

The results in Table 3.1 give the Ge adatoms also sitting higher in the faulted

half cell, although the difference between faulted and unfaulted adatom heights at

0.04 Å is less than the 0.17 Å reported by Adams and Sankey [65] for Si-5×5 from

their non-self-consistent ab initio treatment. The heights of the three Ge adatoms

in each of the half cells were found to be very similar, which is in contrast to the

results of calculations [68] for Si(111)-7×7. Adams and Sankey [65] also reported a

corrugation among the adatoms, with a height difference of 0.4 Å between one of

the faulted adatoms and the other two, and a difference of 0.04 Å on the unfaulted

side. We also found some corrugation, for instance, among the three backbonds of

any of the adatoms, as permitted by the C3v symmetry of the slab. However, the

distortions from equilateral triangles are very small, 0.01 Å at most for any bond

length discrepancy. Whether the differences between our results and those of Adams

and Sankey [65] indicate a real difference between Si and Ge in the 5×5 structures

or are due to a lack of self-consistency in theirs is an open question. The faulted Ge

restatom also sits higher than the unfaulted one by 0.20 Å for GGA; 0.14 LDA.

Other qualitative similarities between the Si(111)-7×7 and the Ge(111)-5×5 sys-

tems are the compression of the adatom-backbonds by the adatoms moving into the

surface, the slight expansion of the restatom backbond, the large expansion of the

dimer bond length from the covalent diameter, and the increase in separation of the
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adatom from the atom directly beneath it. No major differences were observed apart

from the large lowering of the corner hole atom with respect to the ideal position (by

0.26 Å) in Ge(5×5) versus a negligibly small lowering in Si(111)-7×7.

There is substantial distortion of the bond angles for surface atoms away from the

ideal tetrahedral value, 109.5◦, especially for the adatom backbonds which are close

to 90◦, and the restatom backbonds to the T4 atoms. The LDA and GGA results

show the same trends. That all the bond angles for bonds to the faulted restatom

are the ideal tetrahedral angle in the GGA calculation does not mean that the charge

distribution and bonding resemble that of bulk Ge, as there are considerable shifts of

all the surface layer atoms from their ideal positions.

3.3.2 Electronic Structure

The self-consistent electronic density was calculated using one k-point (Γ), but this

was indistinguishable from the density for the same fully relaxed structure and using

four k-points.

Contours of the density difference between the total, self-consistent density and

a linear superposition of atomic densities are shown in Fig. 3.2 for a cross-section

of the slab passing through the atoms shown. The dangling bonds at the surface,

indicated with arrows, are prominent for the adatoms and for the faulted restatom.

The unfaulted restatom shows no dangling bond charge density at this scale and it is

noted that the faulted adatom dangling bond has a greater charge density than the

unfaulted adatom dangling bond, although the largest dangling bond of all belongs

to the corner-hole atom.

The Kohn-Sham energy eigenvalue band structure calculated using the Kohn-

Sham potential and projected onto the Ge(111)-5×5 surface is shown in Fig. 3.3,

along with the projected bulk Ge band structure obtained using the same calculational

parameters. States associated with the surface have moved into the band gap which
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Figure 3.2: For the first two bilayers below the 5×5 surface, the difference between
the self-consistent charge density and a linear superposition of atomic
densities for a plane passing through the long diagonal of the 5×5 unit cell.
Superimposed as black dots are the relaxed atomic positions. Solid lines
and dashed lines indicate charge surplus and charge deficit respectively
while the thin, dotted line denotes the zero contour. Contours are drawn
in increments of 0.001 e/bohr3. The atom label abbreviations are: CH
for corner-hole atom, A for an adatom, R for a restatom, and F and U
denote the faulted and unfaulted half cells respectively. Arrows indicate
prominent dangling bonds of the surface atoms.

at Γ has shrunk from 0.35 eV to 0.18 eV for the slab, and most notable is the state

that crosses the Fermi level forming a small pocket of holes around the point K. The

main focus of the analysis was on characterising the states around the Fermi level,

and these were found to be very well localised at certain key atoms or features of the

surface layer of the 5×5 unit cell.

At Γ the highest-occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) is 0.11 eV below EF and

consists of two states whose contributions to the density are localised on separate

faulted adatoms. These states have a lot of electronic charge bulging out of the

top of the adatom and pointing out of the surface, and a tiny amount localised at

the bottom of the same adatom. There are corresponding orbitals localised on the

unfaulted adatoms but these are unfilled and located 0.15 eV above EF . Proceeding

down about 0.12 eV below EF is a state localised at the faulted restatom. Two
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Figure 3.3: Band structure along a key path linking most of the symmetry elements of
the 5×5 top surface layers. The inset shows the surface wavevector path
plotted from the entire first Brillouin zone. The thick lines are an up-
per/lower bound to the shaded areas which denote the valence/conduction
bands of the bulk Ge band structure projected onto this surface Brillouin
zone. The surface states are superimposed as thin lines onto the projected
bulk band structure.

degenerate states at EF - 0.21 eV are quite delocalised and contribute to bonds below

the surface layer. At EF - 0.29 eV is a state localised at the corner hole and below at

EF -0.35 eV is another localised at the faulted restatom. In this range of energies, at

Γ, no states were found contributing features to the density of filled states localised

at the adatoms or restatoms in the unfaulted half cell. However, lower in energy,

there are some states with unlocalised features highlighting, for example, the charge

density of bonds in subsurface layers of the slab.

Above the Fermi level the lowest-unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO), at EF +
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0.08 eV is localised mainly at the unfaulted restatom, supporting the experimental

evidence that the unfaulted restatom site is more reactive than the faulted site. Above

this, at EF + 0.16 eV are two degenerate states each localised on a separate unfaulted

adatom, in correspondence with states on the faulted half which are below EF . At EF

+ 0.23 eV is a state localised at all the dimer atoms on the perimeter of the corner

hole, and at EF + 0.35 eV the state has equal localised contributions at all of the

faulted adatoms, and equal but larger contributions at the unfaulted adatoms. Above

this, the states show complicated characteristics.

The localisation of the states at several other wavevectors has been characterised

because many of the surface states show a great deal of dispersion, and along with

this dispersion goes a strong degree of mixing of the localisation. To see this, consider

the state which crosses the Fermi level. At Γ it is degenerate with another state with

each localised at a different faulted adatom, whereas, at the point K, these states

are split and the state which crossed the Fermi level is localised on all three faulted

adatoms, and the state below from which it has split is localised on the unfaulted

restatom.

Generally, we have noticed that most of the noteable effects of dispersion involve

the breaking of degeneracies and the mixing of the unoccupied adatom bands, espe-

cially near K at 0.28-0.35 eV above EF . Mixing between adatom and restatom states

is also very common.

The closest system for comparison in the literature is the Si(111)-5×5 electronic

structure. In scanning tunnelling microscopy and spectroscopy studies of this surface,

Feenstra and Lutz [69] found that at negative sample bias (filled states), the faulted

adatoms are brighter than the unfaulted adatoms, while at positive bias, the intensity

of each is the same. Our results for Ge(111)-5×5 agree with both of these observations.

However, at zero bias, they reported an absence of tunnelling current while the results

reported here indicate a nonzero density of states at the Fermi level. Photoemission
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experiments [70, 71, 72] show a non-zero density of states at the Fermi level of the

Ge(111)-5×5/Si(111)-7×7 system.

A small number of theoretical studies of the Si(111)-5×5 have been reported. In

addition to those not from first principles there are two which use ab initio methods

but which were not fully self-consistent [65, 73]. Adams and Sankey [65] are mute

on whether or not calculated bands intersect the Fermi level and give a metallic

Si(111)-5×5 system. But, their calculated surface states are qualitatively similar to

those reported here and are localised on the same surface atoms. The more recent

calculations at the LDA level [74] predict a metallic surface, but a Hubbard model

then introduced to take some account of electron correlation opened an energy gap

around the Fermi level.

Fig. 3.4 gives calculated electron densities of states for both the surface slab and

bulk Ge. The latter shows a gap at EF , but for the slab there is a finite density of

states at the Fermi level due the broadening of the state just below EF . A projection of

the Kohn-Sham energy eigenfunctions onto atom centered localised orbitals showed

that this peak is roughly due 75% to pz orbitals on the restatoms and 25% to pz

orbitals on the adatoms. A prominent feature in the density of states of the slab is a

shoulder off the main peak at about EF - 1.2 eV which is due to the atoms which are

directly below the adatoms and are backbonded to them. At EF - 1.5 eV are features

due to one out of the three backbonds of the faulted adatoms. At EF - 1.7 eV, are

features due to the other two adatom-backbonds but they are symmetrical about the

midpoint of the axis joining the two atomic centers.

3.4 Hybridisation

The population analysis described in the previous chapter has been used to investigate

the bonding of the surface atoms. However, it is useful to have some reference points
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Figure 3.4: Densities of states for a bulk Ge system and for the Ge(111)-5×5 slab.
A large number of k-points were used to generate the curve for Ge bulk;
just the Γ point was used for 5×5. The states have been broadened with
a gaussian of width 0.2 eV for clarity.

for interpreting the results of the analysis. To that end, this section contains a

summary of the bonds made by Ge for different types of dimensionalities and/or

structural coordinations: diamond structure, graphite structure, linear chain, and

dimer, of which the graphite and the linear one do not represent an actual physical

system. In these calculations, the lattice parameters used were the experimental

values for the corresponding system except for the linear chain, where the dimer bond

length was used and the graphite structure where the bulk Ge lattice constant was

used. In the linear chain, where there was evidence of frustration since the overlap

with each neighbour was unequal, we considered the average value of the overlap

charges.
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Coordination Number ssσ spσ ppσ ppπ Total

Overlap

4 (3-D) -0.040 0.384 0.374 0.016 0.73

3 (2-D) -0.060 0.446 0.294 0.180 0.70

2 (1-D) -0.260 0.308 0.204 0.464 0.72

1 (dimer) -0.100 -0.098 0.416 0.544 0.76

Table 3.2: The Mulliken overlap charges of Ge-Ge bonds in various equilibrium struc-
tural configurations: diamond, graphene, chain (artificial, see text), and
dimer structure.

In order to interpret the charges in terms of hybridised orbitals, we have to rotate

the atomic orbitals pertaining to a pair of atoms. The results for the overlap charges,

in units of e, between pairs of important atoms were resolved into the familiar sigma

bonds and pi bonds, and are listed in Table 3.2.

In Table 3.2, we note several important features: the ppπ bonds are not as efficient

at concentrating the charge within a small cross-section as the more directed ppσ

bonds, which is why the former are not at all required in the diamond structure,

where the bonding orbitals are sp3-like. To see this, first note that for the spσ bond,

half the charge comes from the s orbital of one atom and the other half comes from

the bond-directed p orbital of the other atom, as the Mulliken decomposition provides

only for equal contributions from each atom to the overlap charge. Similarly, for the

ppσ charge, each atom contributes 0.185 through its directed p orbital. A total of

only 0.02 comes from the πp orbitals. However, as the geometry becomes more and

more constrained, the filling of the ppπ orbitals becomes necessary, as seen in the

following rows of the table.

Also note that the dimer stands in a class of its own by not following the trend

of increasing π bonding nor that of decreasing spσ and ppσ bonding, nor even that

of increasing the amount of ssσ antibonding exhibited by the other systems as a

function of decreasing coordination or dimensionality.
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3.4.1 Binding in Ge(111)-5×5

The binding of key atoms to the surface layers was investigated through a Mulliken

population analysis [58] of the LDA-calculated K-S eigenstates using the precedure

outlined earlier with orbitals of the free pseudoatom e.g. (s, px, py, pz) used as a

localised basis. However, having both orbitals in the overlap contributing equally to

the bond, and allowing two-centre bonds only are recognised as limitations of this

analysis. The “spilling” factor, a measure of the completeness of the localised basis,

was less than one percent, and came mostly from the hydrogen-atom layer.

Although the numerical effects are small the trend in the calculated charges and

overlaps is consistent with the structural parameters and the electronic structure

described earlier. The larger electron density in the faulted dangling bonds is shown

in the “net” charge of the atomic pz orbitals: 0.47 electrons for two faulted adatoms

versus 0.45 electrons for the unfaulted adatoms and the third faulted adatom, and

0.75 for the faulted restatom versus 0.71 for the unfaulted one. The ‘dangling bond’

character is also seen in the population analysis by comparing the magnitudes of the

net charges on the other orbitals of the atom. For example, the faulted restatom

has net charges of 0.53 for each of the other p orbitals, much less than that of the

pz orbital. Also, the prominent corner hole dangling bond which is filled with two

electrons, as compared with the less-filled restatom states, has net (gross) charges

0.78 (0.94) for pz, and 0.48 (0.70) for px or py.

The calculated bonding charges for the main surface features are listed in Table

3.3. Averages are given for equivalent bonds; the variation in orbital overlap charges

among equivalent bonds was less than 5%, and the total overlap charge was consistent

to within 2%. The notation is largely the same as for the structural features shown

in Table 3.1. Results for the nearest-neighbour bonds formed in the bulk-like layers

of the slab are also given; the notation is bk-bkv for those with axis along the surface

normal, and bk-bk for the other three, mostly planar bonds. Separate analysis showed
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Bond ssσ spσ ppσ ppπ Total

Overlap

UA-b (2×) -0.07 0.17 0.28 0.06 0.44

UA-b (1×) -0.07 0.17 0.30 0.07 0.47

UA-u -0.06 -0.10 0.14 -0.12 -0.13

FA-b (2×) -0.07 0.18 0.28 0.05 0.44

FA-b (1×) -0.07 0.18 0.29 0.07 0.47

FA-u -0.05 -0.11 0.12 -0.11 -0.15

UR-T4 -0.05 0.30 0.34 0.09 0.68

FR-T4 -0.05 0.27 0.33 0.10 0.65

d-d -0.02 0.25 0.36 0.06 0.64

bk-bk -0.04 0.33 0.37 0.01 0.68

bk-bkv -0.04 0.35 0.36 0.02 0.68

Table 3.3: Table of overlaps between key surface atoms, resolved into components
parallel (σ) and perpendicular (π) to the bond axis. The abbreviations
are the same as in Table 3.1 with the addition of labels for bonds between
nearest neighbours in the bulk-like layers to distinguish among those which
are not (bk-bk), or are (bk-bkv) perpendicular to the surface. The symbol
(1×) refers to the bond between a particular adatom and its backbonds
which differs from the other two denoted (2×) because of symmetry. All
values are accurate to within two decimal places.

that these bonds closely resemble those in a true bulk system. The gross and net

charges proved not to be very useful in a quantitative sense. It was anticipated that a

loosening of the covalency might occur at the surface, but in no case have the gross or

net charges between two bonded atoms differed by more than 0.1 e, and no significant

charge transfer was found.

The strength of the unfaulted and faulted adatom backbonds is seen to be the

same. Table 3.3 shows, for example, that the strength of each adatom-backbond is

0.44 e and 0.47 e for the two-fold and singly-symmetric bonds to a given adatom re-

spectively, the distinction being due to the structural corrugation. In fact, throughout

the surface, on average, all of the singly-symmetric bonds are slightly stronger than
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the doubly-symmetric ones to a particular adatom. Table 3.3 also shows that the

atom underneath the adatom, which is not a nearest neighbour, is antibonded (-0.14

e) to it. As expected, we found that the charge distribution in the dimer bond does

not resemble that of the free Ge2 molecule.

Of course, we may try to identify the restatom-backbonds as partway between sp2

and sp3-like because of the intermediate bond angle. However, the adatom backbond

angles are much smaller than the ideal and close to 90◦. Another feature distinguish-

ing surface-layer bonds from the bulk bonds is the larger amount of charge involved

in ppπ bonds.

3.5 Summary

In summary, the structural and electronic properties of the Ge(111)-5×5 surface are

examined and compared to the results of theoretical and experimental studies of

similar surfaces. Bandstructure and density of states calculations suggest that the

surface is metallic. The electronic charge density associated with key features such

as dangling bonds and bonds between surface atoms has been obtained and anal-

ysed using a population analysis which gives charge and bonding parameters. These

parameters are quantitative measures of features seen in the charge density, such as

dangling bonds, and provide insight into the structural properties of the Ge(5×5) sur-

face and in particular the deviations from tetrahedral geometry that are seen among

the backbonds of the adatoms and restatoms.

Larger dangling bond charges were found on the adatoms and the restatom in

the faulted half cell compared with their unfaulted counterparts. These would cause

repulsion of these atoms from the surface plane of atoms and this is consistent with

the calculated structure that show these faulted atoms to be higher above the surface
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than the unfaulted ones. However, the largest dangling bond belongs to the corner-

hole atom. Perhaps an explanation might be that the dangling bonds affect the whole

surface and not just the backbonds.

Though the problem of the Ge/Si lattice mismatch has been ignored here, work

dealing with Ge(5×5) as a thin wetting layer on Si(111) is presented in a later chapter.



Chapter 4

Indium adsorbed on Ge(111)-5×5

4.1 Motivation

Clusters of Si and Ge have been grown within substrate half-unit cells (HUCs) of the

Ge and Si 5×5 and 7×7 reconstructions [18]. The average sizes of clusters were smaller

on 5×5 surfaces, with the smaller unit cell cited as the primary reason for the reduced

cluster size [18]. In a recent work [19], In clusters have been grown on the Ge(5×5)

surface and show many similarities with In clusters on their Si(7×7) counterparts but

also many interesting differences. In common with In on Si(111)-7×7, the In atoms

were found more often in the faulted (F) half rather than the unfaulted (U) half of

the unit cell, and one possibility is that the In atoms congregate mainly in the basins

centred around the restatoms. Several different types of In cluster were found [19],

including one spanning four half-unit cells instead of the consistently-shaped six-atom

In clusters on Si(7×7).

The goal of this part of the work was to investigate, using ab initio calculations, the

properties of In clusters on a Ge(5×5)-reconstructed surface and to provide possible

structural models of these clusters.

81
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4.2 Computational Details

The substrate was taken to be a Ge(5×5) slab: The details of that calculation are

described in the previous chapter and do not differ from the present unless otherwise

noted.

Troullier-Martins [67] pseudopotentials were used for Ge and H, as before, but for

In, the harder Bachelet-Hamman-Schluter [75] type was adopted to avoid ghost state

problems. The plane-wave cutoff energy, quite high at 20 Ry, was chosen carefully

with the criterion that structural properties and cohesive energies of small test In

molecules were well-converged.

An equilibrium structure with the maximum force component on any atom < 0.05

eV/Å for the top nine layers of the clean substrate slab, totalling 225 atoms (i.e. as

described in the previous chapter), was used as a template for studying the adsorption

of In atoms, during which only the atoms in the top two layers (50 Ge atoms plus In)

were allowed to relax.

4.3 Results and Discussion

4.3.1 Single In atom

Fig. 4.1 shows the total energy of systems with an In atom adsorbed near selected

high-coordination sites in the faulted and unfaulted halves of the unit cell. The

total energy is measured with respect to the calculated total energy of a free, spin-

polarised In atom plus that of the relaxed, clean Ge surface. The sites are indicated

in the figure’s inset and standard labeling [76, 77] is used, with the addition of A and

b denoting the adatoms and the adatom backbonds respectively, E and D indicating

sites along a path crossing into an adjacent HUC between two dimer rows. The error

bars are an estimate of the degree of convergence of the ground state energy when
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the structure is relaxed to within 0.05 eV/Å for each force component.

Figure 4.1: Calculated total energy as a function of position of the adsorbed In atom,
for both the local (LDA) and gradient (GGA) approximations for the
exchange-energy functional. Inset: adsorption sites located around the
restatom and along a path crossing into an adjacent HUC.

In common with calculations of In energies on Si(111)-7×7 and some other adatom

species, energy basins centered on the restatoms were found. The In equilibrium

position on top of the restatom has a higher energy than the surrounding basin,

0.35 eV (0.45 eV) higher than the average basin site in the unfaulted (faulted) half

cell using the GGA; the corresponding energies using the LDA are 0.45 eV (0.8 eV)

higher. The structural relaxations using the GGA and the LDA gave similar shapes

for the energy profile and both gave the lowest absolute energy in the basin of the
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faulted half. However, the absolute binding energies with the GGA were uniformly

lower than the LDA energies by several tenths of eV, and the lowest energy position

for the GGA was the T4 site instead of the H3. The variations in In energy along

the closed path T4-H3-B2-T4-. . . in the basin around the restatom are rather small

within the GGA and form energy barriers for In motion 0.05-0.2 eV and 0.10-0.25 eV

high on the unfaulted and faulted half cells respectively. Corresponding heights for

the LDA are larger, between 0.30 eV and 0.70 eV for the unfaulted half and 0.6 eV

for the faulted half. The similar energy barriers encountered in the basins of the two

half cells suggest similar rates for diffusive motion of the In around the basins of the

different half cells.

The STM images of In on Ge(5×5) uniformly showed In features predominantly

occupying FHUCs [19]. This suggests that, as is the case on Si(111)-7×7, clusters

are bound more strongly in the FHUC. The results of the simulations for a single

In atom support the presence of basins in the In adatom energy surface around the

restatoms, but the energies in the basins of the faulted and unfaulted half cells are

very similar and no strong energy preference for occupation of the faulted half was

found. However, the basins are sufficiently extensive to accomodate a few In atoms

and so the binding energies of clusters of a few In atoms are of interest.

4.3.2 Energy Landscapes for In Clusters

Calculations involving more than one In atom per supercell, in which again the In

atoms and the Ge’s in the top two layers were relaxed, showed no tendency for

clustering: multiple In atoms preferring to occupy the same half-unit cell. In fact,

the calculated binding energy per In atom for all In configurations was smaller than

for a system with a single In atom in its preferred position. The binding energies are

shown in Fig. 4.2. These results would seem to be at odds with the STM images

which show a tendency for clustering even though some unit cells were bare. The
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binding energy (BE) per In atom for a cluster of N In atoms was computed with

respect to that of a bare Ge(5×5) surface and a free, spin-polarised In atom in its

ground state:

BE = (E[Ge(5 × 5) +N In] − E[Ge(5 × 5)] −N E[In]) /N. (4.1)

Figure 4.2: Binding energies per In atom for clusters of various sizes and locations.
The zero of energy is that of a spin-polarised In in vacuum plus a bare,
relaxed surface. The horizontal solid (dashed) lines are guides to the eye
for the binding energy of the most favoured LDA (GGA) sites for a single
adsorbed In atom. The geometries of some of the In (black dots) clusters
are also shown in the notation of Fig. 4.1.

Two- and three-atom In clusters located in the energy basin were considered.

Based on the ab initio results for a single In atom, and an examination of experimental

STM scans of In clusters, In atom sites were selected from the T4, H3, or B2 basin

positions. In addition, the case was considered in which three In atoms substitute for
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the Ge adatoms, with the former Ge adatoms pushed towards the restatom, forming

a trimer in the T4 configuration. This model was considered because it is similar

to the one for In clusters on Si(111)-7×7 [11, 9, 12, 78] yet takes into account that

the 5×5 reconstruction has just one basin rather than three and lacks the H3′ [77]

sites around which the six-atom In cluster on the 7×7 is centred. However, this was

found to be an unfavourable geometry; with higher energy (binding energy of 1.45

eV with the GGA) than the other three-atom clusters. A much smaller spread was

found in the cluster binding energies calculated with the GGA than with the LDA.

One commonality between the two sets of calculations is that the highest absolute

binding energy for a cluster of size N ≥ 1 was for two atoms at T4F sites. Using the

GGA, most three-atom clusters were less strongly bound than two-atom clusters.

The binding energy results were not anticipated but are not unprecedented. Cal-

culations for Na clusters on Si(111)-7×7 [13] showed the same trend, with all cluster

sizes being less favoured than a single atom, and with the six atom cluster being the

least unfavourable. The authors of that work, in light of their theoretical results,

ascribed the clustering seen in their STM scans for increasing In coverage as a last

resort for the system after filling up all available basin sites. However, another sys-

tem, Pb on Si(111)-7×7 [79], appears to be more conducive to clustering, with all

cluster sizes studied being more stable than a single Pb atom, and with the absolute

minimum energy in ab initio calculations being reached for a six atom cluster.

4.4 Structure

After being relaxed, the various In-adsorbed structures were analysed. The main

focus was on In-Ge nearest-neighbour bond lengths, as judged from the In atom

coordination number, and In-In bond lengths, in the case of two- and three-atom In

adsorbates.
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Position Coord. Number In-Ge bond length(s) (Å )
LDA GGA

AF 1 2.67 2.83
AU 1 2.62 2.81
RF 1 2.76 2.81
RU 1 2.72 2.85
T4F 2 2.84, 2.92 3.02, 3.04
T4U 2 2.89, 2.99 2.99, 3.15
H3F 2 2.98, 2.85 2.95, 2.90
H3U 2 2.82, 2.82 2.90, 3.11
B2F 3(4) 2.93, 2.95, 2.86, (3.05) 3.00, 3.07, 2.95, (3.31)
B2U 3(4) 2.88, 2.94, 2.96, (3.09) 2.97, 3.09, 3.30, (3.57)
B2′F 3 2.88, 2.88, 2.93 3.10, 3.10, 3.13
B2′U 3 2.82, 2.82, 2.82 3.09, 3.09, 3.10

Table 4.1: Coordination numbers and nearest-neighbour bond lengths for a single
adsorbed In at the positions indicated. In the case of an uncertainty about
the coordination number, the alternative values of coordination number
and extra bond length are given in parentheses. Values for relaxation
using both the LDA and GGA are listed.

4.4.1 Single In adsorbates

The structural properties of the system with one adsorbed In atom may be sum-

marised through the In-Ge bond lengths, and coordination numbers which are listed

in Table 4.1.

Clearly, there are a few positions where In has almost the same bond length to

two, or even three Ge atoms. While it may seem energetically ideal for the In to be

located equidistant from two or three Ge atoms, these arrangements are saddle points

and unstable, as confirmed by extensive single-energy point calculations with just In

displaced from equilibrium. The true local minima are located nearby, just shifted

off the high-symmetry positions around the basin, with most shifts away from the

high-symmetry sites not visible on a page-sized figure.

When one In atom is placed above the T4U site, its bond length (GGA) to the

restatom is found to be 2.98 Å and 3.15 Å to the T4 atom underneath it. Another
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local minimum exists, at a slightly higher energy, with these two bond lengths in-

terchanged (3.08 Å and 2.79 Å in the GGA for bonding to the T4 atom and the

restatom respectively).

4.4.2 Multiatom Clusters

When two In atoms were placed in the same basin, above the T4 sites, the local

minimum was found to be when the In’s are displaced from the ideal T4 positions and

moved closer together. The In-In bond length (GGA) was found to be 3.31 Å rather

than the distance of 4.02 Å between two T4 atoms in the unrelaxed system. The

bond lengths (GGA) of the two In to the restatom (T4 atom) are 3.09 Å (3.11 Å )

and 3.07 Å (3.07 Å ). With three atoms in the F or U basin, no significant shift was

seen in the planar positions of the In atoms with respect to the surface layer. In the

case of three In atoms at the T4U sites their bond lengths to the restatom (T4 atom)

are 3.07 Å (2.97 Å ) for all three In atoms.

4.5 Bonding

Analysis of the electronic structure in order to interpret the In bonding and account

for the energy landscape has been conducted using as indicators electron density

differences, the local density of states and a population analysis.

4.5.1 Density Contours

In order to focus principally on the effects of the In adsorption, the difference of two

densities is plotted: that obtained from a self-consistent calculation of an In atom

adsorbed on top of the surface slab, with all coordinates relaxed, and another obtained

from a linear superposition of a self-consistent calculation of an In atom in free space
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at the same position as above and just the slab atoms (Ge, H) in the same positions

as the relaxed full calculation (known as adsorbed-relaxed positions). The analysis of

densities was performed in three dimensions and through a variety of cross-sectional

planes.

Single In adsorbates

Contour plots for three representative cases are shown in Fig. 4.3. Cases for the In

out of the energy basin in atop-adatom and -restatom positions are shown in Figs.

4.3a and b respectively. These show no indication of a covalent bond, but there is

substantial charge transfer towards the Ge atom beneath. A significant rearrangement

of the density in the Ge backbonds can also be seen. The GGA and LDA produced

similar results except for an anomalous nonlocal feature of the LDA when the In

was adsorbed in the unfaulted half cell. Here, a large density change appeared on

the F half, primarily as increased dangling bonds on the faulted adatom or restatom

counterpart and their backbonds.

The case of the H3F position which is located in the basin is shown in Fig. 4.3c.

There is evidence of In-FA and In-FR bonds. The bond formed with the FR is rather

extended and skewed towards the Ge atom, but is still generally concentrated on the

bond axis. However, the bond with the adatom is very delocalised extending greatly

to the sides in the plane of the surface. The two F adatoms furthest from the In

are relatively unaffected. The bonds in the H3U position, which are not shown were

similar to H3F except that the characteristics of the In-FA and In-FR bonds were

reversed.

Density differences for the T4 and B2′ cases were obtained but are not shown.

Bonds are indicated for In in T4 positions (F and U), skewed towards the Ge atoms,

with the stronger being made with the unfaulted restatom rather than the Ge to

which the restatom is backbonded. Non-local effects are also present for the LDA in
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Figure 4.3: Density differences for the first two bilayers below the 5×5 surface, for
the In adsorbed in the AU (a), RU (b) and H3F (c) positions. The slice
shown is for a plane passing through the long diagonal of the 5×5 unit cell.
Superimposed as black dots are the relaxed Ge atomic positions except
for the restatom which is gray, and the adatom which is light blue. The
yellow dot is the In atom. Solid lines and dashed lines indicate density
surplus and deficit respectively. Contours are drawn in increments of
0.0005 e/bohr3.

this case. The B2′ positions (both U and F) are characterised by almost no dangling

bond charge density on In and equal bonds with both the restatom and T4 atoms

where the charge is skewed towards the Ge atoms in all cases although the Ge atoms

are seen to make some contribution to these bonds. The In atom also makes bonds

to the two adatom backbonds (b in Fig. 4.1) nearest to it where these Ge atoms

contribute charge that they obtained from their adatom dangling bonds.

Multiatom clusters

For multi-atom clusters, very little bonding to the substrate was found. Figure 4.4

shows the density difference at the T4U site, when one, two, and three In atoms are

present in the same basin. There is a progressive decrease, from two-fold coordinated

bonding for one In atom, to clear anti-bonding between the substrate and In atoms

for two and three In atom clusters.
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Figure 4.4: Charge density difference near a T4 site superimposed onto the surface
layers of the unfaulted half of the In-adsorbed Ge(5×5) system when one
(a), two (b), or three (c) In atoms are present in the U basin near the T4
sites. The colour scheme for the atoms is the same as in Fig. 4.3. The
isosurfaces corresponding to a charge density of 0.002 e/bohr3 are shown.
Red denotes a positive difference and blue negative.

However, for the two-atom cluster, there is evidence of a bond between the two

In atoms which have moved closer together off the T4U sites, rather than between In

and the Ge substrate. Notable for the three-atom cluster is a dangling-bond excess

charge on the restatom, which could be an attempted three-way bond involving the

In. The lack of In-substrate bonds is consistent with the low binding energies per In

atom for the two- and three-atom clusters versus that of the single atom that were

noted earlier.

4.5.2 Densities of States

The local density of states also probes the results of the In-substrate interaction. This

has been constructed by projecting the K-S wavefunctions onto the free-space atomic

pseudo-orbitals centred at the sites of key atoms involved in the bonding or atoms

near the In.
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Figure 4.5: The density of states projected onto the atomic orbitals of the (a) un-
faulted restatom, and (b) the average over all In atoms, for various In
T4 cluster sizes on the unfaulted half. The total s+p3 contributions are
shown.
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Single In adsorbates

The local densities projected onto the Ge adatom (restatom) for a single In adsorbed

in the atop-adatom (atop-restatom) positions show very little change near EF at

the bonded Ge atom due to the In; evidently the dangling bonds contributing to

the surface states are not significantly affected, which along with the density plots,

suggests that the In at these sites is weakly bound to the surface. In contrast, for

adsorption sites in the basin, there is a large reduction in the local density of states

around EF , as shown in Fig. 4.5.2a, and localised states of neighbouring Ge atoms

at the surface are strongly affected through hybridisation with In, indicating stronger

binding. The prominent peaks in Fig. 4.5.2a down to 2 eV below EF are mostly

pz-type.

Multiatom Clusters

For the In T4U clusters, the densities of states projected onto the In shown in Fig.

4.5.2b, are concentrated in two peaks, the one at -5 eV which is s-type, and one at 1

eV above the EF which is mostly pz-type. The latter peak grows as more In atoms

are added to the cluster but the former only grew when the population of the cluster

changed from two to three.

4.5.3 Population Analysis

Finally, a Mulliken population analysis was performed giving gross charge and bond

overlaps. Earlier work [80] found only small variations in these quantities among

different surface atoms of the clean Ge(5×5) system, even though there were definite

qualitative trends consistent with other forms of analysis. Consequently, large effects

were not expected for the In on Ge(5×5) system.
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Position Total Gross charge Gross s Gross p
AF 2.50 1.90 0.60
AU 2.55 1.90 0.65
RF 2.52 1.91 0.61
RU 2.56 1.92 0.64
T4F 2.65 1.80 0.85
T4U 2.65 1.87 0.78
H3F 2.66 1.85 0.81
H3U 2.70 1.87 0.83
B2F 2.60 1.74 0.86
B2U 2.60 1.75 0.85
B2′F 2.58 1.80 0.78
B2′U 2.56 1.71 0.85
Ge-In 2.61 1.74 0.87

Table 4.2: Gross charges for In adsorbed in key surface positions except for the last
row which is for the Ge-In dimer at equilibrium. The site notation of Fig.
4.1 is used. All values are in units of e.

Single In Atom

Table 4.2 lists the total gross charge as well as the s and p contributions for an In

atom adsorbed at various surface sites. The LDA was used for the results in the

table, but the same trends as well as almost the same values were seen among the

systems studied when the GGA was used. The gross charges are all less than the free-

atom value of 3.0 indicating that electron transfer has occurred from the In towards

the Ge surface atom(s), in accordance with the electronegativity difference [81, 82].

In addition, the In’s in positions outside the basin: A, R, B2′, have smaller gross

charges suggesting more bond ionicity than the basin sites, which is consistent with

the density difference analysis above. Also, In’s in the singly coordinated adatom and

restatom sites appear to retain almost all of their s and transfer mainly p, whereas

better coordinated In’s transfer roughly equal amounts of s and p, with the exception

of the B2′ sites. The calculated bond overlaps, or bond covalencies, of In at various

sites bonding to its nearest neighbours are listed in Table 4.3.
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In position Bond overlaps (e)
In-A In-R In-T4 In-b

AF 0.41 - - -
AU 0.47 - - -0.01 (×3)
RF 0.01 0.32 -0.02 (×3) -0.01 (×6)
RU 0.01 0.36 -0.05 (×3) -0.01 (×6)
T4F - 0.34 -0.06,-0.04 (×2) 0.16 (×2)
T4U - 0.20 -0.06,-0.03 (×2) 0.12 (×2)
H3F 0.22 0.37 -0.04 (×2),-0.1 0.02 (×2),-0.01 (×2)
H3U 0.38 0.20 -0.01 (×2),-0.07 0.02 (×2),-0.01 (×2)
B2F 0.31 0.35 -0.08,-0.11,-0.03 0.20,-0.02,-0.01 (×3)
B2U 0.28 0.32 -0.08,-0.06,-0.02 0.18,-0.01 (×2),-0.02 (×2)
B2′F -0.02,-0.02 0.10 -0.06 0.29,0.29
B2′U -0.02,-0.02 0.08 -0.04 0.36,0.36

T4U(2) 0.07 0.12 -0.06,-0.03,-0.01 0.08,-0.02
T4U(3):1,2 0.01 0.08 -0.03,-0.02,-0.01 0.06,0.04
T4U(3):3 0.03,0.01 0.16 -0.04,-0.03,-0.01 0.09,0.06

Table 4.3: Total bond overlap for In adsorbed in key surface positions. All are for one
adsorbed In atom except the last three rows where the number of In atoms
is listed in parentheses in the first column. For three In atoms, there are
two rows because the results for one of the three atoms was different. The
site notation of Fig. 4.1 is used. Only bonds with some key surface atoms
on the same half (F/U) as In with absolute value of at least 0.01 are listed.
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Multiatom Clusters

For clusters comprising two or three In atoms, the population analysis is less useful,

as it is clear from the charge density plots the the bonding is multi-centred so there

would be a large error in this two-centred approximation. Therefore, proceeding with

some reticence, we notice, for instance, that the bond of In in the T4 position to

the Ge atom directly underneath (T4 atom) is antibonding (negative overlap). This

agrees with the charge density plots meantioned earlier. The largest In-Ge bonding

overlaps are with the restatom in the same half as In and then with other neighbouring

atoms in the restatom layer. None of these overlap charges is greater than 0.05 e,

which compared to the numbers in the previous table, Table 4.3, may indicate just

how weak the two-atom bonds are here. It is a surprise to notice that the In-In bonds

are relatively strong given their large separation compared to the closest In-Ge bonds:

0.08 e for the two-atom T4U cluster.

The three-atom clusters seem less connected, judging from the charge density

plots, and the population analysis shows this: values of 0.03, 0.02, 0.01 e for the bond

overlaps between any two In atoms with no substantial difference between those on

the U and F halves, although the low values may also be an effect of the two-centre

approximation, which would be less valid in this case. The gross charges on the T4F

cluster are 2.59, 2.59, and 2.70 for the three-atom cluster. The gross charges on

the T4U cluster are 2.59, 2.60, and 2.72 for the three-atom cluster, and 2.66 for the

two-atom cluster.

The increased dangling bond charge on the restatom between the three-atom

clusters is reflected in its gross charge of 4.24 and 4.27 for F and U respectively.
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4.6 Supercell Issues

One deficiency in the ab initio calculations is superlattice geometry with an 5×5

surface supercell which has the implicit assumption of a minimum coverage of one

In atom per unit cell. This limits the number of empty basin sites for In atoms to

occupy before the phenomenon of clustering becomes necessary due to the occupation

of available basins. Indication that the nearby HUCs are seriously affected by the

Figure 4.6: An STM simulation of a two-atom In cluster adsorbed on the faulted half
of the central 5×5 cell surrounded by the superposition of STM images
from a separate calculation of a bare relaxed Ge surface. The simulated
tip heights are constant at 1 Å above the cluster with the same absolute
height for the bare surface. The bias is set at -2 V (filled states).

In adsorption is given by Fig. 4.6 which shows a constant-height, filled-state STM

simulation of a T4F adsorbed cluster surrounded by bare, relaxed Ge. The figure is

a superposition of data from two separate calculations of the 5×5 unit cell, the In-

adsorbed and the bare Ge surface. The In cluster draws charge away from the adatoms

on the unfaulted side and the images of the In-adsorbed cell and the bare cell look
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quite different. Evidently there are significant long range effects. Test calculations

with a 10×10 supercell should be pursued.

4.7 Summary

In closing, the In-adsorbate work showed in detail that In clusters can potentially form

on the Ge(5×5) surface, and that in common with various adsorbates on Si(111)-7×7,

there is a basin in the energy landscape around the restatom which would ideally

accomodate these atoms. The difference with the smaller supercell, is that only one

restatom, and hence, basin, is present on each half, instead of three with the 7×7,

meaning that fewer In atoms can be accomodated in the basin sites, per unit surface

area on the 5×5, than the 7×7. The images of In on Ge(5×5) from experiments

performed by MacLeod et al [19], show the formation of In clusters of a few different

types. However, in contrast to In on Si(7×7), extended arrays of magic clusters do

not seem to form at the In coverages used. It may be that the Ge wetting layer was

too thin, that the energy landscape was affected by strain fields from the Si substrate,

or simply that the clusters cannot be imaged clearly at room temperature because of

higher diffusion rates of In on the Ge surface.



Chapter 5

Ge(5×5) as a Wetting Layer on

Si(111)

5.1 Ge(111) surface reconstruction

Unlike Si, the ground state reconstruction of Ge(111) is the c(2×8) structure, which

consists only of adatoms, and no dimers or stacking fault. This suggests that the

energy cost of the latter due to bond length distortions, is too great in Ge compared

to the gain by eliminating the dangling bonds via adatoms. In fact, Vanderbilt has

developed a model that supports this suggestion [62].

The structure next lowest in energy is believed to be 7×7, and Gossmann showed

experimentally [17] that this is the preferred surface structure of very thick (≥ 1000

Å ) Ge films compressed laterally by having been adsorbed on a Si(111)-7×7 substrate.

5.2 Ge wetting layer on Si(111)-7×7

When a film is grown heteroepitaxially (that is deposited in a spatially uniform man-

ner on top of a substrate of another species), and pseudomorphically (that is, to

99
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take on the structural characteristics of the substrate such as the lattice parameter),

it is highly strained. The strain energy accumulates in the film until such a thick-

ness is deposited that it becomes more energetically favourable for strain-relieving

mechanisms to take over. Some of these strain-relieving mechanisms include dislo-

cation formations, roughening, and intermixing. In the case of Ge on Si, the most

well-characterised form of strain relief occurs in the form of island formation [64].

The first observation of the Ge-(5×5) surface structure was reported by Gossmann

and coworkers [83], who used LEED to confirm this periodicity of the Ge surface when

Ge was deposited as a wetting layer on Si(111)-7×7. Becker and coworkers [16] used

scanning tunnelling microscopy to confirm that the Ge-(5×5) had the same DAS

structure of Si(111)-7×7, only foreshortened.

Figure 5.1: Schematic of pseudomorphic growth of a strained Ge film on a Si(111)-
7×7 substrate (adapted from Ref. [84]) showing, (a) at a low coverage
of 1 bilayer (BL), domains of both strained 5×5 and strained 7×7 Ge
reconstruction, and (b), at a higher coverage, a relaxed Ge island with
7×7 at its top and 5×5 at the base.

Because the Ge lattice constant is 4.2% larger than Si, a Ge film grown on the

Si(111)-7×7 substrate is subject to significant lateral compressive stress. The Ge

reconstruction is usually a combination of 7×7 as well as 5×5 regions, depending on

the deposition conditions, but as the surface phase diagram in Fig. 5.2 shows, other

reconstructions are also possible. As more Ge is deposited, the Ge bunches up in

some regions and forms islands. These islands, from bottom to top, are progressively

less strained but not completely relaxed, which is why the tops of these islands tend

to be 7×7 rather than c2×8.
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Figure 5.2: Phase diagram (adapted from Ref. [85]) for the surface reconstruction
of Ge deposited on Si(111)-7×7 at a deposition temperature of 350oC.
The variables shown are heating temperature after deposition and Ge
deposition amount. The notation for the phases is ‘SG’ for a silicon-
germanium phase, in which both species are thought to participate, and
‘G’ for only a germanium phase, while the digit ‘n’ refers to the n × n
surface reconstruction.

5.3 The Ge-Si Interface

An interesting but as yet unanswered question is what is the structure of the Si-Ge

interface? Unfortunately, the numerous studies using many different experimental

probes do not seem to agree; some find a very strong presence of Ge-Si intermixing,

while others do not. It seems that the structure of the interface, and specifically the

degree of Ge-Si intermixing, has a lot to do with the growing conditions (temperature,

and deposition rate).

Cherepanov and Voigtländer used STM in their experiments [84] and found that
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their films of 2 ML to 6 ML Ge did not have significant Si mixing. One of their

tests showed that the density of Ge islands was the same at both low and high Ge

coverages, and because they expected Si intermixing to increase the island density,

from other, controlled experiments with pure Ge or pure Si, on strained or relaxed Ge

substrates, they concluded that any intermixing is limited to the immediate boundary

of the interface. As well, by varying the Ge deposition rates, they showed that the

Ge-7×7 reconstruction does not form as a compromise due to a higher mixing of Si, as

the high deposition rates, which should ostensibly suppress the interdiffusion at the

substrate, showed a higher proportion of 7×7 versus 5×5. If there were substantial

intermixing they argue, then the structure would not be strained much and the 5×5

would not form. Thus, they concluded that Si-Ge intermixing is confined to an narrow

region at the boundary only.

Fukuda, [86], using STM, and STS, found a significant corrugation of the surface,

as exhibited by greatly and randomly-varying apparent adatom heights. Because

corrugation is much more prominent in the filled states, it is attributed to a change

in the local density of states of the adatoms, as a result of intermixing near the

surface rather than a physical height change, or, it could be a result of a physical

height change resulting in changes in charge transfer to and from the surface atoms.

In common with the study by Cherepanov and Voigtländer [84], Fukuda found that

the degree of height undulation is quite independent of the Ge film thickness, for the

range (2 ML to 6 ML) studied. Motta [64] also noticed that there is a variability in

adatom heights within the same HUC of about 0.2 Å , for a deposition of 3 ML of

Ge but they were unable to distinguish the provenance of this effect as due to Si/Ge

intermixing or structural shifts at the interface due to the lattice mismatch.

A contrary position is taken by those who used different experimental probes.

De Crescenzi and coworkers performed the first Auger-electron diffraction (AED)

experiment [87] with low-energy electrons, of the interface for a system with a few
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ML of adsorbed Ge throughout the room-temperature deposition process. Their data

suggests that intermixing is limited only to the first two layers of Ge deposition.

Castrucci and coworkers [88] used simulations and experiments of X-ray absorption

spectroscopy and found indirectly, that it was impossible for a (5×5) reconstruction

on Si(111)-7×7 to consist solely of Ge atoms, below the critical deposition thickness

of Ge for island formation.

A recent experimental study on the Ge/Si interface formation in islands as Ge is

deposited on the Si(111) surface [89], was done recently, and mapped out experimen-

tally, the composition profile of the Si/Ge interface. The results are not comparable

with the present study because the amount of Ge deposited was very large, enough

to cause island formation. It was found that the degree of intermixing, as measured

spatially, from the interface in the direction of the surface normal, increased with

the deposition temperature. Many older studies, such as Ref. [90], have also found

the same effect of interface-region expansion with temperature. Unfortunately, the

Ge(5×5) phase grows only in a narrow range of temperatures so it seems that the

interface cannot be made arbitrarily sharp.

5.3.1 Ge(111) Phase Diagram

A very detailed study of the reconstruction of the Ge overlayer on Si(111)-7×7 as

a function of annealing temperature and Ge thickness (ML) using reflection high

energy electron diffraction (RHEED) was performed quite a long time ago, in 1989,

[85, 91] but constitutes to this day the most careful such map of the phase diagram.

As well, the authors use fitting techniques to try to estimate probabilities for the

composition of the interface. Another similar study, with a similar phase diagram

was also reported at about the same time [92].

The phase diagram for the surface structure of the Ge wetting layer as a function

of heating temperature after deposition and amount of deposition is shown in Fig.
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5.2 for a deposition temperature of 350◦C. The region of low deposition is charac-

terised by a streaky RHEED pattern, indicating some disorder, possibly due to Si/Ge

intermixing, but is nominally Ge(7×7). This is in contrast to the spotty 7×7 pattern

observed on the clean Si surface. At all depositions, above a certain temperature, the

reconstruction reverts to a streaky 1×1 pattern. For medium coverages and low-to-

medium heating temperatures, a mixture of 5×5 and 7×7 patterns is observed. At

around 2 ML coverage, the conditions for a wholly 5×5 reconstruction can be reached

at medium temperatures. Upon further heating of the 5×5-reconstructed sample, it

changes to another type of 1×1, different from the one observed at the highest tem-

peratures on the phase diagram. Most of the phase changes are irreversible upon

annealing (slowly cooling to a low temperature), which means that the structure is

faithfully imaged at the low temperatures needed in most experiments to minimise

vibration effects.

From their data, Kajiyama et al [85, 91] tried to deduce the most likely positions

of substitutional Si in the Ge wetting layer and based on several plausible models

correlated with Transmission Electron Diffraction intensities, they concluded that

the most probable model consistent with their results had Si substituting into the

dimer layer and layers below, with Ge in the two layers above (stacking fault layer

and adatoms).

Fukuda [86] modelled the system classically, using experimental parameters for

the stress tensors for Si and Ge, and other elastic parameters, and found that the

preferential location for Si to substitute is also in the dimer layer, or more precisely,

in the bottom of the first bilayer from the surface (c.f. Fig. 1.10).
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5.4 Effect of Substrate and/or Lattice Parameter

on Structure

The goal of this study was to examine the effect on the structure, particularly of

the surface atoms, of changing the lattice constant in the surface plane from that of

experimental bulk diamond Ge to that of Si. The effect on the surface atoms would

be able to be imaged using STM. While the experiments are performed on a strained

Ge wetting layer on Si, it was desired to determine which structural effects are due to

the compressive strain and which are due to the Si substrate. Thus, different systems

were set up in order to isolate the effect of the Si substrate from that of the strain.

5.4.1 Simulations

To deduce the effect of small changes in the surface lattice constant, ab initio DFT

simulations were performed on slabs of Ge(5×5). Small amounts of lateral strain,

through compressing the experimental Ge lattice constant in the plane of the surface,

up to 4.2%, were applied and this was the only constraint on the system; otherwise

the structures were free to relax. The supercell and the calculations were exactly as

outlined in Chapter 2, apart from the smaller lattice constant in the direction of the

surface plane. As in Chapter 2, the supercell consisted of a vacuum of 13 Å , and five

bilayers of Ge, terminated with H. The slab is seen from the side in Fig. 5.3a. The

calculations were performed for the lattice constant of Si (aSi) and a value in-between

that of Si and Ge (a(Si+Ge)/2), in addition to that of Chapter 2 with the Ge lattice

constant (aGe).

In order to examine the structural properties of a thin Ge wetting layer on a

Si substrate, as opposed to the thick Ge layer studied thus far, another series of

calculations, again with the three surface lattice constants aSi, a(Si+Ge)/2, and aGe,
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were performed, with the same calculational parameters as described in Chapter 2,

and with the Si pseudopotential constructed in the Troullier-Martins [67] scheme.

One bilayer of Ge was placed on top of the Si substrate, as shown in Fig. 5.3b

but otherwise the supercell parameters were the same as those of the thick Ge slab.

All calculations were performed using the GGA and these are the results shown in

the thesis. However, the LDA was used to check a few cases and the structural

properties were in very close agreement with those from the GGA. Certainly, all of

the qualitative remarks and conclusions presented in this chapter can be considered

to hold independent of the XC functional used.

Figure 5.3: Side view of the slab used in the calculations of (a) the pure Ge(5×5)
slab, and (b), Ge(5×5) as a wetting layer on Si.
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Although in practice, the Ge wetting layer forms on top of the Si(111)-7×7 re-

construction, it is not clear from any experiments exactly what is the structure and

periodicity of the underlying substrate at various stages in the Ge growth process,

e.g. whether the 7×7 periodicity becomes destroyed upon the evolution of Ge(5×5),

or exists concurrently. In addition, any dislocations in the lattice at the interface

due to the lattice mismatch between these two materials cannot be quantified or

represented precisely. Because of these two problems, it not possible at this time to

model a system to include these effects, for even with the first one, a 35×35 supercell

would be required. But besides being out of reach in terms of today’s computational

resources, even this would not be a complete model given the presence of the Si-Ge

lattice parameter mismatch. For this reason, the model settled upon is the humble

5×5 reconstruction for all the calculations.

5.4.2 Results

Pure Ge(5×5) slab

In this section, the effect of applying compressive strain in the plane of the surface of

the slab shown in Fig. 5.3a on the structural properties of the key surface atoms will

be discussed.

As Table 5.1 illustrates, the differences in height, as measured from the location

of the corner holes of the respective slabs, among systems of the same thickness but

different lateral lattice constant are quite pronounced. This effect is shown schemat-

ically in Figure 5.4. While the adatoms in the slab with the Ge experimental surface

lattice parameter are about the same height, the adatoms in the strained slab clearly

show a difference between the F/U halves. The difference of 0.50 Å between the F

and U adatoms in the strained slab is quite substantial. As well, the figure shows

that the general expansion of heights of key atoms of interest is noticeable when going
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aGe a(Si+Ge)/2 aSi

FA 4.50 4.62(×2), 4.61 4.57(×2),4.55
UA 4.46 4.14(×2), 4.12 4.09
FR 2.97 3.36 3.31
UR 2.77 3.47 3.44
d 2.10,2.11 1.77,1.87 1.70,1.80

Table 5.1: Heights in Å of key surface atoms (FA: faulted adatom, UA: unfaulted
adatom, FR: faulted restatom, UR: unfaulted restatom, d: dimer atom),
with respect to the systems’ respective corner holes. as the surface lattice
constant is varied among aGe, a(Si+Ge)/2, or aSi

aGe a(Si+Ge)/2 aSi

FA-b 8.5 12.9 14.4
UA-b 8.5 8.7-10.3 10.6-11.4
FA-u 14.6 27.8 30.9
UA-u 14.2 14.9 18.2
FR-T4 2.8 6.6 7.6
UR-T4 2.0 7.1 7.6

Table 5.2: Percent bond length expansion for key surface bonds (notation as in Table
5.1 with the addition of b- adatom backbonds; u- atom directly under
adatom; T4- restatom backbond;) for pure Ge(111)-5×5, in terms of the
surface lattice parameter indicated for the three systems by the heading
in the top row.

from the Ge to the Si surface lattice parameter, but this amount is dependent on the

number of layers.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison, not to scale, of the Ge(5×5) slabs with different surface lattice constants. The relaxed
heights of the atoms, particularly the surface atoms, show a noticeable difference between the two slabs,
and key differences of interest are indicated with arrows, with the absolute height differences noted.
Note that the left-hand side slab is the mirror image, about the [111] axis, of the analogous slab on the
right hand side, for clarity of comparisons.
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The compressive strain enforced by the use of the Si lattice parameter in the

surface plane causes the heights of the U and F adatoms to differ a great deal more

than they did with the Ge lattice parameter, while the adatoms on each half seem to

remain at about the same height relative to each other as before. Although the height

changes of the surface atoms reflect a cumulative stretching of the entire slab, from

bottom up, and are thus dependent on the number of layers in the slab, all the slabs

used for comparison have the same number of layers and the numbers are intended

to be used mainly as qualitative comparisons of trends.

The lattice constant in the direction of the surface normal, a⊥, not being con-

strained in the calculation, increases greatly as a result of the increased compressive

strain in the lateral plane.

Table 5.2 shows the effect of strain on bond lengths of key surface bonds. This

effect, unlike that of the absolute surface atom heights, is not dependent on the

number of layers in the slab. We see how profound the bond length expansion as a

result of lateral strain is even at the intermediate lattice constant a(Si+Ge)/2.

Si substrate and Ge(5×5) wetting layer

This section discusses the structural differences between the thick Ge slab and one

where Ge is but a wetting layer of thickness one bilayer on top of a Si substrate, as

shown in Fig. 5.3b, focussing mainly on the key surface atoms. These comparisons

are made at two different surface lattice constants: a(Si+Ge)/2, and aSi.

The most dramatic results of the three lattice constants studied are, those of the

Si lateral lattice constant, given in Table 5.3 while 5.4 shows the effect of the Ge

wetting layer thickness with the intermediate lateral lattice constant. Looking at

these tables, it is evident that the Ge/Si system shows significant differences among

the F adatom heights, or in other words, corrugation, while the Ge system did not.

However, we note that the expansions in heights are quite a bit more modest in the
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Ge/Si system than in the Ge system. Based on this latter result, we may surmise

that the system with the thin Ge wetting layer on the Si substrate generally leads to

less strain in the bonds than the pure Ge slab because the structure is not stressed

as much from bottom to top, and as such, does not feel as great a need to expand

in the one free direction, that of the surface normal, in order to compensate for the

imposed lateral strain.

The effect of the Si substrate versus a fully-Ge slab is to add corrugation to the

surface, whereby different surface atoms in the same layer acquire a relatively great

height difference. This effect is quite pronounced in the F adatoms.

Ge Ge/Si
FA 4.55,4.57(×2) 4.59,4.50,4.37
UA 4.09 4.19,4.16,4.15
FR 3.31 3.42
UR 3.44 3.52
d 1.70,1.80 1.76,1.86

Table 5.3: Heights in Å for key surface atoms with respect to the systems’ respective
corner holes (notation as in Table 5.1). Both systems: the pure Ge(111)-
5×5 system (Ge), and the system with Ge(5×5) as a wetting layer on Si
(Ge/Si), had the same lateral lattice parameter, or a‖ = aSi.

Ge Ge/Si
FA 4.62(×2),4.61 4.84(×2),4.83
UA 4.14(×2),4.12 4.31(×2),4.33
FR 3.36 3.55
UR 3.47 3.64
d 1.77,1.87 1.93,2.02

Table 5.4: Heights in Å for key surface atoms with respect to the systems’ respective
corner holes (notation as in Table 5.1). Both systems, the pure Ge(111)-
5×5 system (Ge), and the system with Ge(5×5) as a wetting layer on Si
(Ge/Si), have the same lateral lattice parameter, or a‖ = a(Si+Ge)/2.

To reveal the origin of the Si-substrate effect on the distortions, the bond lengths

may also be examined, for a more thickness-independent absolute measure of the
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Ge Ge/Si
FA-b 14.4 11.9-14.0
UA-b 11.4(×2), 10.6 10.6-11.9
FA-u 30.9 20.8-26.7
UA-u 18.2 17.4-18.6
FR-T4 7.6 7.6-8.1
UR-T4 7.6 8.1

Table 5.5: Percent bond length expansion for key surface bonds (notation as in Ta-
ble 5.1 with the addition of b- adatom backbonds; u- atom directly un-
der adatom; T4- restatom backbond;) in terms of the Si lattice parame-
ter, comparing the pure Ge(111)-5×5 system (Ge), and the system with
Ge(5×5) as a wetting layer on Si (Ge/Si), where the Si lattice parameter
has been used in the surface plane.

expected variability in the surface geometry, and again to show that the height dif-

ferences described in the paragraph above are not just due to the fact that the Si

layers are less stressed than the Ge layers. Table 5.5 compares the bond lengths for

key surface atoms for the two systems: Ge and Ge/Si where the Si lattice constant

has been chosen for a‖. Table 5.6 shows the same thing for the intermediate surface

lattice parameter. Again, the presence of the Si reduces the surface bond distortion

somewhat over that which occurs when the slab is composed only of Ge, just as the

height expansions for the Ge/Si system were less pronounced than for the pure Ge

system.

It is interesting to examine the Si-Ge bonds at the interface to try to explain the

phenomenon of height corrugation of the surface atoms. In Figure 5.5 the bottommost

Ge atoms, bonded to Si are shown as white circles, with decoration according to the

bond length to the Si below, as shown in the Figure’s legend. Projected onto the

figure, for context, are darker circles representing the location of the adatoms and

dimers. There is a great deal of variation in the Ge-Si bond lengths at this layer,

which presumably carries forth to the surface layers. However, it is the unfaulted Ge

atoms that have the largest bond lengths, something which was unexpected given the
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Ge Ge/Si
FA-b 12.9 13.3
UA-b 8.7-10.3 9.1-10.4
FA-u 27.8 28.6
UA-u 14.9 14.1
FR-T4 6.6 7.1
UR-T4 7.1 7.1

Table 5.6: Percent bond length expansion for key surface bonds (notation as in Ta-
ble 5.1 with the addition of b- adatom backbonds; u- atom directly un-
der adatom; T4- restatom backbond;) in terms of the Si lattice parame-
ter, comparing the pure Ge(111)-5×5 system (Ge), and the system with
Ge(5×5) as a wetting layer on Si (Ge/Si), where the (Si+Ge)/2 lattice
parameter has been used in the surface plane.

results of Tables 5.3 and 5.5, which show that the heights and bond lengths of the

surface atoms are greater in the faulted half.

Thus, one effect of the Si substrate compared to the thick Ge slab is to reduce the

amount of strain present, as seen in the smaller height expansions, or the perpendicu-

lar lattice constant, a⊥, the only free parameter, throughout the unit cell. The other

is to cause corrugation in the heights of the adatoms, particularly those in the faulted

half, as seen in the first row of Table 5.1. The height-corrugation amongst adatoms

on the same half, seen only when Si is a substrate, shows that Motta’s and Fukuda’s

STM observations of structural corrugation may be attributed simply to the pres-

ence of the Si substrate and not necessarily any intermixing, as no such intermixing

occurred in the course of the structural relaxations descibed here.

Looking again at Table 5.1, we notice that the response, by deformation, of the

system to the constraint of an applied stress is nonlinear with respect to the applied

stress, when the system is at structural equilibrium. For the three lattice constants

studied, the one between the two extremes of experimental Si and experimental Ge

resulted in similar strains to those that resulted from the Si lattice constant.

Many other very interesting structural observations may be made. For the pure
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Figure 5.5: Bond-length distributions for the interface Si-Ge bonds in the 5×5 unit
cell, outlined, with the faulted half on the left, shaded. The surface lattice
constant is 2.36 Å . The dark circles represent the adatoms and the dimers
and are shown for ease of placing the results within the context of the DAS
reconstruction and are not part of the data. The white circles represent
the Si-Ge bond lengths.

Ge system, that under lateral compression, the lattice expands in the surface normal

direction to try to compensate for the lateral compression, so that all bond lengths

are now greater than the laterally enforced value but smaller than their bulk value.

Specifically, the lengths of the lowest, nearly planar, Ge-Ge bonds, correspond to

the enforced lateral lattice constant but the Ge-Ge bond lengths steadily increase

thereafter as they approach the surface.

For the Ge as strained wetting layer on Si, the Si-Si bonds are the same as, or

actually a little bit shorter (about 0.5%) than the laterally-enforced lattice parame-

ter, and for those at the lowest Si-Si layer are mostly equal to it, while the Ge-Ge
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bonds all are somewhere between the laterally-enforced lattice constant and the bulk

experimental Ge value.

5.5 Segregation

It is not realistic to consider the system of a Ge wetting layer on a Si substrate with-

out addressing the issue of Si-Ge intermixing at the interface. Every two-component

system will fall somewhere between two extremes: total segregation, which means

complete separation of the species, or the formation of a random alloy through thor-

ough intermixing.

One argument supporting segregation, or the tendency for Ge deposited on Si to

stay near the surface and not to intermix, is that as Ge bonds are weaker than Si

bonds, there is less cost energetically to having Ge dangling bonds at the surface

than Si dangling bonds. In support of this view, we notice that the surface energy for

Si(111) has been calculated as 1.45 eV per 1×1 surface unit cell, while that of Ge(111)

is 1.40 eV [93]. Less convincing than the surface energy comparison, but nevertheless

in agreement with it is that Ge cohesive energy in the bulk diamond structure is less

than that of Si: Experimentally, the cohesive energy of Ge is 3.85 eV/atom whereas

that of Si is 4.63 eV/atom [25].

However, apart from this “electronic” argument, there is also the classical “elas-

ticity” argument that favours the reverse. Because the contribution to the elastic

energy is quadratic in the bond distortion ǫ, yet only linear in the stress tensor ele-

ment relevant to the degree of freedom under investigation, surely it is preferable for

all the atoms to have, say, half the compression, or ǫ = ǫ0/2, than for half the atoms

to have a compression of ǫ0. This argument assumes that a Si-Ge bond in a bulk

structure will have a equilibrium bond length somewhere between that of Si and Ge,

and that the stress tensor element is somewhere between that of Si and Ge.
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5.5.1 Simulations

Here, the Si-Ge intermixing was modelled by exchanging the position of one Ge atom

in the wetting layer with that of a Si atom from the substrate. Various Ge atoms

were exchanged, at different heights within the wetting layer, and at different lateral

positions. The latter were more important at the adatom layer and the layer below,

due to the complex structural properties at those layers. However, the same Si atom,

one located at the first Si layer of the interface, was exchanged each time. This Si

atom is located at the position of the thickly outlined crossed white circle in the unit

cell diagram of Figure 5.5. The entire structure, except for the bottommost Ge layer

and the H, was allowed to relax. The lattice constant was in between experimental

Ge and Si: (aSi + aGe) /2.

The effect of the intermixing was characterised chiefly by comparing the struc-

tural properties with those of the unsegregated system with the same lateral lattice

parameter. One of the most important properties is strain and it was obtained by

measuring the bond lengths in the relaxed system. The bond length measurements

showed that one effect of exchanging a Ge atom with Si was to shorten the Ge-Si

bond length in the wetting layer, where Si is an impurity, relative to the Ge-Ge bond

length in the same location in the unsegregated case. In the substrate layer, where

Ge is now an impurity, the Si-Ge bond length increased relative to the Si-Si bond

length in the same location in the unsegregated case. However, this is a simplistic

analysis, as many of the more-or-less intact Ge-Ge bonds in the wetting layer near the

Si impurity are actually longer than in the unsegregated case. Thus, it is not evident

how these competing effects of bond shortening or lengthening serve to favour one

substitution location over another or even substitution at all. Thus, in order to deter-

mine the most favourable configuration, the total energies of systems with different

substitution locations were calculated, with all the atoms but the bottommost Ge

layer and H relaxed, and compared with that of the unsegregated case.
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Figure 5.6: Total energy with respect to the unsegregated Ge(5×5)-Si(111) system for
a single atom exchange of a Si atom in the topmost substrate layer and a
Ge atom in various locations in the wetting layer. The atom locations in
various layers along the surface normal are shown as black circles at the
top.

In Fig. 5.6 the total energy with respect to the unsegregated system is plotted

and it is clear that the most stable position for a single-atom exchange is somewhere

between the interface and the surface, but at neither extreme. There is some energy

variation between lateral positions near the surface, due to the complicated structures

present, such as the dimers, and faulted / unfaulted adatom positions. The substitu-

tional energies for two different lateral positions in the layer second from the surface

overlapped with each other for the square used to represent the points.
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5.5.2 Discussion

Unfortunately, there is not much theoretical work in the literature on the Ge/Si

interface of the (111) surface, of which but a small fraction presents results of first-

principles simulations, and none for the 5×5 or 7×7 reconstructions. However, there

are more studies on the (001) interface.

Some very interesting Monte-Carlo simulations have been done by Kelires and

Tersoff [94] on the 2×1 reconstruction of the Si-Ge(100) surface, an alloy of Si and

Ge with equal numbers of atoms of each species. They found that the composition

(of Si or Ge) in each layer varies in an oscillatory fashion, which the authors attribute

to strain arguments due to the Ge/Si lattice mismatch, and that the topmost layer

prefers to be populated with Ge while the second topmost tends to be exclusively Si.

The oscillatory nature of the species preference dies down after a few layers; by the

fifth layer it is a random alloy.

One recent paper using ab initio DFT [95] looking at 0.5 ML and 1 ML coverages

of Ge on the 2×1 Si(001) surface, found that Ge prefers to occupy the surface dimers,

and specifically the ‘up’ atom of the dimer. Another study, also using ab initio DFT

[96] aimed at deciphering the actual mechanism of Ge/Si segregation at the (001)

surface and concluded that the most likely pathway is concerted exchange, that is, a

swap, between Si and Ge in the topmost and second surface layers.

In any case, the study of Si-Ge exchange is a topic for much future work even just

considering a single atom: determining the kinetics of diffusion from first-principles

for even a pair of atoms is a complex task.

5.6 Summary

In summary, a detailed study has been done of the structural characteristics of the

surface of Ge(5×5), present as a thin wetting layer on Si(111). Also, the effect of
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compressive lateral strain on the thick Ge slab on the structure was studied. Sur-

prisingly, the dependence of the surface structure on both strain, and Ge thickness,

is profound. In addition, some preliminary work was done regarding the feasibility of

Ge/Si single-atom exchange at the interface. The substitution study did not account

for the kinetics of the exchange; it showed that based only upon initial and final total

energies, that the Si atom prefers to reside within the Ge wetting layer rather than

at the surface or in its original position corresponding to a segregated Si-Ge system.



Chapter 6

Molecular Dynamics Studies

6.1 Experimental Motivation

Unlike the calculations described in the previous chapters, experimental studies of

surface structure are performed at nonzero temperatures. As such, it is useful to

know how quantities, such as the energy barriers calculated in the previous chapters

change with temperature before comparisons between theory and experiment can be

made with confidence. As well, nonzero temperature simulations can shed light on,

for example, very fast diffusive motion of surface atoms between two structures that

would look like a still superposition in an experiment, or as streaking (c.f. Ref. [19]).

The motion of adsorbed In is of special interest, due to its potential for forming

self-assembled nanoclusters. This preliminary study aimed to try to develop some

understanding of aspects of the motion of just one In atom on the Ge(111)-5×5

surface, as a function of temperature.

The 5×5 substrate has a complex energy landscape, changing in response to the

hopping of the In atom, although this is far less profound than the motion of the In

atom itself, and for all intents and purposes, is ignored. Because the energy landscape

is complicated, the motion of In within the unit cell can be described by a collection of

120
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different, microscopic surface diffusion parameters, and the motion as a whole, can be

taken as a large, macroscopic surface diffusion parameter. When the diffusion happens

in a particular region, such as about the restatom basin, thermal motion about each

site may be considered to correspond to a microscopic diffusion parameter, while

the motion around the basin as a whole is characterised by a macroscopic diffusion

parameter. There are other events of interest, such as the hopping between half-unit

cells. This type of motion is of particular interest because of its rarity, meaning

that it can be observed experimentally, with an STM, at time scales longer than the

scanning time [97]. Unfortunately, due to the spatial extensivity of the 5×5 unit

cell, the traversal to neighbouring half-unit cells is a rare event happening in already

stretched computational capabilities at this time, and thus only a rough estimate for

this hopping rate may be made.

6.2 Diffusion Theory

A simple model for the diffusion of an atom on a surface usually consists of two factors:

the frequency of attempts to hop over a barrier, otherwise known as the “attempt

frequency”, and the rate of success of these attempts, which is usually expressed by

a Boltzmann factor.

In the derivation of the simplest expressions for surface diffusion, the different

sites accessible to the diffusing atom are assumed to be identical. Even though this

is not the case in the system studied here, these expressions could well-describe the

macroscopic surface diffusion parameter for In on Ge(5×5).

The expression for the diffusion constant of an atom on a surface where the dy-

namics are in a regime that can be considered as a random walk for an atom on a

surface is

D = 〈∆r2〉/2dt, (6.1)
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where 〈∆r2〉 = nNl2 is the mean-square displacement expressed in terms of the total

number of jumps N ,coordination number n, and the average jump length l. The

dimensionality of the system is d = 2 here and t is the time. The number of jumps

can be expressed as the product of the time t and the hopping frequency Γ, where

Γ =
kT

h
exp

(−∆F

kT

)

. (6.2)

The free energy difference is referred to the size of the potential barrier the atom is

attempting to overcome. The expression for the free energy assuming only vibrational

modes are excited has two parts: one independent of temperature (the total energy)

and one temperature-dependent vibrational term:

F = Etot + fvib.

Rewriting, making use of the thermodynamic relation,

fvib = Uvib − TSvib,

we can express the free energy difference in terms of the internal energy difference

due to phonon excited states and the entropy difference between the two sites as

∆F = ∆Etot + ∆Uvib − T∆Svib.

The factors are split up so as to express the diffusion in terms of two observable

quantities: the attempt frequency and the activation barrier. The attempt frequency

is enclosed in a prefactorD0(T ), along with the entropy contribution to the free energy

difference because the hopping rate depends on the number of particles available to

hop, etc. The activation barrier EA(T ) includes the other energy terms: EA(T ) =
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Etot + Uvib. The expression for the diffusion constant is

D = D0(T ) exp

(−EA(T )

kT

)

, (6.3)

where

D0(T ) =
kT

h

nNl2

2d
exp

(

∆Svib

k

)

. (6.4)

Similarly, the expression Eq. 6.2 for the attempt frequency may be rewritten as

Γ = Γ0(T ) exp

(−EA(T )

kT

)

, (6.5)

where

Γ0(T ) =
kT

h
exp

(

∆Svib

k

)

. (6.6)

In the Arrhenius description of diffusion, both EA(T ) and D0(T ) are independent

of temperature. More generally, if the activation energy depends linearly on T , then

this additive energy term will cancel its temperature dependence with the Boltzmann

factor and can be absorbed as a constant factor into D0(T ).

In order to estimate how much the prefactor depends on temperature we need to

determine the entropy S = −kT lnZ which is written in terms of the partition func-

tion Z, which in turn, can be approximated, for example by the density of vibrational

states [98]. Transition State Theory amounts to a simple expression for the enumer-

ation of the total probability of excitation into different vibrational levels. Of course

the simplest of these is to consider just the vibration of the adatom against a rigid

substrate. More complexity is introduced by the calculation of the force constant

matrix for more atoms.
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6.2.1 Transition State Theory

The simple estimate of surface diffusion using a one-body model is quite a poor

approximation. Vinyard [99] has shown how to include more atoms in the description

of diffusion and how to obtain more accurate results. Vinyard’s theory, also known

as Transition State Theory (TST), results from a lengthy derivation based on the

probability of a particle with a certain velocity crossing from a lattice point on one

side of the saddle point to another point over the barrier, where it ends up with

another particular velocity [99]. All of configuration space, meaning all lattice points

and all velocities are accounted for, and not just that of a particular atom of interest.

The harmonic approximation is invoked in expanding the potential barrier up to

second-order in the displacement. The result is that the attempt frequency when 3N

normal modes are considered can be calculated from

Γ0 =
Π3N

j=1νj

Π3N−1
j=1 ν∗j

. (6.7)

The frequencies νj and ν∗j are those of the system with the adatom at the local

equilibrium site and the saddle point respectively. There is one less degree of freedom

at the saddle point because the vibration frequency is imaginary for the normal mode

which corresponds to a maximum in the energy.

A lot of work is required to calculate the frequencies: the value 3N has to be

chosen as small as possible so that the construction of the force constant matrix can

take place in a reasonable period of time without introducing serious errors into the

calculation of the attempt frequency.

One excellent example of the use of TST within ab initio calculations is the study

by Ratch and Scheffler [100]. They compared the variation in Γ0 as a function of 3N

for a system of an Ag atom on the Ag(111) surface. They found that there was less

that a factor of two decrease in Γ0 when going from 3N = 3 which corresponds to
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the consideration of the dynamics of only one atom, to 3N = 99, which considers 33

atoms, and only a 1.15 times decrease for 3N = 15, or five atoms, to 3N = 99. This

means that only a few atoms at most, or perhaps just one, need to be considered.

After a suitable minimum and a nearby saddle point are identified, 3N separate

single-energy-point calculations are done both on the minimum and the saddle point

atomic configurations to find the electronic ground state and forces when each of the

3N degrees of freedom is slightly displaced out of equilibrium or the saddle point.

This will help to identify the normal modes for simple harmonic motion.

Here, the intent was for TST to be applied to the case of one of the basin sites in

the faulted half (H3) to obtain the attempt frequency Γ0 for hopping over a barrier.

For the barrier we would have used a nearby saddle point in the energy landscape for

a single In atom. We would have considered this value of the attempt frequency as

representative of the typical attempt frequency for diffusion around a basin.

Unfortunately, the saddle points could not be found. This was due mainly to a

very shallow energy landscape around the chosen sites meaning that the force esti-

mation from the Hellmann-Feynman theorem changed significantly as the quality of

the electronic ground state improved. So, just an outline of the proposed method for

estimating the bare jump frequency, Γ0, will be given.

To calculate the normal modes of vibration for the In atom, all of the other atoms

in the slab are fixed for simplicity. The dynamical matrix is evaluated using

Dij =
1

mIn

∂2Etot

∂Ri∂Rj

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0

=
1

mIn

∂Fi

∂Rj

∣

∣

∣

∣

R0

. (6.8)

This is accomplished by displacing the In atom by 0.05 a.u., from its equilibrium

site or saddle-point, in each cartesian direction, as described in a previous section, and

then calculating the total force on it, in each direction, and using the finite difference

in the force to determine equation Dij .
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In accordance with the simple-harmonic matrix representation of Newton’s Second

Law,

DR = −ω2R (6.9)

the matrix D is diagonalised and the normal modes and their frequencies are found

separately for In in the local minimum configuration and In in the saddle point

configuration.

6.2.2 Correlated Jumps

One problem with the Arrhenius analysis is that it assumes a random-walk regime,

where each jump is a statistically-independent process. The temperature of the sys-

tem must be low enough for the adatom to be in thermal equilibrium with the sub-

strate whether it is located at the transition site (top of barrier) or the local equilib-

rium site. If it is not, then the thermodynamic relations used in the previous section

will be invalid because they assume a steady-state, whereas in a nonequilibium system

terms depending on time are needed. Furthermore, the effect of inertia or “memory”

can be significant as the subsequent hops become increasingly dependent on the pre-

vious trajectory of the diffusing atom. This is a high-temperature regime, and the

solution requires either an explicit consideration of “correlated” jumps at the micro-

scopic level [101], or a “master-equation” approach in the mean-field approximation

[102].

It may be that a thermal energy only of the order of half the activation barrier is

needed for adatom diffusion to cross over from random-walk to correlated, in which

case special considerations are necessary. In their illuminating study, [103] Boisvert

and Lewis have found that including the effect of correlated jumps in the microscopic

model reproduced the diffusion coefficient obtained from molecular dynamics very

well for Ag and Au diffusing on their respective (100) and (111) surfaces.
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TST calculations are not a substitute for molecular dynamics simulations, for

cases where significant rearrangement of the surface takes place, where diffusion is

mediated to a significant degree by an exchange process between the adatom and a

surface atom. In these cases, jump frequencies predicted from transition state theory

are found to be wrong by orders of magnitude [103].

6.3 Molecular Dynamics

A more accurate method than TST, in principle, for characterising diffusion, because

it takes into account the motion of all the atoms in the system, and does not assume

simple harmonic motion, is molecular dynamics. However, it is very computationally

intensive, and concessions usually have to be made for large systems. The type of

molecular dynamics calculation where the forces on the ions is calculated based on

ab initio theory is the most accurate. Here, the forces on the ions are used to follow

their motion using Newtonian mechanics.

We take another look at the Car-Parinello method of molecular dynamics de-

scribed in Section 2.3.2, writing the total energy of the entire system of electrons plus

ions:

E =
∑

i

∫

drµ
∣

∣

∣
ψ̇i(r)

∣

∣

∣

2

+
1

2

∑

I

MIṘ
2
I + E [{ψi} , {RI} ]. (6.10)

The classical decomposition of the above total energy occurs as follows: The term

E is regarded as the potential energy of the system, and the first two terms are the

kinetic energy of the fictitious electrons and the ions. When plane waves are used as

the basis, the kinetic energy term for the electrons is zero for the electronic ground

state. The effect of nonzero temperature is thus entirely manifested in the velocity

of the ions, aside from small contributions due to the smearing of the K-S orbitals,

which are negligible at room temperature. The temperature T of the system is defined
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classically as the average over long times of the kinetic energy K, or 3N
2
kT = 〈K〉 for

the total number of ionic degrees of freedom 3N , for N ions.

While the structural relaxations described in Chapter 2 led to correct forces on the

ions for the atomic configuration at each stage, and subsequently, to the ground state

energy, their ionic dynamics did not correspond to any physical quantity, such as time

or mass, and therefore such calculations are appropriate only for finding the static

structure that yields the local energy minimum, not for the study of diffusion. The

aim in molecular dynamics (MD) is to follow the motion of the ions throughout all

of phase space, by solving Newton’s equations of motion, with physically-appropriate

parameters such as ionic masses and time. However, the time is “stopped” in between

atomic moves in order for the system to reach a good electronic ground state for the

current arrangement of the ions.

However, the form of the dynamical equations of motion is still the same as that

described in Section 2.3.2, and the method of solution used here was also the Verlet

algorithm described there. In particular, the method of finding the electronic ground

state for a fixed ionic configuration was exactly the same. The only changes were

with respect to the parameters in the integration of the ionic equation of motion.

Rather than fictitious masses for the ions, the real ones are used. As well, the time

step for integration of the Verlet algorithm for the ionic dynamics must be such that

all phonon modes are captured (i.e. the highest frequency ones). That the timestep

was small enough was tested by comparing trajectories of the adsorbed In atom for

different timesteps until it did not deviate appreciably from the smaller timestep,

while being computationally efficient at the same time.

The method of integration for the ionic equation of motion is known as the Verlet

Algorithm (e.g. Ref. [104]). It is a second-order scheme and its implementation is

as follows, for ionic positions τi(t), where i is the index labelling the ionic degrees

of freedom, forces on the ions F (τi(t)), ionic masses Mi, and ionic velocities vi(t).
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The forces F (τi(t)) on the ions are calculated according to the Hellmann-Feynman

theorem, Eq. 2.36, as described previously in Chapter 2. The need for a good

electronic ground state cannot be overemphasised especially for molecular dynamics

simulations where the entire trajectory and not just the final structure is monitored,

particularly since the errors in the forces are first-order in the errors in the electronic

wavefunctions, as seen from Eq. 2.36.

Briefly, the Verlet algorithm can be outlined as follows: Beginning from a Taylor

series expansion of τi(t+ δt) and τi(t− δt) about small δt, we add these two series to

obtain

τi(t+ δt) = 2τi(t) − τi(t− δt) + δt2
F (τi(t))

Mi

, (6.11)

for the coordinates, and similarly

vi(t) =
1

2δt
(3τi(t) − 4τi(t− δt) + τi(t− 2δt)) (6.12)

for the velocities is obtained by rearranging the following:

vi(t) =
τi(t+ δt) − τi(t)

δt
. (6.13)

The Verlet algorithm is an improvement over many other second-order integra-

tion schemes because the error per integration step in the coordinates is of order

O(δt4), while the error in the velocities is O(δt2). It is also time-reversible with the

consequence that the total energy does not monotonically drift for periodic motion.

However, barring numerical errors, the total energy does in practice drift because

the entire phase space is far from completely sampled during the entire duration of a

typical molecular dynamics simulation. In practice though, error in the total energy

results from a poor ground state estimation, and associated erroneous forces on the

atoms.
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6.4 The Canonical Ensemble

Usually, experiments are done where the temperature is kept constant by attach-

ing the system to a reservoir. The theoretical model for this system is known as a

canonical ensemble. Obviously, in a finite system at constant total energy, the tem-

perature will fluctuate with time and those fluctuations are inversely proportional to

the number of dynamical degrees of freedom. In the case of a simulation at a fixed

temperature, the equations of motion acquire a greater complexity due to the added

temperature constraint. An extra body must be added, known as a thermostat, to

keep the temperature of the system under study constant, through the exchange of

heat. This will result in one extra equation of motion for the thermostat as well as

a damping term in each equation for the forces. One popular type of thermostat is

the Nosé-Hoover Thermostat [105, 106]. Because in the thermostatted system the

kinetic energy is kept constant, the total energy fluctuates about an average value,

with the fractional amplitude of the fluctuations decreasing as the number of degrees

of freedom are increased.

6.5 The Microcanonical Ensemble

The simulations described in this thesis were performed with constant total energy,

or microcanonical ensemble. All of the simulations were ab initio but there were two

types: one using a plane-wave basis and fully self-consistent DFT, which did not yield

much data, due to excessive computational demand, the other using a smaller basis

of localised orbitals and non-self-consistent DFT, which resulted in much more data

but of poorer accuracy.

All of the simulations consisted of a Ge(5×5) supercell, with the experimental Ge

lattice constant, an 11 Å -thick vacuum region and a Ge slab with only two bilayers,
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terminated with H. When three Ge bilayers were considered, the zero-temperature

total energies did not change appreciably in the non-self-consistent method. Just one

In atom was placed above the surface. All of the atoms except the H and the bottom

Ge layer, which were bonded to the H, were allowed to move.

The structures were set up in reasonable starting configurations, as determined by

previous ab initio calculations, such as those described in Chapters 3-4. The initial

velocities of the ions were determined from a Boltzmann distribution at a selected

temperature. Because the particles are finite in number, the choice of velocities

using the Boltzmann distribution may have skewed the total kinetic energy of the

ions. The initial choice of temperature is not necessarily the one which represents

the mean kinetic energy of the ions once equilibrium is reached. Therefore, before

any data concerning the dynamics is collected, it is crucial to ensure that, at least,

the average total kinetic energy has stabilised. The sampling over all position space

obviously would take much too long, and the system was set up strategically so that

areas of interest, such as In around the restatom basin, were investigated. Ideally,

for unbiased results, the simulation should be run long enough such that prior to the

collection of data, the system would have forgotten all about its initial conditions.

While the trajectory of the In atom was the main one examined in detail, the

substrate was monitored carefully for signs of melting, and none of the results reported

here were in that phase. The substrate atoms did not move much in comparison to

In, and their motion was generally just vibrational.

6.5.1 Self-Consistent Molecular Dynamics Runs

The fully self-consistent calculations were implemented according to the methods de-

scribed in the previous chapters. The only parameter which had to be determined

was the ionic timestep ∆τ and this was taken to be 125 a.u. ≈ 3 fs based on a reason-

able compromise between faithful reproduction of a smaller-timestep’s trajectory and
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speed of calculation. However, trials for self-consistent plane-wave MD trajectories

were not very successful as the In atom did not have a chance to settle at even a

single site, meaning the temperature of the system had not yet stabilised, much less

jump, in the time allotted in any single run spanning several months. Perhaps if the

MD part of the code could have been successfully and efficiently parallelised, some

useful data could have been acquired. Unfortunately, the program was used in a state

where at most, 4 processors could be used in parallel for some tasks before the overall

efficiency began to drop off markedly.

As an example of the timing, at an average temperature of 400 K, during 39 ionic

timesteps corresponding to a real time of 117 fs, with about 50 electronic steps to

reach each ground state, in a coarse estimate of the ground state, the total time took

5.5 days and the In atom moved about 2 Å during this time.

6.5.2 Non-Self-Consistent Molecular Dynamics Runs

All of these runs were performed with the SIESTA [107] package. SIESTA is a code for

performing ab initio DFT calculations but it uses localised numerical orbitals rather

than plane waves. The advantage of this is the drastic reduction in the size of the

basis set and hence problems which are intractable with a plane-wave basis are now

solvable. The main disadvantage of a localised basis is that there is no systematic

way to increase the basis completeness, and sometimes, the basis gets worse when

more members are added.

The localised orbital basis used was a double-zeta polarised one for the top part of

the uppermost Ge bilayer (26 atoms) and single-zeta polarised for the lower part of the

uppermost Ge bilayer (24 atoms) and for the second Ge bilayer (50 atoms). That is,

each ground state angular momentum orbital (one s, three p) was represented by one

(single-zeta) or two (double-zeta) numerical orbitals and the polarisation orbital was

used to simulate a higher angular momentum state (5d orbitals per atom in this case).
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For H, just one orbital (single-zeta) was used. For In, a double-zeta-polarised basis

was used. The total number of basis orbitals numbered 1042 (compared with 109000

in the plane wave calculation). The pseudopotentials were of the Troullier-Martins

type for Ge and H, and BHS for In, as discussed in Chapters 3-4. All calculations

were performed within the LDA. The timestep for the ionic motion was chosen to be

5 fs, based on some tests and trying to balance calculation speed and faithfullness to

the trajectory of smaller ionic timesteps.

The simulations using SIESTA used a very significant time-saving feature besides

that of a reduced basis set: The Harris Functional [108] for estimating the ground state

energy. The Harris Functional is a non-self-consistent approximation of the Kohn-

Sham total energy and the reliability of the forces calculated from such a functional,

again through the Hellmann-Feynman Theorem, Eq. 2.36, are dependent on the

Harris Functional’s applicability.

The Harris Functional is used to estimate the total energy in the following manner,

similar to the Kohn-Sham method. While the Kohn-Sham method improves upon

the electronic density n and the potential by iterating to self-consistency:

HKS ψi(r) = ǫiψi(r)

HKS = p̂2

2m
+

∑

l

[Vion(r −Rl) + VNL(r − Rl)]

+ e2
∫

n(r)

|r − r′| d
3r′ + ǫxc(n(r)) + n(r)

dǫxc(n)

dn

∣

∣

∣

∣

n(r)

(6.14)

with the density constructed from self-consistency with the wavedunction as n(r) =

2
∑

i,occ |ψi(r)|2, the Harris Functional does away with the self-consistency iterations

by simply using an approximate electronic density, n0(r), to construct the Hamilto-

nian:
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HHarris ψ̃i(r) = ǫ̃iψ̃i(r)

HHarris = p̂2

2m
+

∑

l

[Vion(r− Rl) + VNL(r −Rl)]

+ e2
∫

n0(r)

|r − r′| d
3r′ + ǫxc(n0(r)) + n0(r)

dǫxc(n0)

dn0

∣

∣

∣

∣

n0(r)

(6.15)

The linear superposition of atomic densities, n0(r) =
∑

l natom(r − Rl), was used

while the correct density is n(r) = n0(r) + δn(r). The time savings by using the

Harris instead of the Kohn-Sham functional are enormous. If the method to find

the electronic ground state is repeated diagonalisation of the Hamiltonian until the

ground-state density has converged, such as in SIESTA when a small number of

orbitals are considered, then there is just one diagonalisation per atomic move with

the Harris approximation rather than several with the fully-self-consistent solution.

The time savings is at least an order of magnitude, just based on the number of

iterations, as building the Hamiltonian does not result in notable overhead in this

system. Practically, it was found that close to 100 iterations were required when

implementing the full Kohn-Sham method on Ge(5×5) with SIESTA, at least to

obtain the first ground state, although that number is expected to drop substantially

as the system reaches structural equilibrium.

However, the Harris functional did not accurately reproduce the energy basins

of an In atom on the Ge(5×5) surface, except in a qualitative manner. Figure 6.1

shows how the non-self-consistent local-orbital basis calculation of the total energy

at zero temperature compares with that from the more accurate fully self-consistent

calculation using plane waves, presented in the earlier chapters. In Fig. 6.1, the In

atom was placed at various key sites (see Fig. for the site labelling conventions) and

the system was relaxed to its local minimum, with structural relaxations.
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Figure 6.1: The total energies for a single In atom at various basin sites. The thin
lines and small circles correspond to the the non-self-consistent local-
orbital-basis data while the thick lines and larger circles correspond to
the self-consistent plane-wave calculations. The zero point for the plane-
wave calculations is with respect to zero binding energy of In on the
surface while for the other calculations, the zero point is arbitrary such
that the two sets of data can be easily compared.

The depths of the basins, as well as the barrier to cross the dimer rows were

greatly underestimated with the Harris Functional compared with the full ab initio

calculation. As such, the results gleaned from the non-self-consistent calculation must

be treated tentatively, as an upper limit to the diffusion speed around the basin, as

well as the migration rate to a neighbouring half-unit-cell.

The above remarks assume that it is the Harris functional rather than the localised

basis which lead to the inferior approximation of the energy landcape. This could

have been checked by recalculating the energy landscape using the full Kohn-Sham
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method with SIESTA. Unfortunately, achieving an electronic ground state for this

system with SIESTA was found to be very time-consuming. However, the structural

properties, such as the equilibrium lattice constants of Ge and In, were tested prior

to the use of the localised basis functions in the Ge(5×5) calculation and the results

of those tests were similar to those found using the plane-wave calculations.

6.6 Analysis of Molecular Dynamics data

The MD data from the non-self-consistent calculations was analysed to arrive at a

quantitative description for the motion of an In atom both within a HUC, and for

crossing to neighbouring HUCs.

The region studied most extensively was the basin around the restatom because

it was necessary to focus on a particular area for which statistically-relevant results

could be obtained.

The typical number of ionic steps required at the beginning of a run for the

structure to equilibrate when the In atom was at a given site was about 100, meaning

a total time of 500 fs. A jump typically occured after a much longer period of time,

depending on the temperature, and most jumps were to neighbouring basin sites,

although there were exceptions, as will be discussed later. The typical displacement

of In between timesteps of course was dependent on a number of factors, but it was

very small: roughly 0.01 Å .

Some example trajectories are shown in Fig. 6.2. Shown are trajectories around

the faulted restatom (a), the unfaulted restatom (b), and the corner hole (c). An

example of a more migratory trajectory is shown in Fig. 6.3. Broadly speaking, the

diffusion does seem to be of the random-walk type, as the In atom clearly spends

most of its time settled at a particular site rather than migrating, although at the

higher temperatures, its motion is a bit more blurred than at lower ones.
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Figure 6.2: Three example molecular dynamics trajectories from the non-self-
consistent, localised orbital method. Trajectory (a), around the faulted
restatom is at a temperature of 489±35 K. Trajectory (b), around the un-
faulted restatom, has a temperature of 497±35 K, and path (c), around
the corner hole, is at 816±68 K.

The jumps from site-to-site (e.g. T4 to B2) within a basin were recorded and enu-

merated for each trajectory and converted into a jump frequency Γ for jumping within

a basin with no distinction between basin sites. As well, preferences for individual

basin sites were noted qualitatively. The error in the number of jumps was taken

to be the random error, assuming a Poisson distribution. There were often times

when it was difficult to distinguish between a true jump and an attempted jump, but

these cases were quite infrequent and were absorbed in the random error. The error

in the temperature was taken as the standard error, that is the standard deviation

of the temperature fluctuations. The graph for the jump frequency as a function
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Figure 6.3: An example of a relatively migratory trajectory, showing crossings be-
tween half-unit cells. The temperature is 747±54 K.

of temperature for the faulted half restatom basin is shown in Fig. 6.4. From the

line of best fit we obtain an activation energy of EA = 0.40 ± 0.07 eV. This value

is quite large in comparison with the activation barriers calculated using the same,

non-self-consistent method, from Fig. 6.1), but is within reasonable agreement with

it, as much beyond order-of-magnitude agreements are not usually expected for this

type of analysis. The attempt frequency Γ0 had a large error associated with it but

the value was determined to be 99 ± 280 THz.

In addition to the jump frequencies, the microscopic diffusion parameter within a

faulted basin was evaluated using a mean square deviation of the trajectory, that is

lim
t→∞

〈

|r(t) − r(0)|2
〉

/4t
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Figure 6.4: The data for the jump frequency Γ plotted with the line of best fit in line
with the Arrhenius description Γ = Γ0 exp (−EA/kT ).

with respect to the first instance of equilibrium being reached at a basin site, which

defined r(0). It is noted that r = (rx, ry) represents the coordinates of the In atom in

the plane of the surface. The diffusion behaviour is a weighted average over the many

sites, according to the relative dwell times at the different sites in the basin. The

long-time mean-square value is affected by whether there is a sufficient sampling over

many sites. If two sites differ markedly in their microscopic diffusion parameter, then

a longer-time average will be needed in order to converge the macroscopic diffusion

value. This accounts for the error in the macroscopic diffusion constant.

We see from the graph, in Fig. 6.5 that a line can be fitted quite coarsely. The

activation energy was calculated to be 0.26±0.07 eV, a value which just barely grazes

the boundaries of the activation energy calculated using the jump frequencies from the
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Figure 6.5: The data for the diffusion plotted with the line of best fit in line with the
Arrhenius description D = D0 exp (−EA/kT ).

previous section. This calls into question both the appropriateness of the Arhennius

fit, as well as the estimation of error. As with the estimation of the activation energy

from the jump rates Γ in the previous section, the value of the activation energy

is overestimated with respect to the barrier heights calculated using the same non-

selfconsistent method, at zero temperature (c.f. Fig. 6.1), but, as explained in the

previous section, considering the error inherent in the non-self-consistent method,

this is not surprising. Of course, the fact that the activation energy determined from

the diffusion behaviour does not agree with that from the zero-temperature graph

of the basin energies does not preclude non-Arrhenius behaviour, but much more

data would be required to prove this. The prefactor D0 unfortunately is hard to pin

down from the graphical analysis, its error from the least-squares fit being quite large.
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Basin Temperature (K) Hopping Rate (GHz)
Corner hole 820±70 100±20
Faulted restatom 800±60 200±40
Unfaulted restatom 500±35 10±5
Faulted restatom 490±40 64±9
Unfaulted restatom 720±50 25±7
Faulted restatom 730±50 110±20

Table 6.1: The jump rates separated into three groups, to compare different trajec-
tories at similar temperatures.

Nevertheless, its value was estimated to be 0.7 ± 2.0Å
2
/ps.

Other quantities which may be compared are the difference in diffusion constants

for similar temperatures for other types of trajectories, such these in the F and U

halves restatom basins, and for diffusion around the corner hole. As well, a rough

estimate of the diffusion across dimer rows can be made, with the caveat that the

energy barrier for hopping over the dimer rows is far too low compared with the more

accurate self-consistent plane-wave calculations.

Table 6.1 shows some orphaned jump rates which did not lead to any Arrhenius

plots, because the trajectories were not computed at many temperatures, but these are

useful in comparing the jump rates of different trajectories at the same temperature.

By examining the first two rows of Table 6.1, we note that the corner hole jump rate is

slower than that inside the faulted restatom basin. For the unfaulted restatom basin,

the jump rate was lower than for the faulted restatom basin at both temperatures

under consideration.

We may compare these hopping rates with those for the In atom to hop over into an

adjacent HUC, even though the dimer row energy barrier is severely underestimated

in this model. The typical frequency for crossing into an adjacent HUC, with no

distinction made for F→U and vice-versa due to the scarcity of such events, is shown

in Table 6.2. The rates for the inter-half cell crossing for each separate run agree with

each other but it must be remembered that only those runs for which the hopping
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Temperature (K) Hopping Rate (GHz)
747±54 6±2
797±56 5±2
720±53 2±2
726±52 2±2

Table 6.2: The rates for hopping into a neighbouring HUC for those runs in which
this phenomenon was actually observed.

phenomenon was observed are analysed.

As far as long jumps were concerned, it should be noted that they were observed

quite frequently, but they did not make up the majority of jumps at any temperature.

They were included in the enumeration of the jumps however. The proportion of long

jumps was greater at higher temperatures, accounting for about one-third of all jumps

at temperatures around 800 K, and 10% at around 500 K. As such, there is insufficient

data for an analysis of jump correlation.

The T4 and H3 sites were generally the most often visited out of all sites in the

basin. The dwell time for sites within a basin was higher at the H3 sites, as was

hopping to these sites, but the T4 sites were not far behind. In particular, in the

unfaulted restatom basin, one of the runs at low temperature depicts clearly the

extreme preference for H3 sites. The B2 sites, despite being as numerous as the T4

and H3 sites combined, very rarely hosted the In atom. No indication of why the B2

site is avoided can be gleaned from the energy plot in Fig. 6.1. B2 is the highest-

coordinated of all basin sites, and as such may have an unstable energy landscape

but the full mapping of the energy landscape is an enourmous task. Points located

in-between the labelled basin sites were calculated with plane-wave self-consistent

DFT, with the methods described in Chapter 2, and these sites all corresponded to

the analogous curve of Fig. 6.1.

All of the jump frequencies quoted above are much too large to be distinguished

in an experiment, say by scanning the surface using an STM, and the In atom’s
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electron density would appear as a blur or perhaps as nothing localisable. However,

the jumping of one atom from one half-unit cell to another has been observed in some

experiments in some systems, so it is likely that the low estimate of the dimer barrier

in these calculations caused this rate to be much too high. Clusters of more than one

In atom are expected to have much slower diffusion rates to the point where their

jumps can be counted.

6.7 Summary

This chapter presented a preliminary study of the diffusion of a single In atom on

Ge(5×5). The techniques used to perform the molecular dynamics were noticably

inaccurate when calculating the energy landscapes, but at this time, it is not possible

to do a fully self-consistent calculation to yield statistically-significant results with a

plane-wave basis set. It was unfortunate that the TST estimates did not work out so

as to have something to compare the MD results with.



Chapter 7

Conclusions

In this thesis, every attempt was made to address the main features of the Ge(111)-

5×5/Si(111)-7×7 system, and In adsorption, within the scope of the available re-

sources at this time. Of course, the job is not complete; the studies begun herein can

be used to develop further insights into these fascinating systems, in collaboration

with experimentalists.

The method used to study these systems, density functional-based ab initio pseu-

dopotential theory, is unbiased with respect to the configuration of the system under

study, and often, is the only reliable way to examine systems, especially complex

and unusual ones, in detail, especially in regimes inaccessible to experiments. Such

regimes include temperature extremes, as well as subsurface and bonding structure.

Below is a summary of the main results of each chapter, along with open questions

which can be taken as suggestions for future work in each area.

7.1 Bare Ge(111)-5×5 Surface

The investigation began with a study of the Ge(111)-5×5. The model is appropriate

in the limit of a thick Ge wetting layer on Si(111)-7×7 several monolayers thick, such

144
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that the effects of the Si-Ge interface may be omitted. In particular the bulk Ge

lattice parameter is assumed for the surface unit cell which is unlikely to have serious

consequences, but more importantly, effects of Si for Ge substitution near the surface

are not included in the detailed analysis of the electronic structure of the surface and

the effects of strain due to the Si-Ge lattice mismatch are not accounted for.

7.2 In-atom adsorption on Ge(5×5)

The calculations of the energy landscape for a single adsorbed In per 5×5 unit cell

give an attractive basin around the restatom, about 0.5 eV deep within the GGA,

with an energy barrier for In motion over the dimer row into a neighboring half cell.

The energy basin is similar to the basins found for adsorbates on Si(111)-7×7 surface

[77]. The variations in In energy within the basin are small, within the GGA ≈ 0.1

eV, and it is anticipated that the In will move easily around the basin within a half

cell at room temperature, but hops from one basin to another in a neighboring half

cell will be infrequent. The LDA gives energy basins that are deeper, vary more

within the basin and for which the barrier to hop out of the half cell is larger, ≈ 1 eV.

The energy basins around the restatoms in the faulted and unfaulted half cells are

similar. The one in the faulted half cell is marginally deeper for both the GGA and

LDA, in accordance with the experimental results, but the experiments show a more

marked energetic preference of the In for the faulted half cell than the calculations

seem to indicate.

As for which of the exchange-correlation functionals is the best, it is difficult to

say: The LDA gave exact agreement with the experimental Ge bulk diamond lattice

constant of 5.65 Å while the GGA (PBE) gave one that was quite overestimated at

5.75 Å . On the other hand, many other properties were better approximated by the

GGA than the LDA, for example the bulk modulus and the cohesive energy. Similar
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results were found for Si. In general however, there was no substantial difference in

any of the results obtained in this thesis which form of XC functional was used.

A number of two- and three-In atom clusters have also been studied, with the

In occupying positions in the energy basin that were energetically favourable for a

single In per unit cell. The total energies after relaxation of all the surface atom

positions, showed that although the In in the clusters is bound to the Ge surface,

the binding energy per In is in most cases slightly less than for a single In per cell.

The analysis of the electron density showed a large decrease in the density between

an In and the neighbouring substrate Ge atoms as an In was added to a cluster but

an increase in the nearby restatom’s dangling bond pointing perpendicular to the

surface. Clustering would seem to indicate an increase in the total strength of the In-

In covalent bonds but a weakening of the bonding to the substrate. The calculations

indicate that In clustering is energetically slightly unfavourable, which seems at odds

with the STM investigation. This conflict is similar to the earlier one of Na adsorbed

on Si(111)-7×7 , in which ab initio calculations gave all cluster sizes energetically less

favourable than the single atom, whereas STM images showed regular arrays of six

atom clusters.

Aside from unanticipated problems with the ab initio methods applied to this

system, there are some possibilities for reconciling this conflict which are worth inves-

tigating. Although the total energies are minimised with respect to all atom positions

in the surface layers these atom arrangements could be local minima and the optimum

cluster configurations may not have been found.

The STM scans of the experiments were performed at room temperature and

extending the ab initio results to finite temperature could introduce new effects.

Although entropic effects favouring the more ordered clustering state can probably

be ruled out, In diffusion may be a factor. The STM images of some clusters showed

a streaking that is symptomatic of In atom motion on the time scale of scans. If a
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few In in some region were moving much more rapidly than the scanning speed but

lingering at favourable sites within a basin, then the scan would take on aspects of

clustering. In this case, STM scans at low temperature would be of interest.

Last but not least, the use of the 5×5 supercell in the simulations has been shown

to lead to the artificially-imposed, non-negligible interaction of neighbouring unit

cells, and this is worth eliminating in future calculations. However, a study as detailed

as the one described here but with a 10×10 unit cell would be impractical at present.

7.3 Ge(5×5) as a wetting layer on Si(111)

The effect of strain on the pure Ge(5×5) system due to the modified surface lattice

parameter is found to lead to a large distortion in the surface structure. Sadly, no

experimental studies of the dependence of surface atom heights or bond lengths on

the surface lattice parameter exist at this time to compare with.

The corrugation of the surface adatom heights within each half, when Ge is ad-

sorbed as a thin wetting layer on Si(111) is a very interesting result and needs to

be explored further, due to its implications for experiments with this surface. For

example, it is possible that the corrugation in adatom heights observed in STM ex-

periments is being mistaken for Si substitution in the surface layers. With Si as

the substrate for Ge(5×5), the effects of strain are less severe, in terms of the bond

lengths of the surface atoms, than with the bare Ge(5×5) surface.

Single atom Si-Ge exchange was studied and found that it is most favourable for Si

to reside in the layer below the surface. It is quite interesting that all surface studies,

of the Ge-Si system appear to favour substitution somewhere between the surface

and the interface, as in this study. However, the mechanism behind this exchange

needs to be determined in order to ascertain that no intermediate state, such as the

formation of a vacancy, or Frenkel pair [25], is too costly for this to occur.
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7.4 Molecular Dynamics

Much more work needs to be done in this area, as the non-self-consistent calcula-

tions are not an accurate representation of the zero-temperature energy landscape.

However, the success in predicting diffusion characteristics for a single In atom, even

qualitatively, cannot be verified using scanning-tunnelling microscopy because the

hopping rates within a basin are too rapid. Therefore, further simulations using

multiple-atom In clusters, which are expected to have much smaller diffusion rate, or

much larger supercells, to examine inter-cell hopping, though this will not be possi-

ble from first principles using current computational resources, and a model for the

energy landscape will need to be constructed.
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Appendix A

Population Analysis

Here we provide some additional details regarding the Mulliken population analysis

described in Chapter 2.

A.1 Equivalence of the two projection methods

We can prove that working in the atomic orbital basis with the minimal coefficients c

is in fact equivalent to the procedure of constructing the projector matrix of atomic

orbitals and working completely within a plane-wave basis, as explained in references

[59, 60, 61].

We will prove this by arriving at the same set of linear equations Sc = b with

the projector way as we did with the method outlined in Chapter 2.

As in the references [59, 60, 61], we write the projector as

P̂ =
∑

i

|φi〉〈φi| (A.1)

where the dual

〈φi| =
∑

j

S−1
ij〈φj|
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is required because the atomic orbitals are not orthogonal in general.

We now suppose that the transformation described by the projection is

|ξα〉 = P̂ |Ψα〉, (A.2)

where, henceforth dropping the subscript α for clarity,

|ξ〉 =
∑

j

fj|φj〉. (A.3)

We will show that the coefficients fj are precisely the aj calculated earlier.

Begin with the matrix-vector product Sf :

∑

j

Sijfj =
∑

j

〈φi|φj〉fj

= 〈φi|ξ〉

= 〈φi|P̂ |Ψ〉

=
∑

l

〈φi|φl〉
∑

j

S−1
ljbj

=
∑

l

Sil

∑

j

S−1
ljbj

= bi. (A.4)

We obtain the set of linear equations Sf = b which, being satisfied by only one

set of coefficients f , lead us to conclude that c = f , and that |ξ〉 = |φ〉.
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A.2 Tests of Mulliken Population Analysis

In this section, the results of some tests of the population analysis scheme outlined

in Chapter 2, will be presented. Since the results for Ge and In-adsorbed Ge(5×5)

are given in Chapters 3 and 4, here, the results of tests on some simpler systems will

be summarised.

For the elements other than Si, Ge, and In, the pseudopotentials were not thor-

oughly tested; the default parameters of BHS and/or the pseudopotential-generation

program fhi98PP [109] were used in their construction. The structures below were not

relaxed; they were set up according to the experimental values from the literature.

All charges below are expressed in units of the electronic charge e.

a. Molecules

• C-O molecule

bond axis along the x-direction, bond-length=2.098 a.u., Ecut=50 Ry

Atom Gross Charges Total Gross Charge for Atom

C: 2s1.662p0.86
x 2p0.52

y 2p0.53
z ; 3.56

O: 2s1.872p1.67
x 2p1.45

y 2p1.46
z ; 6.45

Total Overlap: 0.83 QTotal = 10.01

• Si-O molecule

bond axis along the x-direction, bond-length=2.893 a.u.,Ecut=50 Ry

Atom Gross Charges Total Gross Charge for Atom

Si: 3s1.763p0.46
x 3p0.38

y 3p0.37
z ; 2.97

O: 2s1.952p1.81
x 2p1.61

y 2p1.62
z ; 6.98

Total Overlap: 0.58 QTotal = 9.95
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The bond Si-O is more ionic than C-O as there is more charge tranfer to O and

at the same time, the covalency of Si-O is weaker because there is less overlap.

b. Bulk Semiconductors in the Diamond Structure

Note: as all three p orbitals have the same gross charge, just the total is indicated.

• Si a=5.43 Å , Ecut=20 Ry

Gross charge per atom → 3s1.343p2.66 ; QSi = 4.00

Total Overlap per nearest-neighbour bond: 0.78

• Ge a=5.65 Å , Ecut=20 Ry

Gross charge per atom → 4s1.474p2.53 ; QGe = 4.00

Total Overlap per nearest-neighbour bond: 0.70

Total Overlap of each Ge with all the other atoms: 0.72

Thus, atoms of bulk Si are closer to the sp3 configuration than those of bulk Ge.

Also, the Ge-Ge bonds are weaker than those of Si.

• GaAs a=5.65 Å , Ecut=20 Ry

Gross charge per Ga atom → 4s1.204p1.54 ; QGa = 2.75

Gross charge per As atom → 4s1.694p3.56 ; QAs = 5.26

Total Overlap per nearest-neighbour bond: 0.64

Total Overlap of each Ga with all the other atoms: 0.59

Total Overlap of each As with all the other atoms: 0.77

Clearly, there is some transfer of charge from Ga to As, and a considerable degree

of ionicity present, rather than a tendency towards equal charges on the two species.

This effect can be predicted by the electronegativity differences of Ga and As on the

Pauling scale [81, 82].
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In the above examples, we see that most of the overlap bonding charge is between

nearest-neighbour bonds. The amount of charge contributed by each atom to each

of its four nearest-neighbour bonds is greater than the total overlap charge with all

the other atoms because the non-nearest-neighbour overlaps are mostly antibonding,

that is, negative.

c. Metal: Bulk Aluminum (fcc) a=4.05 Å , Ecut=20 Ry

Note: as all three p orbitals have the same gross charge, just the total is indicated.

Gross charge per atom → 3s1.163p1.84 ; QAl = 3.00

Total Overlap per nearest-neighbour bond: 0.08

Total Overlap of each Al with all other atoms: 0.75

Thus, we see that of the total amount of charge available for each Al to overlap

with other atoms, just 0.04 e (half the total bond overlap) is used to overlap with

each of its four neighbours. The rest is used in extended bonding. This lack of a

clearly defined covalent bond is consistent with the extended nature of the bond in

simple metals, and in the extreme case of the free electron gas.


